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transliteration

Cyrillic characters

Conventions Transcriptions

Abbreviations

This section describes the conventions and abbreviations I have used. Normal

text is written like this. Since most of what follows is about feature structures

I will indicate them by the typewriter type style, e.g. \The wh feature is used

to indicate whether a constituent undergoes wh-movement or not. Possible

values are wh=yes and wh=no". With bold characters I mark those terms I

have de�ned in the text and which I use only in the sense of this de�nition.

For languages which do not use Latin characters, I used the transliteration

and transcription system which I think is the most accepted one in linguistic

circles.

For the transcription of Chinese I use the 58 symbol writing system devel-

oped in The People's Republic of China in 1955 and �nally adopted in 1958,

called "pin ying". This system uses monographs and digraphs for the rep-

resentation of phonemes as well as diacritical signs for the representation of

the distinctive tones (b�a, b�a, b�a, b�a, b_a) (cf. [Hu�ang and Li�ao83], [Crystal87],

[Zadoenko and Xuan93]).

For Russian I use the transliteration system described in [Bouvier77]. This

system is valid for the transliteration of all Slavonic Cyrillic characters if not

further speci�ed by special transliteration rules as in the case of Bulgarian.

The system used for Bulgarian deviates from the general transliteration of the

Slavonic Cyrillic characters wrt the 26th and 27th character which are translit-

erated as �st and â respectively.

Language examples from Serbo-Croatian are given for reasons of simplicity in

the Croatian variant, which uses Latin characters with diacritical signs.

xi



xii CONVENTIONS TRANSCRIPTIONS ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are employed in the glosses:

Abbreviation spelled out example

1 �rst person

2 second person

3 third person

ACC accusative case

ATT attribute marker w�o d_e sh�u
DAT dative case

DEF de�nite inection paradigma der gro�e Mann
ERG ergative case

FEM feminine gender

GEN genitive case

INDEF inde�nite inection paradigma ein gro�er Mann
DISS INSTR instrumental case

MASC masculine gender

NEG negation marker Il ne vient pas.
NOM nominative case

PASS passive marker

PL plural number

PREF separable pre�x Es kommt vor.
SG singular number

VERB verb

QU question marker ch�� f�an l_e m_a ?



CONVENTIONS TRANSCRIPTIONS ABBREVIATIONS xiii

Within the text I use the following abbreviations, all of which are standard in

the related literature.

Abbreviation spelled out

CEU Commission of the European Union

CS Constituent Structure

EBMT Example-based MT

GB Government and Binding Theory

(cf. [Chomsky81])

GPSG Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar

(cf. [Gazdar et al.85], [Bennett95])

HPSG Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar

(cf. [Pollard and Sag87], [Pollard and Sag94])

IS Interface Structure

KBMT Knowledge-based MT

LBMT Linguistic-based MT

LF Lexical Function

(cf. [Mel'�cuk74], [Mel'�cuk84])

LFG Lexical Functional Grammar

(cf. [Bresnan (ed.)82])

MT Machine Translation

NLP Natural Language Processing

SBMT Statistic-based MT

SL Source Language

SS Surface Structure

SV Support Verb

SVC Support Verb Construction

TG Transformational Grammar

TL Target Language

Background information to MT systems, linguistic concepts and other is given

in a glossary at the end of this thesis. I have preferred this style of repre-

sentation over the use of footnotes since it allows for the selectional reading

of speci�c chapters without the necessity of repeating footnotes every time a

concept is mentioned. Words for which an entry can be found in the glossary

are marked by an asterisk, e.g. ETAP*.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 About this Thesis

MT is said to have had its origins in the late forties. Since then many books have

been published about MT. While some of them focus on the history of MT and

give an overview of MT systems (e.g. [Hutchins86], [Kulagina89], [Schwanke91]

and [Whitelock and Kilby95]), others try to describe the problems of MT and

possible approaches to handling them (e.g. [Nirenburg (ed.)87], [Luckhardt87],

[Lehrberger and Bourbeau88], [Luckhardt and Zimmermann91], [La�ing91],

[Goddman and Nirenburg (eds.)92] and [Sch�utz94]). Still others describe

concrete systems focusing on formal aspects and less on linguistic details

(e.g. [Maas84], [Weisweber94] and [Sharp94]). Finally there are publications

which specify linguistic details of MT systems (e.g. [Luckhardt and Maas83],

[ERM90], [Apresjan et al.89], [Mehrjerdian92] and [Dorr93]), but only a few

succeed in presenting a coherent linguistic theory of MT, which on the one

hand is su�ciently abstract in order to allow knowledge transfer from the MT

system they describe to other MT systems and on the other hand shows how

such a theory can be implemented. With this thesis I try to overcome this gap

in the literature in describing the linguistic foundations for MT and how they

are realized in the CAT2 MT system. Although I concentrate on the linguistic

aspects of MT, I do not assume that MT can be done exclusively based on

linguistic approaches to analysis and generation, and �rst steps are currently

being taken to extend the CAT2 system with components from alternative ap-

proaches such as SBMT, EBMT1. These alternative approaches, on the other

hand, currently try to integrate linguistic knowledge in order to optimize the

1These approaches are discussed in [Brown et al.90],
[Furuse and Iida92], [Brown et al.93], [Hutchins93], [Nirenburg93], [Isabelle93],
[Jones95], [Fung and Wu95] and [Sumita and Iida95].

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

form

function

meaning

neutralization

output of such systems (cf. [Brown and Frederking95], [Collins96]). Therefore,

I consider it to be my task to illustrate the linguistic foundations of MT, taking

as an example the implementation work I have done during the last 5 years.

1.2 The Linguist's Contribution to MT

The linguist's contribution to the modeling of the translation process has

mostly been understood as supplying a monolingual analysis according to

the actual linguistic research paradigm2 and to show how the collected in-

formation can be used for translation, e.g. [Kudo and Nomura86], [Sharp86],

[Hauenschild and Busemann88]. This conception, interesting as it might be

for the research paradigm, has never led to the construction of a running MT

system. In order to achieve this, a contrastive analysis of languages should be

the starting point for the modelling of MT if the contributions of the linguist

are to have any impact. As Tsujii puts it: The most crucial of all is that
linguistics in LBMT have placed excessive importance on monolingual theories
and largely ignored bilingual counterparts. As a result, their theories of MT
become mere parasites of monolingual theories, while ideal theories of MT, to
my mind, should center around a bilingual theory and reconstruct monolingual
theories accordingly.([Tsujii93], pg.97). To my knowledge, only few MT sys-

tems have been developed taking the contrastive view as a starting point for

its modeling of MT, e.g. [Dorr93]. In order to achieve this in a systematic

and valid way, a view on language has to be taken which involves the three

following components of language description: form, function andmeaning.

The form of a language describes those properties of a language for which

no choice is possible: A speaker of German, for example, has no choice about

whether to put the inectional a�x before or after an adjective stem; only

the latter will result in a German word (e.g. *ensch�on vs. sch�onen). The

form of a language is thus the set of invariable constraints on the surface

structure (henceforth SS) of a language3. To capture the hierarchical relations

of these properties has been one of the main streams of linguistics in this

century (cf. [Rombouts19], [Jakobson86], [Greenberg63], [Greenberg65]). The

form does not only list structural constraints on the SS but also cases of

neutralization, i.e. contexts in which a choice provided by the language is not

possible, e.g. �nal devoicing in Dutch and German:

2Paradigms, as de�ned by Kuhn [Kuhn87], represent scienti�c performances which are
taken by a group of scientists for a period of time as the basis of their scienti�c work.

3[Vinay and Darbelnet58] call this set of invariable constraints ensemble de servitudes
(set of servitudes) (pg. 31), where a 'servitude' is de�ned as Cas o�u le choix, la forme et

l'orde des mots sont impos�es par la langue (Case where the choice, the form and the order
of words are dictated by the language).
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bidirectionality

(1)

The Form of German

no nasal vowels

no bilabial fricatives

+[obstr] ) -[voice] / #

no inectional pre�xes/in�xes

articles precede the NP

non�nite structures have no overt subject

: : :

Functions are involved whenever the speaker actually has a choice, say, be-

tween saying speaker and speaking, between the dog eats the cat and the cat
eats the dog. Choices are only possible for a given language in a context which

does not neutralize the possible choices. Functions relate a choice of possible

SSs to meaning and vice versa. A function is identi�ed by its name and the

functional value, i.e. the choice that has been realized:

(2)

context The dog eats the cat The cat eats the dog

name of function syntactic function syntactic function

scope of function dog dog

functional value subject direct object

scope of meaning dog dog

meaning agent theme

For the contexts where MT is currently used, i.e. technical and scienti�c types

of texts, it is reasonable to assume that translation is meaning-preserving,

i.e. the same distinctions have to be made in SL and TL. These distinctions

are responsible for the applications of the functions, i.e. they represent the

meaning of the text4. Given the form of a language, the meaning deter-

mines completely the SS, i.e. meaning is the condition for the application of

functions.

My central claim is that MT, especially in a multilingual architecture, has to

be based on meaning instead of a set of heuristics which match forms and

functions of SL and TL. The choice of the appropriate function in the TL

depends on the interaction of the form and all constraints on functions of the

TL. These constraints cannot be predicted from the SL.

The strategy followed by many MT systems to match forms and functions

may have some success in bilingual MT systems involving cognate languages,

but is impracticable in a multilingual environment.

The requirement of an MT system to use every language component both for

4Similar meaning based approach to translation can be found in [Mel'�cuk74],
[Kuz'min75], [Larson84], [Nitta86] and [Bateman89].
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number marking analysis and generation is supported by the proposed model. Bidirectional

systems have to separate the descriptors of di�erent languages, otherwise the

generation part is underspeci�ed wrt the description of the TL and cannot

function as SL5. The oddness of such an approach becomes obvious when com-

pared to the activity of a human translator. Human translators master in the

best case SL and TL with the same degree of pro�ciency, otherwise they use the

'strong' language as the TL and the 'weak' one as SL. While the TL requires

a complete and correct description, de�ciencies in the SL can be supplemented

by conceptual knowledge which helps to �nd out what is said. What monodi-

rectional MT systems model, however, is a translator who can produce a text

in a language she cannot understand, generating a structure according to cer-

tain heuristics, but not being able to control the output of these heuristics. In

such systems Asource is mapped to Atarget and Bsource to Btarget, but if Atarget

and Btarget do not go together in the TL, the system will generate illegal out-

put or fail. The process of translation, however, necessarily checks that the

target structure makes the same distinctions (i.e. has the same meaning) as

the source expression does. The system must have at its disposal information

about the form and all constraints on the functions of the TL in order to

decide which functions can be employed to express the meaning.

1.3 An Exemplary Analysis

The distinction of form, function and meaning is not always trivial. Let us

take an example to illustrate how these components may be disentangled.

Many languages have a system for the marking of number of nouns. Thus,

while the English nouns woman and laundry are singular, women and clothes
are plural. This marking of number cannot be directly equated withmeaning,

as becomes apparent when we compare translationally equivalent expressions,

as in the following German-Italian examples.

(3) German - Italian:

a. das

the

Auto

carSG

-

-

la

the

macchina

carSG
`the car'

b. die

the

Autos

carPL

-

-

le

the

macchine

carPL
`the cars'

c. die

the

Nudeln

pastaPL

-

-

la

the

pasta

pastaSG
`the pasta'

5Systems using this architecture are MU (cf. [Nagao and Tsujii86] and

[Sakamato et al.86], ETAP* and ETAP2* METAL (cf. [Thurmair90]), LOGOS (cf.
[Scott89] [Scott92]), NTVECMT (cf. [Chen and Chen92]) and CHARON*.
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pluralia tantum

countability

d. Nudeln

pastaPL

-

-

della

of the

pasta

pastaSG
`pasta'

e. der

the

Teig

doughSG

la

-

pasta

the doughSG
`the dough'

f. jedes

every

Mal

timeSG

-

-

tutte

all

le

the

volte

timesPL
`all the times'

g. die

the

Brille

glassesSG

-

-

gli

the

occhiali

glassesPL
`the pair of glasses'

h. die

the

Brillen

glassesPL

-

-

gli

the

occhiali

glassesPL
`the pairs of glasses'

In addition, singular and plural marking can be observed on nouns which are

the translations of parts of speech or syntactic constructions where no number

marking is possible. In (4) the German verb anscha�en is translated into

an English singular noun. Where can the singular marking come from if the

marking is identi�ed with the meaning itself?

(4) German:

Sie

they

begr�u�en

greet

es,

it,

da�

that

ein

a

Auto

car

angescha�t

acquired

wird.

becomes

`They greet the acquisition of a car.'

In order to describe such phenomena correctly, one �rst has to isolate the form,

i.e. constraints on functions, through the contrast of possible and impossible

SSs. In our examples the constraints are of three kinds: First, German and

Italian have only two types of number marking, singular and plural. Second,

occhiali is a pluralia tantum, i.e. no singular is possible. Third, the number

marking occurring with jedes and tutte is grammatically �xed as singular in

German and plural in Italian, irrespective of their meaning. The opposition

of singular and plural is thus neutralized. How these phenomena are to be

handled may be a problem for implementation, but they do not contribute

to the identi�cation of the functions and the meaning related to number

marking. They are excluded from the analysis of the phenomenon.

The remaining examples can be systematized when a second variable is in-

tegrated into the analysis. This variable is the 'countability' of nouns. The

countability of a noun speci�es whether plural and counting is possible or not.
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With count nouns counting and plurals are possible, with mass nouns only sin-

gular is possible. The Italian pasta is a mass noun for which no plural is possible

without a change in meaning from `pasta' to `biscuits'. The German Nudel is
a count noun since plural as well as counting of Nudeln are possible. We thus

arrive at three classes of translational equivalence. The �rst class consists only

of singular count nouns. Therefore singular count nouns can only be translated

as singular count nouns (3a). The second class consists of plural count nouns

and mass nouns, which may be translations of each other. This second class

must be subdivided according to the values of the function determination,

de�nite (3b) and inde�nite (3c).

(5)
COUNT SG COUNT PL DEF COUNT PL INDEF

MASS DEF MASS INDEF

The next step is to �nd the meaning which accounts for this pattern. In

the proposed model, number is a function of count nouns which yields with

the functional value 'singular' the meaning 'quantized'. With the functional

value 'plural' the meaning depends on the function determination which

yields themeaning 'cumulative' or 'quantized'. For a de�nition of these terms

cf. Section 7.3. Singular mass nouns equally refer according to the function

determination 'cumulative' or 'quantized'. The relations are summarized as

follows, where the meaning is represented by three types of quanti�cations:

cumulative, quantized "X=1", or quantized "X>1".

(6)

COUNT SG COUNT PL DEF COUNT PL INDEF

MASS DEF MASS INDEF

quantized cumulative

X=1 X>1

The meaning so identi�ed is applicable to other parts of speech. Events ex-

pressed through verbs may be quantized (run 5 miles) or cumulative (run).
Adjectives may be lexically marked as to whether they refer to a quantized

entity or a cumulative entity. triangular refers 'quantized' while angular refers
'cumulatively'. This can be seen from the paraphrases with a nominal: trian-
gular = having 3 angles (quantized) and spiny = having thorns (cumulative).
Other types of quanti�cation are found in the adjectives and adverbs like weekly,
monochrome and polychrome.

The above deliberations can be summarized as follows: the treatment of a

phenomenon in a multilingual setting requires (i) a contrastive listing of trans-

lational equivalences. (ii) the form has to be excluded from the analysis,

since the form does not contribute to the identi�cation of the functions and
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meaningmeaning, although special attention has to be paid to its implementation.

(iii) functional equivalences have to be identi�ed and (iv) the meaning which

underlies the di�erent functional equivalences has to be identi�ed. The repre-

sentation of the meaning should be chosen in such a way as to be applicable

to every language and to all functions related to all parts of speech which

can express the meaning. The meaning is represented as a system of oppo-

sitions, where each opposition may be linked to zero, one or more functions.

Although a parse of a sentence is already a possible meaning representation

of that sentence6 , I derive from this representation a representation which is

more adequate for the purpose of translation, i.e. I arrange that structure in

such a way that all functions of all other languages can interact with that

representation.

1.4 Overview of the Thesis

As has already been stated, translation is meaning-preserving, at least in the

contexts where MT is currently used. Therefore, the translation process, if

modeled for the purposes of multilingual MT, can best be described as a map-

ping of SSs ontomeaning and from this meaning to the SSs of the TL. Form

and meaning are related via functions. Whenever a choice between di�erent

SSs is possible, this causes changes in the meaning. Functions map choices

in SSs onto meaning (in analysis) and meaning to SSs (in synthesis). My

central claim is that in a multilingual MT system functions cannot be trans-

lated into functions, which is what most bilingual systems do. The choice of

the appropriate function in the TL depends on the interaction of the form

and all constraints on the functions of the TL. These constraints cannot be

predicted from the functions used in the SL.

Chapter 2 is dedicated to the CAT2 system. I shall describe the formalism and

the basic design of this multilingual MT system, as all examples of implemen-

tation in the following chapters are taken from this system.

Chapter 3 collects some of the translation problems an MT system may en-

counter. The list of problems is, however, not exhaustive and the translation

problems are presented in a descriptive rather than explanatory way. It will be

shown that all phenomena underlying these translation problems may interact

in a way which cannot be predicted from the SL.

Chapter 4 shows how most MT systems try to solve translation problems. My

claim is that any attempt to handle divergences between languages by reference

to the form or functions, instead of the meaning, must necessarily fail, as the

transfer rules employed for this purpose are local rules which cannot take into

6cf. [Wittgenstein89] Lecture B XV.
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account the totality of the constraints of the TL. Transfer rules which refer

to the structure of a sentence instead of the meaning, may handle isolated

phenomena of divergences between languages but cannot account for the full

range of constraints and interactions of these phenomena in the TL.

Chapter 5 is dedicated to the units for translation. I shall argue that the correct

choice of the size of the units for translation is crucial for translation to succeed

and that the distinction of form and function helps with this choice. Although

most MT systems rely on concepts as the basic unit for translation, I claim

that concepts are language-speci�c segmentations of a meaning continuum

and, as a consequence, cannot be directly mapped onto concepts, but transfer

has to operate at a level below the concept, i.e. at the level of the notional

domain.

Chapter 6 describes the syntactic treatment of function words, the most pro-

totypical instance of a function.

In Chapter 7 I give an exemplary analysis of themeaning aimed at by one type

of function words: the articles. Special attention is given to the independence

of meaning of the part of speech.

Chapter 8 describes the Argument Structure as one of the most prominent

functions. This function determines word order, case marking, the prepo-

sitional form and the part of speech for the constituents of a phrase. The

mutual interaction of theses values with the morpho-syntactic properties of the

predicate will be illustrated.

Chapter 9 o�ers an introduction to the treatment of pronouns in an MT system.

Instances where the reconstruction of an unexpressed pronoun is necessary are

discussed. The main objective of this chapter, however, is to prepare Chapter

10.

In Chapter 10 I analyse modi�er structures as predicative structures where

one argument has been realized externally to the syntactic projection of the

predicate. Therefore, the internal argument position must be reconstructed by

a pronoun. This strategy allows for a free translation of all types of modi�ers

such as relative clauses, prepositional phrases, adjectives and adverbs into one

another according to the requirements of the TL.

Chapter 11 discusses some implementations of lexical functions (henceforth

LF). Lexical functions are functions which are not realized through case mark-

ing, word order or the like, but through the choice of a speci�c lexeme. I shall

show that the treatment by LFs allows a wide range of translation phenomena

to be treated, for which otherwise unmotivated approaches would have to be

taken.
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A summary followed by a glossary, the bibliography and a subject index con-

clude the thesis.
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Chapter 2

CAT2: Formalism and

Design

CAT2 was �rst developed in 1987 as an alternative prototype to Eurotra*, the

large-scale MT project sponsored by the CEU between 1983 and 1992. Within

this project, the CEU developed in 1985 a �rst MT formalism, the so-called

<C,A>,T framework (C=Constructors, A=Atoms, T=Translators)1. When

the �rst inadequacies of the formalism became apparent, the CEU cancelled

the development of this prototype and developed from 1987 on a second for-

malism, the so-called Engineering Framework2. In the meantime, a number

of alternative MT prototypes had been developed in various Eurotra research

centers in order to continue research into MT, among them the MiMo system3,

CLG4, E-STAR5 and the CAT2 system, the latter deriving from the <C,A>,T

framework mentioned above.

The CAT2 system can be placed within a number of modern research par-

adigms, the most global of which is that of uni�cation based NLP6. This

paradigm may be traced back to the development of the Q-System and the

PROLOG programming language by Colmerauer and his colleagues in the early

1970s7 and has developed a sub-paradigm, that of uni�cation based MT8. Sec-

ondly, CAT2 belongs to the rule-based branch of MT systems which all share to

some extent a bundle of design features. \These include the well-known notions

1cf. [des Tombe et al.85], [Arnold et al.86], [Arnold and Sadler87]
2cf. [Bech and Nygaard88], [Bech90], [Bech91]
3cf. [Arnold and Sadler91], [van Noord et al.91]
4cf. [Balari et al.90]
5cf. [Allegranza and Soma93]
6cf. [Shieber86], [Carpenter et al.91], [Carpenter92]
7cf. [Pereira and M.87], [Melby89]
8cf. [Rohrer86], [Arnold and Sadler92], [Streiter et al.94]

11
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feature structure of linguistic rule-writing formalisms with software implemented independently

of the linguistic procedures, strati�cational analysis and generation, and an

intermediate linguistically motivated representation which may or may not in-

volve the direct application of contrastive linguistic knowledge" ([Somers90]).

Within this approach CAT2 uses quite a number of modern and sophisticated

methods in linguistics and compilations: HPSG-inspired concepts are combined

with concepts coming from GB and the Meaning,Text Model, using the com-

putational techniques of constraint-based uni�cation and lazy evaluation.

2.1 The Formalism

The function of the formalism is to provide the linguist with a formal tool which

functions independently of the hardware on which the system runs and inde-

pendently of new releases of operating systems and programming languages. If

adaptations become necessary, the formalism can be tested on its own without

any e�ects on the lingware.

The second function of the formalism is to provide the linguist with formal

means to describe easily those data structures and operations which are needed

for linguistic modeling. As most modern linguistic theories are concerned with

tree- and feature structures, these are the only data structures of the CAT2

formalism9. The operations on the feature- and tree structures are uni�cation

and transformations.

Feature structures are unordered sets of attribute-value pairs, represented

within curly brackets. In the following example lex10 and head11 are attributes

and mann and fcat=ng their values12. While mann is an atomic value, fcat=ng

is a complex value itself consisting of a set of attribute-value pairs.

(7)
�
lex=mann,

head=
�
cat=n

	�

9More details about the formalism can be found in a number of publications
[Sharp88], [Sharp91], [Sharp and Streiter92], [Haller93], [Sharp and Streiter95],
reviews [Alshawi et al.91] and in the CAT2 Reference Manual [Sharp94]

10lex is the lexical unit of the entry and serves as the search key for the lexicon look up.

It must be present in every lexical entry with an atomic value.
11head contains the semantic and syntactic features which are percolated up to the entry's

phrasal projection. Non-head features may change their value at di�erent levels of projection.
Head features cannot change their values between the head daughter and the mother node.

Our notion of \head" corresponds basically to that of GPSG and HPSG.
12The feature and tree structures reproduced here do not correspond exactly to the CAT2

notation. As a notational variant, I have chosen an HPSG like representation, since graphic
support for these types of structures is available within LaTEX.
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tree structure

constraints

lazy evaluation

constraint concatenation

Tree structures are represented by a mother node followed by square brackets

indicating ordered sets of daughter nodes. Every node of a tree is described by

a feature structure as shown in the following example:

(8)

�
cat=s

	
2
666664

n
cat=n,

lex=fritz

o
,

�
cat=vp

	
2
64
n
cat=v,

lex=lieben

o
,n

cat=n,

lex=maria

o
3
75

3
777775

s

_____|____

| vp

== | ____|____

n v n

fritz lieben Maria

The values of the attributes may be either positive (as in the preceding examples

fattribute=valueg), or constrained by a negation (fattribute~=valueg)

or a disjunction (fattribute=(value1;value2)g). The advantages of these

functionalities which are now standard in modern uni�cation-based NLP

systems are described in [Karttunen84]. Positive, negative and disjunctive

constraints may be used in any logically meaningful combination, without

any need to distribute positive and negative constraints over the disjunction

(cf. [Eisele and D�orre90]). Disjunctive and negative constraints remain unre-

solved until unambiguous resolution is possible.

Within all rule types, the operator & serves for multiple description of the same

value. As shown in the following example, all possible agreement values of

the German article 'der' are captured by the 'concatenation' of positive and

disjunctive constraints13.

(9)
8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

string=der,

head=

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

cat=d,

ehead=
�
cat=n,in=def

	
& (
�
num=plu,case=gen

	
;
�
num=sing

	
& (
�
case=(gen;dat),gen=fem

	
;
�
case=nom,gen=masc

	
))

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>;

The grammar and the lexicon contain rules in the form of tree structures. These

rules interact in a de�ned way and store the current state of the processing in

the form of objects, which equally have the form of tree structures. The feature

and tree structures of an object and a rule unify when they do not contain any

contradictory information, i.e. for none of the attributes in the object is there

an attribute in the rule which has a value which is incompatible with that of

the object. As a result of this uni�cation any additional feature contained

13For a discussion of the features head (= head features) and ehead (= extended head

features) see Chapter 6. string is the morphological realization of the lexeme of the entry
(e.g. string=adoptions); its value must be atomic.
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variable binding

b-rules

in the grammar rule is instantiated in the object, as shown in the following

example14.

(10)
object1:

�
lex=mann,

head=
�
cat=n

	�F
rule:

�
frame=

n
arg1=

�
role=nil

	o�
=)

object2:

8><
>:

lex=mann,

head=
�
cat=n

	
,

frame=

n
arg1=

�
role=nil

	o
9>=
>;

Following Prolog convention, logical variables beginning with upper-case letters

can be used to bind two values within one object (cf. [W.F. and C.S.84]). Once

a variable is instantiated by uni�cation, all other variables bound to it become

equally instantiated and share all the same constraints. Variables can refer

to a feature structure within a node (11), just as to a complete node in a

tree structure (12). In (12) the value of the attribute must unify with the

adjacent node in the tree. Given such a construct, it is easy, for example, to

state subcategorization requirements in one element that must be ful�lled by

an adjacent element.

(11) �
: : :

	"�attribute=VAR	�
attribute=VAR

	
#

(12) �
: : :

	��attribute=VAR	
VAR

�

The described type of data structure, i.e. tree structures with annotated feature

bundles, are used in �ve types of rules. These rules are called b-rules, f-rules,

l-rules, t-rules and tf-rules.

b-rules (i.e. building rules) describe the valid tree structures for every level of

representation. They correspond to the re-writing rules of generative grammars

or the immediate dominance schemata of HPSG with the di�erence that b-

rules specify not only the immediate dominance, but also the linear precedence,

i.e. the linear order of elements in time or space. The rewriting rule S -> NP,

VP could be expressed in CAT2 as:

14For purposes of presentation I use
F

as the uni�cation operator and =) for designating

the outcome of this operation.
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f-rules(13) @rule(b).�
cat=s

	"�cat=np	,�
cat=vp

	
#

The head-adjunct scheme of HPSG could be expressed in CAT2 as follows:

(14) @rule(b).

fg

2
64
�
synsem=S

	
,(

synsem=

�
loc=

�
cat=

n
head=

�
mod=S

	o��)
3
75

f-rules (i.e. feature rules) apply to objects constructed by b-rules. An f-rule

may assign default values, percolate values from one node to another or �lter

out an object if it does not meet the well-formedness condition expressed by the

rule. If applied to lexical entries, f-rules operate as lexical redundancy rules,

which calculate unexpressed information from stated information. E.g. such a

rule may be responsible for di�erent case assignments in the active and passive

forms of a verb15:

(15) @rule(f).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

head=
�
cat=v

	
,

frame= (

8>>>><
>>>>:

dia=act,

arg1=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
case=nom

	o�
,

arg2=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
case~=nom

	o�
9>>>>=
>>>>;

;

8>>>><
>>>>:

dia=pass,

arg1=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
pform=by

	o�
,

arg2=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
case=nom

	o�
9>>>>=
>>>>;
)

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

If the dia feature has already been speci�ed as being active (dia=act) or

passive (dia=pass), (15) assigns nominative case to the �rst or second argument

respectively. If both active and passive interpretations are still possible, the

15dia indicates the language-speci�cmorpho-syntactic diathesis marking. This value is not

transferred to the target language and must therefore be recalculated in the target language
according to the theme-rheme structure of the sentence, the presence/absence of arguments
and the type of the arguments (pronouns vs. nouns). Possible values are (act;pass;erg),
i.e. active, passive or ergative.
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l-rules

t-rules

tf-rules

implicational constraint

information expressed by this rule is retained as a constraint until the ambiguity

is resolved. While f-rules apply during runtime, l-rules apply when the lexicon

is compiled.

t-rules (i.e. transfer rules) are used to relate di�erent levels of representation

within a language and between languages. They are responsible for the sec-

ond type of operations, i.e. transformations. t-rules map the tree structure

described on one side of the arrow to the tree structure described on the other

side of the arrow. t-rules may be bidirectional or unidirectional and apply to

atoms as well as to complex structures:

(16) a. @rule(t).�
lex=car

	
,
�
lex=voiture

	
b. @rule(t).�

lex=cheese
	
)
�
lex=fromage

	
c. @rule(t).

fg

h�
role=funct

	
,a:fg

i
) a:fg.

(16a) translates the lexeme car into the lexeme voiture and voiture into car.
(16b) is unidirectional and as a consequence every occurrence of the lexeme

cheese is translated as fromage but not the other way round. A possible reason

for the existence of such a rule may be that not every occurrence of the lexeme

fromage can be translated as cheese (e.g. fromage frais) (cf. [Jakobson63]).
(16c) is a non-atomic t-rule which maps a tree structure consisting of a func-

tional word and its argument onto a structure which no longer contains this

functional word. Rules of this type are used to get rid of nodes in a tree struc-

ture which should not enter the translation process. The `a:' which precedes

the empty feature bundle `fg' is called a `marker'. Such markers are recursive

calls to other t-rules by which the marked structure is to be translated. With

the help of these markers structures of unlimited complexity can be top-down

decomposed, transferred and bottom-up reconstructed.

tf-rules (transfer feature rules) apply simultaneously to two tree structures

which are related via a t-rule (i.e. a tree which has been transferred by a t-rule

and the result of this transfer). Their main function is to transfer values from

the source structure onto the target structure.

(17) @rule(f).�
head=

n
ehead=

�
sem=SEM

	o�
)

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
sem=SEM

	o�

Within f-rules, l-rules and tf-rules, a feature bundle may be divided into two

parts by the � operator. If the feature bundle uni�es with the left side of this
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monotonicityoperator, it also has to unify with the right side of the operator �. Otherwise

the object is not well-formed and �ltered out. If the content of sem=SEM in (17)

does not unify with the right- and the left-hand side, this rule does not apply

and, as a consequence, has no e�ect on the translation. Not so in (18):

(18) @rule(f).

fg�

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
sem=SEM

	o�
)fg�

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
sem=SEM

	o�

As every object on the left- and right-hand side uni�es with the empty feature

bundle fg, they also have to unify with the description in sem=SEM, where

the value of SEM on the right-hand side is instantiated with the values of the

left-hand side16.

2.2 Modularity

Within the CAT2 system di�erent language components have been devel-

oped, among them German, English, French ([Haller91]), [Maas et al.95]),

Dutch ([Streiter90]), Russian ([Iomdin94]), Spanish ([Streiter96]), Arabic

([Pease and Boushaba96]), Chinese ([Streiter96]) and Korean ([Choi95]). In

order to maximize the functionality of these resources and to reduce at the

same time the complexity of the system and the time needed for development

and maintenance, the system is bidirectional and multilingual. This however

can best be realized in a modular architecture.

Modularity has proven to be a useful concept in computer programming and

the writing of large scale grammars (cf. [Erbach and Uszkoreit90]). A modular

architecture o�ers the possibility of developing a system at di�erent sites, as

long as the input and output structures of every module are well de�ned. It

allows for independent speci�cation, testing and compilation of the modules so

that the development of the system can be largely reduced to the development

of the submodules, each of which is more easy to handle than the whole system.

For the user of the system, a high degree of modularization may facilitate the

adaptation of the system to personal needs, its integration in other tools and

the isolation of modules for di�erent applications.

16F-rules and tf-rules which do not use the� operator are instances of the so-called default
uni�cation. The default argument (the new information) is only added to the strict argument
(the given information) if this information is compatible with that already speci�ed in the
strict argument. The default uni�cation is nonmonotonical since the order of applicationmay

inuence the �nal outcome and it is non-symmetric as the outcome of the default uni�cation
is the strict argument if the default does not apply (cf. [Bouma and Nerbonne94]). F-

rules and tf-rules which use the� operator are monotonic and symmetrical if the condition
part, i.e. the feature bundle which precedes the� operator is empty.
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MPRO

multi word units

Two di�erent views on modularization can be maintained. The static view on

modularization concerns the distribution of resources, e.g. which data are put

together in one module according to the nature of the data. The dynamic view

on modularization concerns the distribution of actions through time, how the

treatment of the data can be separated into steps which can be realized by

stages.

2.2.1 Dynamic Modularity

The most common approach for modularizing an MT system is strati�cation.

Strati�cation refers to the fact that analysis and generation is e�ected along sev-

eral hierarchically ordered stratal systems which stand in a relation of mutual

interaction (cf. [Mel'�cuk74]). This approach can be found in various forms and

to various degrees in nearly all MT17 and text generation systems18. In most

cases the proposed strati�cation is based on the division into morphology, syn-

tax and semantics, but other partitions are possible and are equally found. The

strati�cational approach of CAT2 can be illustrated by the following example:

Der Mann hat Angst vor einem unaussprechbaren Satz

1 Sentence)MS:Morphological analysis is done by an external morpho-

logical component called MPRO* which analyses words according to

inection, derivation and composition. In this light, note that the lex-

ical value calculated for the adjective unaussprechbar has been reduced

to its verbal root sprechen, plus the modal value ability and the value

negation and the noun Satz has been derived from the verb setzen.

MS: d mann haben angst p d sprechen setzen

2 Between MS and CS the outcome of the morphological analysis may be

reshaped in order to meet syntactic and semantic requirements. Multi-

word expressions like Vitamin A can be reduced to one node, parts of

sentences can be reduced to a speech act (such as wie w�ars mit (how
about) to the speech act "proposal" and idioms may be reduced to one

node so that no internal analysis need take place.

3 Syntactic and semantic analysis is done at level CS. A context free parser

transforms the linear structure into a tree structure according to the

speci�cations of the lexicons and the grammars.

17The strati�cational approach is taken in ARIANE (cf. [Boitet et al.85]), E-STAR
(cf. [Allegranza and Soma93]), Eurotra* (cf. [Malnati and Paggio90], [Cencioni91],
[Mehrjerdian92], METAL (cf. [Thurmair90]), LOGOS (cf. [Scott89] [Scott92]),
NTVECMT (cf. [Chen and Chen92]), CHARON*, ROSETTA (cf. [Landsbergen87],
MIMO (cf. [Arnold and Sadler90], [van Noord et al.90], [van Noord et al.91]),
ETAP*

18cf. [Danlos87], [Patten88].
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function words

support verbs

(19)
________________|___

__|_ ____________|___

d n v _________|___

| | | n ________|__

| | | | p ________|_

| | | | | d ____|____

| | | | | | a n

d mann haben angst p d sprechen setzen

4 The CS representation has to be reshaped in order to facilitate the trans-

lation into another language. This transformation is achieved through

the application of t-rules and tf-rules. The IS, the target of these trans-

formations is derived by two intermediate levels called T1 and T2. These

levels have no theoretical status, since their only purpose is to map more

easily the CS structure onto the IS structure and vise versa.

a CS)T1

All function words (determiners, case marking prepositions, degree

words, auxiliaries etc : : : ), are removed.

b T1)T2

Binary structures are transformed into at structures. In addition,

pronouns are introduced as an internal argument of modi�er rela-

tions. These pronouns are coindexed with the externally realized

argument (e.g. Satz/setzen).

c T2)IS

Support verbs (e.g. haben) and copula verbs are removed and the

element bearing the argument structure (e.g. Angst) is moved into

the position of the copula. This structure is necessary when support

verb constructions or copula constructions are to be translated into

simple verb constructions or if the TL has a zero copula.

(20)
_____________|______

n n ___|______

| | ___|____ n

| | a d |

mann angst sprechen pro setzen

5 IS)IS

The source IS is translated into the TL by replacing the lexical atoms of

the SL by the corresponding lexical atoms of the TL. The choice of the

lexical atom and its morphological derivation is constrained through the

transfer of semantic information. Since the semantics, but not the part

of speech is controlled, the predicative noun Angst can be translated into

the adjective afraid and the deverbal adjective unaussprechbar into the
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support constructions verb pronounce. The values regarding modality and negation as they are

expressed by the type of derivation of the German adjective unaussprech-
barmust then be expressed di�erently in English as this kind of derivation

is not possible in English.

(21)
_______________|_____

n a ____|_______

| | __|_____ n

| | v d |

man afraid pronounce pro sentence

6a IS)T2

Support verbs, copulative verbs and other supporting lexical ma-

terial such as the 'generic' support (cf. Chapter 11) are inserted

into the structure according to the speci�cations of the lexical items

involved. In our example the copula be is introduced.

b T2)T1

Word order is rearranged and left recursive structures are distin-

guished from right recursive structures. Elements are moved to

wh-landing sides and topic positions.

c T1)CS

Flat structures are transformed into binary branching structures and

functional categories are generated as necessary. The CS of the TL

is the ultimate control instance for these operations, which only

con�rms only well-formed structures.

(22)
___|__________________________

______________________|____ text

__|_ ____________________|___ |

d n ___|__ ________________|__ |

| | v a p ________________|_ |

| | | | | d ____________|____ |

| | | | | | n _________|___ |

| | | | | | | d _______|___ |

| | | | | | | | v _____|__ |

| | | | | | | | | v v |

d man be afraid p d sentence pro cannot be pronounce .

7 Between the CS and MS of the target structure, the word structure re-

sulting from the syntax can be reshaped. Thus one node representing a

concept may be transformed into a set of words, which is then treated by

the morphological component (e.g. becauseof ) because of).
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monotonicity8 Morphological generation is done with the help of the external morpholog-

ical modulempro*. The surface string is generated from the basic lexeme

and the information about compounding, derivation and inection.

(23)
MSEN

The man is afraid of a sentence which cannot be pronounced.

The advantages of this strati�cational approach are the reduced complexity of

every submodule and the restriction of certain modules to speci�c functional-

ities. One risk with this approach, however, is that some information might

not be accessible at a given level though necessary for unambiguous processing.

In the face of ambiguities at a given level, strati�cational systems produce a

number of possible structures which have to be �ltered out at higher levels of

processing. This approach is not e�cient if the points where an ambiguity is

introduced and the point where it is resolved are distant (cf. [Mehrjerdian92]).

A second problem with this approach is the possible incompatibility at di�erent

levels due to the nonmonotonicity introduced by di�erent strata. In order to

maintain the advantages of the strati�cational approach, thereby reducing to a

minimum the risks incurred, a static modularity is introduced in CAT2 which

operates orthogonally on the strati�cation modules.

2.2.2 Static Modularity

In order to assure unambiguous processing at every strati�cational level, every

type of information should in principle be accessible throughout all levels. As

the main data come from the lexicon, the lexicon should be present at every

level, supplying the levels even with those types of information which are not

typically required at that level. Ambiguities at one level (e.g. di�erent syntactic

and semantic properties of the verb to be) should be represented so as not to

create an overgeneration at a level where these ambiguities are not relevant (e.g.

the morphological level). As CAT2 uses one lexicon to which there is access

at every level for each type of information, semantic information can already

be used at level CS in order to exclude spurious objects, or morpho-syntactic

information can be used in generation at an early stage in order to speed up

generation. In order to ensure the consistency of the lexicon and the grammar

modules, a language declaration system, including a feature declaration system

and a macro system are employed.
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l-rules

macro de�ntions

(24)

Language Declaration

?

P
P
P
P
P
P
PPq

�
�
�
�
�
�

��)

!
l-rules

Lexicon

$

$

$

$

MS

CS

T1

T2

IS

The feature declaration system, implemented in a program external to the

CAT2 formalism, de�nes possible feature structures, i.e. the possible values of

an attribute.

The second component of the Language Declaration is the macro de�nition

which allows the expression of frequent cooccurences of independent features.

These macros thus capture linguistic concepts which include more than one

feature. The most important macros that will be referred to here are:

(25)

macro feature de�nition

ABSTR abstract~=nil

INFO abstract={'T'=info}

ACTION abstract={'T'=action}

EMOT abstract={'T'=emot}

RELAT abstract={'T'=relat}

ENTITY abstract=(nil;{temp=nil})

A-ENTITY abstract={temp=nil},concr=nil

TIME abstract={'T'=time,temp=time},concr=nil

LANGUAGE abstract={'T'=language,temp=nil},concr=nil

EVENT abstract={temp={aspect~=nil}},concr=nil

CONCR concr~=nil

INSTR abstract=nil,concr={'T'=instr,sex=nil}

BODY abstract=nil,concr={'T'=body,sex=nil}

VEHICLE abstract=nil,concr={'T'=vehicle,sex=nil}

BUILDING abstract=nil,concr={'T'=building,sex=nil}

MATERIAL abstract=nil,concr={'T'=material,sex=nil}

PLANT abstract=nil,concr={'T'=(plant;material),sex=nil}

SOLID abstract=nil

concr={'T'=material,sex=nil,state=solid}

LIQUID abstract=nil

concr={'T'=material,sex=nil,state=liquid}

GAS abstract=nil

concr={'T'=material,sex=nil,state=gas}

HUMAN abstract={'T'=info,temp=nil}

concr={'T'=hum,sex=(male;female)}

COLL abstract={'T'=info,temp=nil}

concr={'T'=hum,sex=nil}

S-ENTITY abstract={'T'=info,temp=nil}

concr={'T'=instr,sex=nil}

INSTITUTION abstract={'T'=info,temp=nil}

concr={'T'=buidinging,sex=nil}

POSSIBLE modal={'T'=epist,epist=poss}
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parametric grammar

common modules

customized grammar

macro feature de�nition

OBLIGATION modal={'T'=deont,deont=oblig}

CONTROLLER ehead={sem=S,cat=C,num=N,gen=G,per=P,refindex=I}

CONTROLLEE subj={head={CONTROLLER}}

Another type of static modularization is the modularization across languages.

Thus, grammar rules may be used by more than one language component. In

order to guide the application of such common grammar rules, languages may

employ parameters which block or direct these grammar rules. The practical

advantages of this approach are of three types: (i) New grammar modules (not

the lexicons) are created easily through the combination of `common' mod-

ules. (ii) Rules must be written and modi�ed only once, which augments the

consistency of the grammatical information. Improvements within a common

module are immediately present in all language modules. (iii) The size of the

grammar and the required memory space is considerably reduced, since the

common module is loaded into memory only once. This approach allows for a

parametrized grammar, where the language-speci�c grammar is composed of

universal rules and language parameters following [Chomsky65], [Chomsky80],

[Chomsky81]. Parameters may be clustered together according to typological

classi�cations of languages and the implications one parameter has for other

parameters [Greenberg63]. Such a parametrized approach to MT has already

been argumented for and implemented by [Dorr90], [Dorr94].

I isolated from the existing grammars a set of about 50 rules which are loaded

with the system so that every language has access to every subroutine. They

are applied only in those modules in which they are called. Thus, the rule

responsible for object agreement is activated only in the French language com-

ponent, while other rules are activated for more language components, e.g.

French and German (26).

(26)

German French

!

!

!

!

 

 

 

b head pre

b head post

b coord

f obj agr

A third type of modularization concerns the adaptation of the system to spe-

cial user requirements. Such requirements may concern two di�erent aspects:

lexical variants and grammatical variants. Di�erent users may prefer di�er-

ent translations for the same expression, e.g. the German word Kupplung has

to be translated in the context of the automobile industry as English:clutch
and French:embrayage, but in the context of mechanical engineering as Eng-

lish:coupling and French:couplement.
Grammatical user requirements may refer to the style of speech (e.g. telegram
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style) and to special types of syntactic structures which are not part of stan-

dard text style or which can be excluded within a given text type in order to

increase the speed of processing. Di�erent user requirements are then de�ned

in a speci�c set of rules (e.g. MUELLER) which have to be activated in order

to supplement or replace standard language modules.

(27)

MUELLER

terminology

telegram

no-svc

!

!

!

STANDARD GERMAN

lexicon

no-telegram

svc

b head pre

b head post

...



function words

Chapter 3

Divergences across

Languages

In this chapter I give an overview of some of the problems an MT system may

be confronted with. The reasons for the divergences between SL and TL to be

listed in this chapter are di�erent in nature and will be discussed only partially

in this chapter. The aim of this chapter is (a) to have a representative collection

of examples I can refer to in later parts of the thesis and (b) to show that all

phenomena underlying these translation problems may interact in a way which

cannot be predicted from the SL.

3.1 The Use of Function Words

Functions, as de�ned in the introduction, may be linguistically realized by

function words. Function words do not refer to a concept but mark structures

with values. The word not, for example, does not refer to a concept comparable

to the word house, but marks the expression it applies to as 'negated'. The ar-

ticle a, to give another example, marks the referential status of a noun, and the

auxiliary is in He is called Tim is a marker for a passive structure. While some

languages use similar types of markers, other languages use di�erent means for

marking. English and German, for example, use articles to mark the referential

status of nouns, while Russian and Chinese have no articles and express the ref-

erential status by other means or leave it unexpressed (cf. [Kru�sel'nickaja61],

[Adamec66], [Giusti81]). But even if two languages use the same kinds of

markers, they use them di�erently, i.e. they relate markers with compara-

ble morpho-syntactic properties to di�erent functions (cf. [Wandruszka69]).

This is exempli�ed in (28) through the article of di�erent languages, examples

25
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(28f-g) are taken from [Vinay and Darbelnet58], pg.1141.

(28) a. German:

Er

he

ist

is

Lehrer.

teacher.

`He is a teacher'

b. Die

the

Industrie

industry

ergreift

is taking

Ma�nahmen.

measures
`Industry is taking measures.'

c. Italian:

Mangio

eat1

delle

of the

mele.

apples

`I eat apples.'

d. In

in

Italia

Italy

si

one

mangia

eats

la

the

pasta.

pasta
`In Italy people eat pasta.'

e. French

L'usage

the use

du

of the

WC

lavatory

est

is

interdit!

forbidden

`Lavatory should not be used!'

f. Il

he

a

has

les

the

yeux

eyes

bleus.

red

He has red eyes.

g. Aux

in

Etats-Unis

United States

l'essence

the gasoline

coûte

costs

30

30

cents

cents

le

the

gallon.

gallon

In the United States gasoline costs 30 cents a gallon.

3.2 Function Words vs. A�xes

As an alternative to the use of function words, i.e. the use of syntactic mark-

ers for functions, languages may use morphological markers: Negation may be

marked by pre�xes (29), determination may be marked in Bulgarian by a deter-

miner added to the �rst inected element of the nominal projection (data from

[Guentcheva90] and [Walter and Kirjakova90]) and passive may be marked by

su�xes as in Russian:

(29) happy - unhappy

1For the usage of the article in Arabic cf. [Harder and Schimmel89] pg.23.
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analytic marking

synthetic marking

grammaticalization

lexicalization

obligatory opposition

(30) Bulgarian:

a. braxno - braxnoto
bra�sno

our

-

-

bra�snoto

ourDEF

`our - the our'

b. novi�t moliv
novijat

newDEF

moliv

pencil

`the new pencil'

c. mo�t nov moliv
mojat

myDEF

nov

new

moliv

pencil

`my new pencil'

(31) Russian:

Rexenie obsu�daets� parlamentom.

Re�senie

decisionNOM

obsu�zdaetsja

takenPASS

parlamentom.

parliamentINSTR

'The decision is taken by the parliament.'

The distinction of these two equivalent types of functional markings has been

proposed as far back as 1818 by [Schlegel1818], who called the syntactic marking

analytic and the morphological marking synthetic. Cf. equally [Comrie81]

Chapter 3.

3.3 Grammaticalization vs. Lexicalization

Another way to mark semantic oppositions is lexical choice. Thus, while some

semantic oppositions are marked by function words or functional a�xes, the

same e�ect can be achieved by the choice of a di�erent lexeme. Thus, while

Turkish may use an in�x to express 'causativization', English may express

'causativization' through a special lexeme (Turkish data and transliteration in

(3.3a) from [Simone90], in (3.3b) from [Comrie81], pg.160).

a. Turkish:

anla-mak

listen

-

-

anla-t-mak

listenCAUS

`listen - tell'
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transposition b. �ol

die

-

-

�ol-dim

dieCAUS

`die - kill'

Other examples of lexicalizations come from the degree forming. While lan-

guages often use function words or a�xes to mark the degree of a word (e.g. big,
bigger, very big, too big, the biggest), the degree of a word can be expressed as

well lexically. According to [Vinay and Darbelnet58], the English verb sprawl
expresses the high degree of spread. In the same way the German adjective

weltber�uhmt (world-famous) expresses the high degree of ber�uhmt (famous).

While lexicalization represents an optional choice (e.g. between listen and

tell), grammaticalization represent an obligatory choice (cf. [Simone90]), where

'obligatory' means that you must mark the semantic opposition and you cannot

leave it unresolved. In the case of the omission of a marker, the default seman-

tic value is assigned, i.e. it is impossible not to express the grammaticalized

semantic opposition.

3.4 Transposition of the Part of Speech

The transposition of the part of speech, as it is called in translation the-

ory (cf. [Vinay and Darbelnet58], [Podeur93]), is the translational operation

which changes the part of speech of a word in order to avoid an otherwise

ill-formed word-for-word translation. In (4) on pg.5, I gave an example of syn-

tactic constraints on the part of speech. In this example, a verbal argument

must be rephrased as a noun group in the TL if the target matrix verb does

not subcategorize for verbal phrases.

General syntactic constraints may equally cause a transposition. In Turk-

ish, for example, relative clauses must be expressed with the help of nomi-

nalizations. The Turkish translation of the English sentence I ate the potato
Hasan gave to Sinan can be glossed I ate the potato of Hasan's giving to Sinan
(cf. [Comrie81], pg.135).

Stylistic considerations can also motivate a paraphrase. Where German fre-

quently makes use of noun phrases to express events in argument position,

French prefers verbal constructions. Where French uses prepositional phrases

as nominal modi�ers, Italian prefers strongly adjectives (examples (33) and

(34) come from [Podeur93] pg.43).

(32) a. German:

Er

he

schl�agt

proposes

einen

a

Spaziergang

walk

vor.

PREF
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chain transpositionb. French:

Il

he

propose

proposes

de

to

faire

make

une

a

promenade.

walk

(33) a. entreprise

�rm

de

of

construction

construction

b. impresa

�rm

edile

constructional

(34) a. esprit

spirit

de

of

comp�etition

competition

b. spirito

spirit

competitivo

competitional

A further constraint may come from the possible usages a lexeme is allowed

to acquire in a language. Thus, while the German verb erpressen can express

the modal value 'possibility' with the help of a verb-to-adjective derivation, the

equivalent derivation is not possible in English, so that the German adjective

phrase must be translated as an English verb.

(35) German:

der

the

erpressbare

blackmailable

Mann

man

`the man who can be blackmailed '

der

the

Mann

man

ist

is

erpressbar

blackmailable

`the man can be blackmailed'

3.5 Chain Transposition

Besides the item in question the transposition of the part of speech may

e�ect all the other constituents it has to combine with. In such cases we

speak of a chain transposition (cf. [Podeur93]). If, for example, the concept

underlying an adverb �nds no adverbial but an adjectival realization in the TL,

a nominal paraphrase of the verbal predicate saves the translation (cf. (36),

taken from [Chuquet and Paillard89], pg.18). It goes without saying that in

such cases prepositions and complementizers must be mutually translatable

(37) and articles must be generated without an overt equivalent in the verbal

construction (cf. (28e) pg.26).
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syntactic functions

argument switching

(36) French:

d'une

of a

blancheur

whiteness

frappante

striking

`remarkably white'

(37) French:

Ne pas

NEG

ouvrir

open

avant

before

l'arrêt

the stop

du

of the

train!

train

`Do not open before train stops!'

3.6 Syntactic Functions

A further di�erence between languages comes from the (di�erent) syntactic

functions languages assign to the arguments of a predicate. Syntactic functions,

also known as syntactic relations, i.e. subject, direct object, indirect object,

agentive, entail syntactic and morphological properties of the arguments and,

depending on the language in question, the predicate, so that di�erent syn-

tactic functions entail di�erences in case assignment, word order, agreement

patterns or the choice of functional prepositions. This is exempli�ed with the

'experiencer' argument of the predicate cold, which is subject in French (nom-

inative case, verb agreement) and indirect object in Russian (dative case, no

verb agreement).

(38) a. French:

J'ai

INOM have1SG

eu

had

froid.

cold

b. Russian:

Mne bylo holodno .
mne

IDAT

bylo

cold

xolodno

was3

In cases of so-called argument-switching, the syntactic functions in the SL and

TL are exchanged. In (39) the subject of the French sentence becomes the

direct object in the English translation and the �a-object of the French sentence

becomes the subject of the English translation.

(39) French:

Jean

John

plâit

pleases

�a

to

Marie.

Mary

`Mary likes John.'
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pronounsEqually, di�erent diathesis markings on the predicate may be the cause of

di�erent assignments of syntactic functions to the arguments. According to

[Comrie81] pg. 75, the English sentence (40a) translates more naturally into

(40b) then into (40c), so that the subject of the English sentence becomes the

agentive in Russian and the English object becomes the Russian subject.

(40) a. Masha was killed by Tanja.

b. Russian:

Maxu ubila Tan�.
Ma�su

MashaACC

ubila

killACT

Tanja.

TANJANOM

c. Maxa byla ubita Tane$i.
Ma�sa

MashaNOM

byla

was

ubita

killedPASS

Tanej.

TanjaINSTR

This di�erent diathesis marking is due to the di�erent functions the diathesis

has in both languages. In English diathesis helps to identify the topic of a sen-

tence (cf. [Creider79], [Comrie81]). In Russian it is word order which identi�es

the topic and the choice of the passive voice is related to written speech and

the associated higher speech style (cf. [Xrakovskij72], [Comrie81]).

3.7 Dropping Pronouns

Some languages allow the suppression of pronouns in positions where other

languages must realize them. In (41) the subject pronoun is not realized in

Italian. If a sentence with a dropped object pronoun undergoes argument

switching in transfer, the dropped object pronoun becomes the subject in the

TL. This is shown in the French translation of the Chinese example.

(41) a. Italian:

Ti

You

amo.

love1SG

`I love you.'

b. Chinese:

n��

you

x�� hu�an

like

zh�e

this

d�ong

piece

f�ang z_�

house

m_a?

QU?

b�u

NEG

x�� hu�an.

like

`Do you like this house? No I don't like it.'

c. French:

Est-ce que

QU

cette

this

maison

house

te

you

plâit?

like?

No,

No,

elle

she

ne

NEG

me

me

plâit

pleases

pas.

NEG
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conation `Do you like this house? No I don't like it.'

Further examples of suppressed pronouns are English modi�er structures. (??)

brings examples of two semantically equivalent modi�er structures, where the

left but not the right variant uses pronouns.

(42) a. the running boy - the boy who is running

b. the boy running home - the boy who is running home

3.8 Conation

Conation, as described by [Dorr93], [Dorr94], is characterized by the incorpo-

ration of a word which is necessary to reconstruct the meaning of the expres-

sion. In the example (43) taken from [Dorr93], pu~nalada and mudarse have no
direct English equivalent2:

(43) Spanish:

a. Yo

I

le

him

di

gave

pu~naladas

knife-wounds

a

to

Juan.

John

`I stabbed John.'

b. La

the

barca

boat

se mudaba

moved

otando

oatingly

en

in

el

the

agua.

water
`The boat oated on the water.'

My suggestion to cope with such divergences is di�erent from that proposed in

[Dorr94], as I would not classify these examples as 'conation'. While [Dorr94]

reconstructs the 'missing' elements in English, I propose to merge the two

Spanish words dar pu~naladas into one unit of transfer. The mechanism of this

merging is that of support verb constructions discussed in Chapter 11. By

the same token, mudar otando is reduced to one unit of transfer, i.e. (otar)
by the mechanism of generic support discussed in the same chapter.

Another pattern of conation, not mentioned in [Dorr94], is that of many ad-

jectives, e.g. wooden or golden, which contain a 'nominal' and a 'predicative'

part (e.g. the 'nominal' part bois, wood and the 'predicative' part de (prepo-

sition) and -en (a�x)). These two parts may be conated in SS and must

be independently accessible for translation, in order to allow for the nominal

translations.

2Note that although [Dorr93] glosses pu~naladas as 'knife-wounds', pu~naladas has beside
the result reading she needs for her analysis the event reading which, I think, is dominant in
the given example.
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ination

default argument

(44) French:

la

the

table

table

de

of

bois/d'or

wood/of gold

`the wooden/golden table'

The same pattern of conation is quite common in languages like Finnish,

where prepositions are conated with the noun. The data in (45) is taken from

[Wendt87]).

(45) Finnish - English:

a. talotta { without house

b. talona { as house

c. talossa { in the house

d. talosta { out of the house

e. taloon { into the house

f. talolla { on the house

g. talolta { away from the house

3.9 Ination

By ination I refer to the case where a constituent to which no meaning can

be assigned appears in SS. In Chinese, for example, there exists a number of

verbs which, if realized without an object pronoun, are interpreted as having a

covert pronominal object. In order for these verbs to be interpreted as having

no covert pronominal object, a default argument has to be inserted, so that the

pronominal reading is blocked. In (46c) the default noun sh�u (book) is inserted

to block the pronominal reading, creating however an ambiguity between an

intransitive and transitive reading.

(46) Chinese:

a. T�a

she

k�an

read

z�a zh_�.

journal
`She reads a journal.'

b. T�a

she

k�an.

read
`She reads it.'

c. T�a

she

k�an

read

sh�u.

book
`She reads a book.' or `She reads.'
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3.10 Interaction of Phenomena

All the phenomena listed above may interact in many ways. The change in

the part of speech, for example, may change the type of functional marking

between syntactic, morphological or lexical marking. The inuence may work

the other way round as well: The availability of functional markers may in-

uence the choice of the part of speech, as shown in the example erpressbar {
can be blackmailed (35), pg.29. By the same token, the presence or absence of

arguments may cause a change in the part of speech, as the examples in (47)

show.

(47) French:

a. Le

the

professeur

teacher

m'a

me has

reproch�e

reproached

d'avoir

to have

trop

to much

mang�e.

eaten

`The teacher reproached me for having eaten too much.'

b. * Le

the

professeur

teacher

m'a

me has

reproch�e.

reproached

c. Le

the

professeur

teacher

m'a

me has

fait

made

des

of the

reproches.

reproaches
`The teacher reproached me.'

The presence of an argument may equally require a 'support structure', as for

example a copula verb (cf. (48)). These 'support structures' may in the same

way be required by some types of functional markings, as shown in (cf. (49))

(48) a. the proud man

b. * the proud of his son man

c. the man who is proud of his son

(49) a. the proud man

b. * the too proud man

c. the man who is too proud

As the examples of chain transpositions show, the properties of one word

may inuence the structure of the whole sentence. Changes of the diathesis

changes the syntactic functions of the arguments and with them their morpho-

logical and syntactic properties, while the choice of the diathesis depends on

language speci�c constraints. The interaction between argument switching and

the dropping of the pronoun has already been mentioned in (41b-c).
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As I shall show in the following chapter, the mechanisms which have been

developed to handle divergences between languages by reference to the form

or the functions instead of the meaning may handle isolated phenomena

of divergences but cannot account for the full range of interactions of these

phenomena.
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direct approach

Chapter 4

Structures for Translation

In order to handle divergences across languages, most MT systems resort to a

mechanism that allows for a change in the structure of the sentence during the

process of translation. Throughout the history of MT three approaches have

been followed: (i) within the direct approach translation operates on (partial)

syntactic structures, (ii) within the interface approach a standardized structure

other than the syntactic structure is used for the purpose of translation and

(iii) in the lexicalist approach translation operates only on the words appearing

in the syntactic structure. My claim is that none of them work as long as the

translation operates on forms and functions.

4.1 The Direct Approach

The direct approach to translation is historically the �rst MT approach, de-

veloped in the so-called computer-phase of MT (cf. [B�atori86]). Such systems,

represented by the Georgetown System (cf. [Tucker87]) and the commercial

systems SYSTRAN (cf. [Schwanke91]) And LOGOS (cf. [Scott89] [Scott92]),

are designed for a speci�c SL and TL and achieve the translation through suc-

cessive processing at a number of intermediate levels. Since these systems often

do not realize a complete syntactic analysis of the SL sentences, the recogni-

tion of functions and meaning is impossible and therefore not considered for

translation. The process of translation is based on similarities between the SSs

of the SL and the TL and standard discrepancies, i.e. di�erences between SL

and TL which are regular or highly probable. But even if a complete syntactic

analysis were realized, the resulting syntactic structure cannot be regarded as

a suitable structure for translation. The syntactic structure contains informa-

tion which belongs to the form of that language, which (i) does not contribute

37
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interface approach

interface structure

complex transfer

to the translation-relevant information and (ii) complicates translation if tree

structures have to be transformed in order to match the requirements of the

TL. In e�ect, translation based on syntactic structures proved to be di�cult to

manage, and researchers turned in a second, so-called linguistic period of MT,

to the interface approach.

4.2 The Interface Approach

This approach, inspired by linguistic theories such as TG and Fillmore's Case

Grammar, transforms the syntactic structure into a more suitable represen-

tation which is known as the interface structure (IS). This is a normalized

structure in which properties of the language related to form and function are

abstracted away. The ISs no longer contain, for example, semantically empty

words (e.g. expletive pronouns) nor do they represent the word order of the

SL. Conated structures are reconstructed and pronouns may be inserted at IS

if not present at CS.

The �nal shape of the IS is determined by the linguistic theory employed in

the system. Since, with the exception of the Meaning,Text framework, no

linguistic theory has been developed for the purpose of translation, incom-

patible structures may be assigned to translationally equivalent sentences.

Therefore, most systems have at their disposal a mechanism for so-called com-

plex translation where a structure larger than the basic units of translation is

transformed in order to match the requirements of the TL. Thus, while reg-

ular structures are translated by lexical translation rules (cf. (50)) and rules

which match structures onto isomorphic structures of the TL, divergence in

structure is handled by complex translation rules which split the structure

to be translated into a regular (convergent) and an irregular (divergent) part

(cf. [Arnold and Sadler87]). The irregular part is handled in the complex trans-

lation rule while the regular parts (marked by `$') are delegated by a recursive

call to other rules, the outcome of which is integrated on the target side of the

complex transfer rule. In the following example, (50) provides the translations

ofMary and John, which are integrated into the target structure of (51)1. Such

rules could be used to treat the phenomenon of argument switching (cf. (39))

(50) Mary , Marie

John , Jean

1Transfer mechanisms operating on feature structures function similarly to the transfer

mechanismoperation on tree structures, so I use tree structures to illustrate both approaches.
In Alep* for example, the operator `==' is used to trigger the recursive call for the top
down decomposition of structures and the bottom-up reconstruction of the target structure
(cf. [Theo�lidis93]), marked here as `$'.
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rule interaction

relaxed compositionality(51)
$1 like $2 , $2 plaire $1

If, however, two phenomena requiring a complex translation appear within one

sentence, two complex rules have to interact. If, for example, in addition to

argument switching, the dropping of object pronouns is handled by complex

translation rules, (51) and (53) have to interact for the translation of (41c) into

(41b), repeated here as (52a-b).

(52) a. Chinese:

n��

you

x�� hu�an

like

zh�e

this

d�ong

piece

f�ang z_�

house

m_a?

QU?

b�u

NEG

x�� hu�an.

like

`Do you like this house? No I don't like it.'

b. French:

Est-ce que

QU

cette

this

maison

house

te

you

plait?

like?

Non,

No,

elle

she

ne

NEG

me

me

plait

pleases

pas.

NEG

`Do you like this house? No I don't like it.'

The rule (51), however, cooperates with other rules only at the level $1 and

$2, so that $1 would be instantiated with elle and $2 of rule (51) would be

instantiated with me. As a consequence, rule (53) can apply neither to $1 nor

$2, i.e. the two rules cannot interact.

(53)
$1:subj1 $2:verb $3:obj,pro , $1 $2

Attempts have been made to modify translation algorithms such that an in-

teraction of two rules becomes possible (cf. [van Noord et al.91]). Although

such `relaxed' compositional translation algorithms may allow for some inter-

action of complex translation rules, cases where one word is involved in two

complex transfer phenomena still cannot be handled: in such cases only one

complex translation rule can apply to this word, thereby blocking the access of

the second rule. As example might serve (54), taken from [Trujillo95].

(54) Spanish:

Juan

John

le

him

hizo

made

cruzar

cross

el

the

valle

valley

a

to

los

the

soldados

soldiers

marchando.

marching
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lexical approach

TAGs

shake-and-bake

`John marched the soldiers across the valley'

The translation cannot be realized by two rules of the type (55) and (56). If

(55) applies �rst to the English sentence, (56) cannot apply, since march is not

present in $1 or $2.

(55)
$1 hacer $2 marchar , $1 march $2

(56)

$1 cruzar $2 $3 marchando , $1 march $2 across $3

4.3 The Lexical Approach

In order to overcome such translation problems a translation strategy has been

developed which works without any structure. Translation rules operate only

on the set of words of the analyzed source sentence. The structure of the TL is

determined through the new combinations of the translated lexical items. In-

stances of the lexical approach are Shake and Bake (cf. [Beaven92], [Brew92],

[Whitelock92]) and MT systems based on Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAGs)

(cf. [Srinivas et al.94]). In Shake and Bake, the words of the SL are translated

into an unstructured set, called 'the bag' of the TL language. The translated

words are permuted in the bag of the TL in all possible combinations and

parsed with the target grammar. A successful parse in the TL con�rms the

�nal translation.

In order to guide the translation and the reconstruction process in the absence

of structural information, lexical approaches resort to a system of indices with

the help of which the functional or semantic relations between words is ex-

pressed. The translation rule in (57), for example, could be used to assign the

arguments correctly to the predicate. In those cases where complex relations

between words cannot be expressed by indices, the lexical approaches have to

use transfer rules which mention more than one lexical item.
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Minimal Recursion
Semantics

(57)
2
4pred=likesubj=

�
index=I1

�
obj=

�
index=I2

�
3
5)
2
4pred=plairesubj=

�
index=I2

�
obj=

�
index=I1

�
3
5

This system of indices has been re�ned by [Copestake et al.95], [Copestake95]

in the framework of Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) in order to reduce the

number of cases where complex transfer rules have to be employed. But even

with this elaborated system of indices which represent argument relations and

quanti�er scope, complex transfer rules are necessary whenever structures have

to be generated without reference tomeaning. The interaction of transfer rules

which then becomes necessary is not possible. As a consequence, sentences like

John marched the soldiers across the valley still cannot be treated: Through

the application of the second rule of (58) the verb march is already eaten up

when the third rule of (58) should apply. As a consequence, the translation in

(59) fails2.

(58)
�
john

�
)
�
juan

��
march

�
)
�
hacer marchar

��
march across

�
)
�
cruzar marchando

��
the
�
)
�
los
��

the
�
)
�
el
��

the
�
)
�
la
��

the
�
)
�
las
��

soldiers
�
)
�
soldados

��
valley

�
)
�
valle

�

(59)
2
666664

john

march

the

soldiers

across

the

valley

3
777775)

2
664
juan,

hacer marchar

los

soldados

?

3
775

2In a personal communication Ralf Steinberger and Pete Whitelock suggested the follow-
ing solution to this problem. The English sentence representation Hannibal march AFF-past

his soldiers across the Alps can be transformed into the corresponding French sentence
representation Hannibal avoir AFF-pres faire AFF-pastp traverser AFF-inf les Alpes

`a les soldats en march AFF-presp with the help of the following rules:
1) march --> faire + march + AFF-inf + `a

2) AFF-past --> avoir + AFF-pres + AFF-pastp

3) across --> traverser + en + AFF-presp

Besides the undesirable presence of functional a�xes in the representation used for transla-
tion, the question remains, how AFF-inf of rule (1) can be attached to traverser of rule (3)
and how AFF-presp of rule (3) can be attached to march which �gures in rule (1).
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As the examples show, the expressivity of the lexical approach and the IS ap-

proach is comparable, with small advantages for the lexical approach. Within

the lexical approach, the correct translation of a word can often only be trig-

gered by reference to the context if the meaning of a word or its contribution

to meaning has not been identi�ed. As every time the context is referred to

in complex translation rules the words of the context are eaten up, the prob-

lems illustrated above persist (cf. [Copestake95]). The suggestions made by

[Trujillo95] to use bi-lexical rules may reduce the amount of complex transfer

rules which must be written, but does not facilitate the interaction of these

rules.



Chapter 5

Units for Translation

For the task of translation, all MT systems have to segment a text and to oper-

ate on the resulting units. These units may be paragraphs, sentences, words and

morphemes. MT systems, however, di�er wrt the question what the units for

translation are. Thus, mudarse otando, dar pu~naladas and wooden may each

be treated as one or two units for translation 1. As can be seen from the preced-

ing section however, translation has to start from equally structured meaning

representations, so that the units of transfer can be mapped directly onto the

units of the TL. This can be achieved only if the chosen units of translation

are freed from all grammaticalized oppositions. But even if grammaticalized

oppositions are analyzed wrt their semantic contribution and removed from the

unit of translation, the units chosen may still be too large (e.g. treat red car
as one unit of transfer), so that systems do not pro�t from the compositional

aspects of language. If the units are too small, the compositional aspect of

language is lost and an over-translation may result form it2. [Dorr93], for

example, considers dar pu~naladas to be two units of transfer and thus has to

face two problems: to make reappear the covert knife-wound (cf. 43) page 32)

and, secondly match stab onto dar (and not golpear, herir (hit, injure) or oth-
ers).

A second example for an over-translation comes from [Kay et al.91] and

[Tsujii95]. These authors decompose the German verb entwerten into a root

werten (validate) plus a negation pre�x ent- (in-) and observe that German

1[Vinay and Darbelnet58] pg.16 de�ne the unit of translation as follows: "Le plus
petit segment de l'�enonc�e dont la coh�esion des signes est telle qu'ils ne doivent pas être
traduits s�eparement (The smallest part of discourse which has such a cohesion of signs that

these signs may not be translated separately).
2[Vinay and Darbelnet58] pg.14 de�ne over-translation as follows: "SURTRADUC-

TION. Vice de traduction qui consiste �a voir deux unit�es de traduction l�a o�u il n'y en a
qu'une." (Defective translation which sees two units of translation, where in fact, there is
only one). As an example of an over-translation these authors give the French expression
aller chercher which is not to go and look for, but to fetch.

43
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concepts

content words

uses a negative expression, while English uses a positive expression in order to

refer to the same event (60a). As can be seen from (60b-c), however, there is

no context in which werten and entwerten can be exchanged in order to achieve

a negative polarity, so that the ent- pre�x cannot be associated with a negative

value. Thus, entwerten is one unit of transfer, disregarding the fact that it is

morphologically composed.

(60) German:

a. ein

a

Ticket

ticket

entwerten

in-validate
'punch a ticket'

b. Ein Ticket *werten/entwerten.

a ticket *evaluate/in-validate

c. Den Sprung werten/*entwerten.

the jump allow/*in-validate

5.1 Concepts

Most MT systems use words as the basic unit for transfer. The rationale be-

hind this is that words are prototypical identi�ers of concepts. Thus, when

MT systems use words in transfer, they intend to refer to concepts. Concepts

are de�ned as units of knowledge and thought for which linguistic labels are

available (cf. [W�uster985], [Picht and Draskau85], [Lethbridge94]). A word

(e.g. house) is thus directly associated withmeaning, i.e. the concept denoted

by this word. Words that function in this way are called content words. Un-

der the assumption that cultures employ concepts that are su�ciently close,

the linguistic realization of a concept is generally assumed to be a good unit

for transfer, even if the concrete realizations of that concept (e.g. house) di�er

between cultures (cf. [Larson84] pg.99)3.

Concepts, however, are narrowly linked to the linguistic realizations of the

concept and these linguistic realizations may include grammaticalized opposi-

tions. Therefore, I claim, that concepts are not language independent mean-

ing representations, but language-speci�c functions which realize meaning

3Words and concepts, however, cannot be equated, although they often stand in a one-
to-one relation. While a concept is a unit of meaning, word boundaries separate two
disjoint sets of functionally equivalent operations: morphological operations inside a word
and syntactic operations between words. Therefore, words may refer to more than one

concept if the composition of concepts is realized in morphology (e.g. German:Stahlnagel
(steel-nail)). By the same token, one concept can be expressed by more than one word, if

the parts necessary for the composition of the concept are words instead of morphemes (e.g.
dar pu~naladas, Japanese people).
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restrictive modi�cation

prototype

notional domain

derivation

according to the possibilities and requirements of a language. In order to un-

derstand the function of concepts we have to look at the relations between

concepts within a language and between languages.

There exist two major types of relations between concepts (cf. [Reed82]). The

�rst type is the hierarchical ordering of concepts with the two basic relations

of subordination and superordination. A subordinated concept is derived from

a concept by the addition of information (the intension) which restricts the

reference (the extension) of the concept. This is typically expressed by a re-

strictive modi�cation (e.g. the white car)4. Such subordinated concepts can

be conceived of as a cognitive subspace, inheriting all features from the spaces

it is embedded in.

(61)

white(X)white car

car(X)

Ontogenetically prior to the hierarchical forming of concepts is the associa-

tive concept forming, where concepts are created through the identi�cation

of an entity (before it becomes a concept) with a known concept, the proto-

type or center of attraction (cf. [Wygotski86], [Luria82], [Loon-Vervoon84],

[Loon-Vervoon86]). Two conceptsmay be associated due to their similarity in

shape, use or their spatial or temporal coincidence. It is this common ground

of a set of concepts which is called the notional domain (cf. [Culioli81],

[Culioli90], [Streiter and Schmidt-Wigger95c]). At a later stage of the cognitive

development, the new entity is separated and distinguished from the prototype

through distinctive features (e.g. bike ! motorbike)5. In this way the associ-

ated concepts have a common semantic part, i.e. the notional domain bike,
and distinctive parts (motor vs. no motor), i.e. the seme (cf. [Fages67].

The most productive way for the association of concepts is the morphological

derivation. This operation starts from a prototypical situation (the notional

4Restrictive modi�cations are generally opposed to appositive modi�cations. The restric-
tive modi�cations restrict the reference of the concept they apply to. Cars are dangerous
is a statement about cars. Cars which drive too fast are dangerous is a statement about a
subset of cars, i.e. all cars which drive too fast, i.e. restrictive modi�cation. Cars, which
drive to fast, are dangerous incorporates two statement about cars, one stating that cars

drive too fast and the other that cars are dangerous, i.e. appositive modi�cation.
5Further psychological and philosophical background to this way of conceptualiza-

tion can be found in [Wittgenstein84], [Rosch and Mervis75], [Rosch et al.75],
[van Parreren and Carpey80], [Mervis and Rosch81].
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base

conceptual inclusion

conceptual overlap

domain) and its linguistic label, which is called the base. Aspects or parts

of the notional domain, the situation as such (e.g. to paint, painting), to its

complement (e.g. happiness vs. unhappiness) or participants (e.g. painter, a
painting), results, tools and locations, receive linguistic labels which are derived

from the base. This operation of derivation is an economy operation where a

high number of concepts related via a common notional domain is expressed

with a base plus a limited set derivational morpheme, reducing the amount of

bases a language needs. Concepts related through the operation of derivation

may stand in the following relations:

(1) One concept is included in the referential space of the other, representing

a lexicalized or grammaticalized opposition. unhappy, for example, bears in

addition to the reference to the state of happiness a negative value. happy,
on the other side is not yet marked negatively or positively as it may appear

in He is happy and He is not happy. The same goes for to read and readable:
Both refer to the event of reading. Readable bears in addition the modal value

`possibility' by which the verb to read can be extended syntactically as in can be
read. To paint and the painting (of pictures) refer both to the event of painting.

The latter derivation however denotes only a possible subset compared to to
paint since the temporal actualization* is not possible. The notional domain

is indicated by the oval.

(62)

'

&

$

%

readable(X)

read(X)

(2) Concepts may partially overlap wrt the semantic space they occupy. This

can be exempli�ed with the German Arzt (doctor) and �Arztin (woman doctor),

which di�er only wrt gender.

(63)

'

&

$

%
�Arztin(X)

Arzt(X)

(3) Two concepts, e.g. painter and to paint, may be disjunct. Since painter
can only be paraphrased as the person who paints, where a new head and with
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it new semantic properties are introduced, painter and to paint refer to dis-

junct concepts. These concepts are however still linked through the notional

domain.

(64)

'

&

$

%

to paint(X) painter(X)

During the process of translation concepts of the SL may not be mapped

directly onto the concepts of the TL. In example (4) page 5 anscha�en is

mapped onto acquisition (cf. 65)), in example (35) page 29 erpressbar is trans-
lated into blackmail, or otar into oat (cf. 66))6. In (67) �Arztin and Arzt is
translated into Russian:vra�c.

(65)

Anscha�en(X)

anscha�en(X)

acquisition(X)

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
PPq

acquire(X)

(66)

erpressbar(X)

otar(X)

erpressen(X)

mudarse(X)

blackmail(X)

oat(X)

-

(67)
�Arztin(X)

Arzt(X)

vra�c(X)

P
P
P
P
P
P
P
PPq

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
��1

6Although the opposition erpressen - erpressbar is grammaticalized and the opposition
mudarse - otar is lexicalized, both represent relations of inclusion.
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term

non-terms

transformation

5.2 Composed Concepts vs. Terms

What distinguishes di�erent linguistic realizations of concepts is their degree

of conventionalization, i.e. how far the bases of these expressions are composed

in a way which is shared by the language community or how far the bases are

composed in an ad-hoc manner by the language user. As for an MT system,

conventionalized units should be treated as one unit, since the way meaning

is achieved may be no longer comprehensible within a language (e.g. Italian:

pomodoro "apple of gold" = tomato) and cannot be reproduced in other lan-

guages. These units of language referring to a concept in a conventionalized

manner are called terms. There are no inherent limits wrt the size of terms:

words, phrases, speech-acts and idioms can be classi�ed as terms (e.g. house,
take a decision, how do you do? and to bite the dust).
Concepts which are created creatively in an ad-hoc manner are non-terms.

They have to be analyzed by reference to the morphological and syntactic

means of composition. My claim is that only those composed concepts which

correspond to the scheme (61) may be non-terms. All other composed con-

cepts are necessarily terms. The inclusion relation of otar and mudarse,
for example, also known as 'relations of fusion' (cf.[Gross75a]) reects its sta-

tus as a term through its linguistic behaviour (cf.[Gross75b], [Danlos87]), not

allowing for transformations which are meaning preserving. Thus although a

hot stone may be transformed into a stone which is hot, a hot dog cannot be

transformed into a dog which is hot. In the same way some meaning preserving

transformations do not apply to mudarse otando.

(68) Spanish:

a. El

The

chico

boy

andaba

walked

cantando

singing

= El

The

chico

boy

andaba

walked

y

and

cantaba

sang

b. La

The

barca

boat

se mudaba

moved

otando

oating

6= La

The

barca

boat

se mudaba

moved

y

and

otaba

oated

A commonly accepted criterion for a non-term represented in scheme (61)

is that the meaning of the composed structure must be more speci�c than

the meaning of the head taken alone. Every composed non-term (e.g. white
car) can be replaced by the head. The only e�ect which is achieved by this

substitution is a loss of information: He came in his white car vs. He came
in his car. If however the content of the information changes (e.g. Er betrat
den Steinbruch/*Bruch (He entered the "stone-break"=quarry/*break)) the

composed structure is a term. In this case Steinbruch and Bruch are disjoint

concepts.
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transfer approachAn additional criterion for a non-term is that even if the subordinate concept

inherits its properties from the superordinate concept (e.g. Laubs�age 'leaves-

saw' = fretsaw), the meaning of the whole must be derived from the meaning of

the parts. The meaning of the whole can only be derived from the meaning of

the parts if every part functions as a predication of the resulting non-term. If

not every part can function as a predicate, this predication must be achieved via

realized or implied language markers (mostly prepositions) which can denote

such predicative relations. In our example, no implied preposition can be found

which could link Laub and S�age. Therefore, the expression Laubs�age has to be

considered as a term.

(69)

Laubs�age(X)

S�age(X)

Laub(X)

5.3 Representing Terms

5.3.1 The Transfer Approach

In transfer-based systems the units for transfer are represented by their mono-

lingual properties, and bilingual rules relate SL and TL. In most transfer-based

MT systems (e.g. Eurotra*), the relations between the unit of the SL and the

unit of the TL are represented by lexical transfer rules (cf. 70)).

Since bilingual dictionaries are easily available, either in machine readable form

or as paper dictionary, transfer dictionaries can be constructed within a reason-

able amount of time. Problems with this approach arise only with multilingual

MT systems since all language pairs have to be connected by a transfer module.

With two language components one (bidirectional) transfer module is neces-

sary, with 3 language components 3 transfer modules are necessary, with 4

languages 6 transfer modules and with 5 languages 10 transfer modules. Thus,

the relative ease with which transfer modules are compiled is overshadowed by

the fact that this work has to be multiplied.

Due to the erroneous assumption that di�erent parts of speech represent

di�erent semantic types, most MT systems employ di�erent lexical transfer

rules for the translation of, for example, verbs and nouns (cf. [Schmidt88],

[Apresjan et al.89], [Arnold and Sadler90], [Whitelock92]).
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interlingua As for the conditions for the transposition of the part of speech, such informa-

tion cannot be coded at the level of the lexical transfer rule, since information

about the context this word has to be integrated in (e.g. as argument, mod-

i�er or predicate) is necessary (cf. examples (4) to (37)). The delegation

of the change of part of speech to structural transfer rules, as suggested in

[Somers et al.88], is not possible since the governors, arguments and modi�ers

the item in question has to combine with are subject to the same degree of

uncertainty, i.e. it is possible that they themselves must undergo a transpo-

sition, depending on their context. As a consequence, the possible change of

the part of speech must be foreseen within the traditional transfer approach in

all possible combinations by adding the corresponding translation rules to the

transfer component.

(70)
�
lex=acquire

	
,
�
lex=anscha�en

	�
lex=acquisition

	
,
�
lex=anscha�ung

	�
lex=acquire

	
,
�
lex=anscha�ung

	�
lex=acquisition

	
,
�
lex=anscha�en

	

It goes without saying that such a redundant representation is not desirable for

reasons of memory size and man power necessary for the construction of such

lexicons. In reality, most systems foresee a limited rank of transfer pairs to cope

with the encountered problematic cases, running the risk of never completing

the description of all possible paraphrases7. In addition, assuming di�erent

semantic types for the di�erent parts of speech signi�es a renouncement of any

semantic control when the part of speech shifts in transfer.

5.3.2 The Interlingual Approach

As an alternative to the transfer based approach, some MT systems adhere

to the Interlingual Approach. In such systems the units for translation are

freed from all language-speci�c properties, so that no lexical transfer rules are

7This incompleteness can be found in all traditional transfer dictionaries. In the Russian
to German transfer lexicon of SUSY, for example, we �nd lexical transfer rules which translate

relational adjectives as adjectives (e.g. 1,3) or as nouns (e.g. 2,5), but in many cases necessary
variations are missing (e.g. 4,6).

1. kvadratnyi ) quadratisch
2. kvadratnyi ) Quadrat-
3. gosudarstvennyi ) staatlich
4. MISSING:gosudarstvennyj ) Staats-(schulden)
5. policejskij ) Polizei-
6. MISSING: policejskij ) polizeilich(-e Ermittlungen)
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transpositionneeded8. Instead, words are assigned codes in analysis and these codes are asso-

ciated with words in generation. Thus, no lexical translation rules are needed.9

Support for the Interlingual approach comes from the integration of knowl-

edge bases in MT systems to support the process of analysis and translation

(cf. [Cullingford and Onyshkevych85] [B�atori86]). Since such knowledge sys-

tems cannot be created anew for every language, the languages have to provide

a uniform access key to the knowledge base. As a consequence, such KBMT

systems are realized as interlingual MT systems. Instances of this paradigm

are TRANSLATOR (cf. [Nirenburg et al.87]) and ANTHEM*.

Despite the advantages of the interlingual approach, there are a number of

drawbacks, due to which this approach in its pure form is used very rarely

(cf. [Boitet88] [Arnold and Sadler92]). The most serious problem relates to the

di�culties of constructing a conceptual lexicon. As a consequence, interlingual

systems are restricted to a �xed and highly specialized domain for which the

conceptual lexicon can be constructed within a reasonable length of time (e.g.

TRANSLATOR), or for which such a conceptual lexicon has already been built

up by experts of that thematic �eld (e.g. ANTHEM*).

As for the treatment of transpositions in the context of an interlingual system,

there are two possibilities. Either di�erent parts of speech are assigned di�erent

codes, in the case of which no transposition is possible, or related words are

assigned the same code. In ANTHEM*, for example, French:os (bone) and os-
seux (bony) are associated with the same code 'T-11000'. Even morphologically

unrelated words may be associated with the same code such as French:casser
(break) and fracture (fracture), i.e. 'M-12000'.

5.3.3 The CAT2 Approach

In CAT2 the interlingual and the transfer based approaches are combined, i.e.

lexical units are translated either by bilingual transfer rules or interlingual

codes. Bilingual transfer rules are used mainly with verbs, adjectives and ad-

verbs. Interlingual codes are used for terminological nouns, if classi�cations are

available. A description of the interlingual code systems currently used can be

found in [Streiter96]10. For terms which are inherently ambiguous (e.g. das
Unternehmen (= the business/undertaking) lexical transfer rules are preferred

since they can help to maintain the ambiguity, translating these words into

8Throughout the literature, the term 'interlingua' is used for the descriptionof a number of
di�erent aspects of MT systems, e.g. the structure for translation, the units for translation,
the extra-linguistic description of subject domains and the domain independent linguistic

abstractions, cf. [Landsbergen87] [Tsujii93], [Hwee-Boon93]. Within this thesis I use
the term interlingua only with respect to the status of the units of translations.

9Attempts to use natural languages as interlingua are described in [Schubert88])
[Slocum89] and [Guzm�an de Rojas88].

10Lexical transfer in CAT2 is based on the feature lex, while interlingual units are trans-
ferred using only one general rule, based on the feature slex (secondary lexeme).
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concept generation words with the same ambiguities (e.g. enterprise, fr:entreprise) (cf. [Prahl94]).
Within these two approaches however, concepts are not mapped onto con-

cepts. As the concept is a function which selects within a notional domain a

subspace, the concept has to be reconstructed in the TL from the application

of a language independent semantic classi�cation on the notional domain

of the TL. The notional domain is represented in the lexicon as the set of

concepts associated through the base, each identi�ed by its morpho-syntactic

and semantic values (cf. (124) page 82).

The CAT2 transfer rules thus mention only the notional domain, represented

by the base, e.g. acquire and the semantic content is transferred via the tf-

rule (18) page 17, which then selects the possible concepts in the notional

domain of the TL. With transfer rules only morphologically related words

may be grouped in one domain, while with interlingual identi�ers of notional

domains, morphologically unrelated words (e.g. to drive and chau�eur) may

be grouped in one notional domain.

(71)
�
lex=acquire

	
,
�
lex=anscha�en

	�
lex=paint

	
,
�
lex=malen

	

The semantic classi�cation that accounts for the di�erences between the con-

cepts of one notional domain, refers to all grammaticalized semantic values,

e.g. modal values, negation, gender, the type of entity and the degree of actu-

alization*. One dimension of this semantic classi�cation and its discrimination

of concepts in one notional domain is illustrated in (72).

(72)

paint(X)
painting(X) a painting(X)

CONCRETE

ENTITY

ABSTRACT

ENTITY

SPACE IN

TIME

ASPECTUAL

STRUCTURE

TEMPORALTEMPORAL

STRUCTURE

'

&

$

%

The basic distinction in this semantic classi�cation is that between events and

entities (cf. [Zelinsky-Wibbelt86], [Nirenburg87]). Events (including states)

are characterized by their aspectual structure, i.e. the internal structuring

of the denoted time by reference to di�erent phases of the event or state

(cf. [Grimshaw90]), even if they are almost limited to a particular point in
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event

entity

appositive modi�cation

time (cf. [Comrie85]). The importance of the opposition between entities and

events can be seen from the following examples. In (73a) the German verb

can be translated into a noun if it is of the type event. In (73b), however, the

translation is not possible, since the target noun refers to an entity.

(73) German:

a. Er

he

schlug

proposed

vor,

PREF,

spazieren

walk

zu

to

gehen.

go

`He proposed a walk'

b. Er

he

schlug

proposed

vor,

PREF,

die

the

Regierung

government

zu

to

beeinussen.

inuence.

`He proposed to inuence the government.'

* `He proposed the inuence of the government.'

The aspectual structure is further speci�ed by the values for modality, Ak-

tionsart, aspect and the tense value which distinguishes actualized* from non-

actualized* events, and if actualized in what relation the events stand to the

speech act (cf. [Reichenbach47]). Therefore, the translations in (74) are well

formed and excluded only as translations in an actualized* context. These

translations would be perfect in a title or caption under a cartoon.

(74) German:

Ein

a

neues

new

Auto

car

wurde

was

angescha�t.

acquired

` + The acquisition of a new car.'

`A new car has been acquired.'

In subordinate clauses, morpho-syntactic tense values on verbs do not have

the same function as morpho-syntactic tense values in the main clause. The

tense values do not relate the denoted event to the speech act but to the

event in the main clause. As in this context no actualization* takes place, a

nominal can replace the verb of the TL without any harm to the translation

(cf. example (4) page 5). For modi�ers we use the distinction of actualized* vs.

non-actualized* events for the distinction of restrictive modi�ers and appositive

modi�ers. Restrictive modi�ers are non-actualized* and appositive modi�ers

are actualized*. This fact is expressed in TG by the derivation of an appositive

relative clause from a coordinated phrase at the level of the matrix clause

(cf. [Lujan80]). As example might serve the appositive relative clause in (75a)

which is derived from (75b).
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(75) a. All men, who are gentle, work hard.

b. All men are gentle and work hard

The di�erent subtypes of entities will be discussed in Chapter 8.



obligatory oppositions

Chapter 6

F{Structures

Function words are prototypical realizations of functions. They assign func-

tional value to content words in the same way as functional a�xes do, realizing

obligatory grammatical oppositions, i.e. the semantic space denoted by the

term is obligatorily segmented into one or another subspace:

(76)

- happy(X)

� happy(X)

+ happy(X)

In this chapter I shall concentrate on how function words and content words

combine in syntax and semantics and on how the functional values of the un-

marked variants are calculated. The matching of particular function words to

semantic values will be exempli�ed in Chapter 7 dedicated to articles.

6.1 Functional Head{Structure

Function words and the structures they apply to form more complex syntac-

tic structures of the type 'article + noun phrase', 'auxiliary + verb phrase'

and 'complementizer + sentence'. These structures, called functional head-

structures (F-Structure) are built up at level CS by a common b-rule repro-

duced in (77). The basic properties of this structure are listed from (a) to

55
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head features

complement

function words

(e).

(77) @rule(b).

(
head=HEAD,

role=ROLE,

frame=FRAME

)
.

2
66666666664

8>>>><
>>>>:

hpos=left,

role=funct,

frame=

�
arg2=

n
head=

�
ehead=EH

	o
&COMPL

�
,

head=
�
ehead=EH

	
&HEAD

9>>>>=
>>>>;
,

8<
:

role=ROLE,

frame=FRAME,

head=
�
max=no

	
9=
;&COMPL

3
77777777775
.

(a) The function word (role=funct) is assumed to be the head of the struc-

ture (cf. [L�obel90]). The head of a structure is the daughter which de-

termines the syntactic properties of the mother node. These syntactic

properties are described by the head features. Percolation of the head

features is then realized through the variable binding head=HEAD. This is

illustrated in (78). As the function word is the head of this structure,

I will refer to the function word within this structure as the functional

head.

(78)

head=HEAD

�

�

�

@

@

@

head=HEAD

(b) Functional heads select structures as their complements through the

COMPL variable in the frame feature1. Functional heads are determin-

ers and semantically empty prepositions and complementizers, pre�xes,

punctuation marks, degree words and coordinators. With the exception

of coordinators which select two complements, all other function words

select one complement. Coordination is therefore treated as a separate

structure (cf. [Streiter96]).

(79)

frame=farg2=COMPLg

�

�

�

@

@

@

COMPL

1For the sake of clarity I use the term complement for any structure selected in SS. The
term argument refers to a structure which is assigned a thematic role.
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extended head features

complement selection

(c) The selection of the complement of the functional head is restricted by

the extended head feature principle. According to this principle formu-

lated by [Grimshaw91], a subset of the head features of the function word

and a subset of the head features of the complement have to unify. The

subset of the head features which is shared by the function word and its

complement is called the extended head, since the extended head is re-

lated to the `extended' projection, i.e. the projection of the lexical head

extended by the projection of its function word. Through the uni�ca-

tion of the extended head features, syntactic and semantic information

is shared between the functional head and its complement. The comple-

ment selection may be equally guided by functional values as by semantic

values since both values have to unify in the extended head.

(80)

head=fehead=EHg

�

�

�

@

@

@

head=fehead=EHg head=fehead=EHg

In addition to this principle, every function word may further specify syn-

tactic restrictions on its complement, e.g. a determiner selects a nominal

head and a complementizer selects a verbal head. This is illustrated in

a simpli�ed lexical entry where a preposition lists the possible structures

it may select.

(81) @rule(b).8><
>:

cat=p,

frame=

(
arg2=

(
head= (

�
cat=n

	
;
�
cat=d

	
)

))9>=
>;

(d) The thematic role (cf. Chapter 8) is projected from the complement to

the mother node. Thus, the projection of the determiner has the same

thematic role as the projection of the noun the determiner subcategorizes

for.

(82)

role=ROLE

�

�

�

@

@

@

role=funct role=ROLE

(e) The subcategorization frame of the complement (cf. Chapter 8) is per-

colated onto the mother node. This implies, for example, that auxiliary
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functional completeness verbs do not have to be analysed in terms of raising structures, but once

the auxiliaries have selected the main verb, the resulting structure inher-

its the subcategorization properties from the main verb and can bind the

complements of the main verb.

(83)

frame=FRAME

�

�

�

@

@

@

role=funct frame=FRAME

(f) The subcategorized structure may or may not be a maximal projection.

Maximal projections are marked max=yes, not maximal projections are

marked max=no.

(84)

�

�

�

@

@

@

max=no

In the following two sections I give some more details on (i) how functional

completeness can be controlled and (ii) how function words are treated after

level CS.

6.2 Functional Completeness

Functional Completeness refers to the completeness of functional projections2 .

In some cases functional markers are obligatory for semantic or syntactic rea-

sons. In (85a) the functional marker on has not been realized, so that the

resulting structure is functionally incomplete. In the (85b) a determiner is

missing in order for this structure to be complete.

(85) a. *It depends you.

b. *I saw animal.

As the realization of the functional markers is marked and controlled via the

functional values percolated in the extended head, the control of functional

completeness comes down to the puzzle of how a structure can be compatible

2Note, the term 'Functional Completeness' is used with a di�erent meaning in LFG
(cf. [Bresnan82b]).
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default alternationwith a functional value, (e.g. how can you be compatible with the functional

value pform=on), but on the other hand not have access to a slot for which this

functional value is required, as long as no special marker has been realized.

In order to solve this problem, I associate with every part of speech a so-called

default alternation (cf. [Streiter94]) which describes those functional values that

have to be assigned to the projection if this structure becomes a phrasal (i.e.

syntactic) non-head, i.e. a maximal projection without a functional head. This

default alternation is centered around the disjunct (fmax=yesg;fmax=nog):

The max value of any projection must be max=yes3 in order to allow this pro-

jection to be a non-head of a phrasal structure, i.e. to become an argument

or modi�er of a content word. The completeness requirement can be found in

the b-rules for A-Structures (134) page 88 and M-Structures (156) page 105

in the following chapters. The fmax=yesg part of the disjunction is combined

with the default values as illustrated in (86). The �rst feature bundle of (86)

describes the default alternation for nouns, saying that a bare noun is either

not a maximal projection, or if it is a maximal projection it has to receive the

functional values pform=nil, type=abs, wh=no and neg=no. If a noun becomes

the non-head of a phrasal structure, in which case max=yes is instantiated, the

values for determination, the prepositional form, the wh feature and negation

are set to their default values.

(86)
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

head=
�
cat=n

	
&

(
�
max=no

	

;

8>><
>>:

max=yes

ehead=

8<
:

pform=nil,

type=abs,

wh=no,

neg=no

9=
;

9>>=
>>;)

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;
Fn

head=
�
max=yes

	o
=)

8>>>><
>>>>:
head=

8>>>><
>>>>:

cat=n,

max=yes

ehead=

8<
:

pform=nil,

type=abs,

wh=no,

neg=no

9=
;

9>>>>=
>>>>;

9>>>>=
>>>>;

If the noun is selected by a determiner, the extended head features of the

function word and its complement unify. Only the disjunct max=no on the

noun is retained, since the max=yes disjunct contains extended head features

which are not compatible with the functional head. This is illustrated in (87).

3[Netter94] in a similar approach uses the feature FCOMPL +/- in order to indicate the
functional completeness of the projection.
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(87)
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

head=
�
cat=n

	
&

(
�
max=no

	

;

8>><
>>:

max=yes

ehead=

8<
:

pform=nil,

type=abs,

wh=no,

neg=no

9=
;

9>>=
>>;)

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;
F�

head=

n
ehead=

�
type=def

	o�
=)

8<
:head=

8<
:

cat=n,

max=no,

ehead=
�
type=def

	
9=
;
9=
;

After the determiner has selected the noun, the determiner is responsible for the

control of the following functional projections. This is realized by the default

alternation on the determiner, requiring pform=nil to be instantiated if this

structure becomes a phrasal non-head (88)4.

(88)

�
head=HEAD

	

2
666666666666666664

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

lex=der,

head=

�
cat=d,

ehead=
�
type=def

	�&
(
�
max=no

	
;

�
max=yes

ehead=
�
pform=nil

	�)&
HEAD

9>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>;8>><

>>:
lex=mann,

head=

8<
:

cat=n,

max=no,

ehead=
�
type=def

	
9=
;

9>>=
>>;

3
777777777777777775

The mechanism for the assignment of default values described above has to

be completed by a second mechanism. Since every functional head solves the

default alternation of its complement with the max=no disjuncts, this may have

undesired results if one intermediate function word has not been realized, as

in the case where a preposition directly selects a noun. In this case, the noun

loses its default alternation, but no value for `determination' is instantiated as

was the case in (87). This structure would thus be compatible with any value

for 'determination' (type).

4[Netter94] in this case simply assumes that the DP is functionally complete, which of

course is not true if semantically empty prepositions or topic makers have to be added (e.g.
Auf das Auto jedoch war er nicht stolz vs. *Das Auto jedoch war er nicht stolz).

TP

PP

DP

auf das Auto jedoch
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(89)
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

head=
�
cat=n

	
&

(
�
max=no

	

;

8>><
>>:

max=yes

ehead=

8<
:

pform=nil,

type=abs,

wh=no,

neg=no

9=
;

9>>=
>>;)

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;
F�

head=

n
ehead=

�
pform=von

	o�
=)

8<
:head=

8<
:

cat=n,

max=no,

ehead=
�
pform=von

	
9=
;
9=
;

In order not to have such undesirable results, we add functional speci�cations

to the selectional restrictions in (81). Thus, not only the part of speech of the

possible complements are listed, but together with them the functional values

which have to be assigned. Thus the German preposition an (an das Auto, an
ihn, *an Auto) is speci�ed as in (90), while the German preposition am (* am
das Auto, *am ihn, am Auto) is speci�ed as in (91).

(90) @rule(b).8>>><
>>>:

string=an,cat=p,

frame=

8><
>:arg2=

8><
>:
head= (

�
cat=n,

ehead=
�
type=abs

	�
;
�
cat=d

	
)

9>=
>;
9>=
>;

9>>>=
>>>;

(91) @rule(b).8><
>:
string=am,cat=p,

frame=

(
arg2=

(
head=

�
cat=n,

ehead=
�
type=def

	�))
9>=
>;

The presence of certain functional markers may be required by the content

word. Some nouns, for example, (e.g. French:Le Japon (Japan), English:The
Netherlands) must have an article; this information is entered in the lexical

entry with the corresponding functional value type=def, which is compatible

only with the max=no disjunct of the default alternation. This is illustrated in

(92) where the uni�cation of the lexical entry with the default alternation of

nouns results in a violation of the completeness requirement, due to which this

structure, i.e. Japon, cannot become a phrasal non-head.
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(92) 8<
:

lex=japon,

head=

�
cat=n,

ehead=
�
type=def

	�
9=
;F

8>><
>>:

head= (
�
max=no

	
;

(
max=yes

ehead=

n
pform=nil

type=abs

o)
)

9>>=
>>;=)8<

:
lex=japon

head=

�
cat=n,max=no

ehead=
�
cat=n,type=def

	�
9=
;

The requirement of having an article is also valid for singular count nouns ex-

cept when they appear in a telegraphic speech style (style=tele) (e.g. Problem
with motor.) or if the count noun functions as predicate (role=pred) or quasi

predicate (role=class) (e.g. We nominated him president). In (93) the default

alternation for German nouns is reproduced in a complete way.

(93) @rule(l).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

head=
�
cat=n

	
&

(
�
max=no

	

;

8>><
>>:

max=yes

ehead=

8<
:

pform=nil,

type=abs,

wh=no,

neg=no

9=
;

9>>=
>>;&

(

n
ehead=

�
type~abs

	o
;

n
ehead=

�
type=abs

	o
&

(
�
bound=mass

	
;
�
bound=count

	
&

(

n
ehead=

�
num=plu

	o
;

n
ehead=

�
num=sing

	o
&

(
�
style=tele

	
;

n
style~=tele

role=(class;pred)

o
)))))

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

6.3 Transfer of Functional Categories

Function words are one possible surface realization of functions. As with all

functions, they are analyzed in SL with respect to their contribution tomean-

ing and regenerated as necessary in the TL. The function and the functional

values are however not transferred, the functional marking may be realized in

other contexts or languages by morphological, syntactic or lexical means.
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Function words are therefore not presented structurally at IS. Between CS and

T1, they are elided by a common rule (94). The functional and semantic values,

however, which were added by these elements, (e.g. pform, type, sem, ref

etc : : : ) are not lost, since they are shared with the lexical head in the extended

head features.

(94) @rule(t).

fg

� �
role=funct

	
arg: fg

�
) arg:fg

This transfers rule e�ects the transformations represented in (95).

(95)

)

cat=n

cat=d

�

�

�

@

@

@

cat=d cat=n

This strategy, that is to refer to the functional content accumulated in the ex-

tended head and not to the functional head itself, allows for a simple IS,IS

component. Lexical heads are translated and the language and category inde-

pendent semantic values derived from the functional values are transferred to

the lexical head they belong to. The lexical head of the target language can

then decide how its semantic value has to be realized. In generation, function

words may again be introduced into the structure according to the extended

head feature speci�cations by a set of generation rules, each one responsible

for the generation of one speci�c functional head. I reproduce here the rule

which generates determiners (lex=d) according to the speci�cations found in

the extended head (ehead=EH). The right side uni�es with the T1-structure

and generates the structure on the left side at level CS.

(96) @rule(t).

arg:

�
head=

n
cat=n,

ehead=EH

o�)
fg

2
664

8<
:

role=funct,

lex=d,

head=
�
ehead=EH

	
9=
;

arg: fg

3
775

This transfers rule e�ects the transformations represented in (97).
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(97)

)

cat=n

cat=d

�

�

�

@

@

@

cat=d cat=n

In the following chapter we will have a closer look at one class of function

words.



neutralization

Chapter 7

Determination

Determination is a function associated typically with nominal projections. In

this chapter I have a closer look at this function in order to illustrate some

points of my argumentation. (1) Di�erent languages use di�erent types of mark-

ing systems in order to mark the determination and if they use similar systems,

they may use the system in a di�erent way: The determination of a noun can

be marked by a noun pre�x as in Bemba (cf. [Giv�on78]), a noun su�x as in Bul-

garian and Danish, a noun pre�x as in Arabic (cf. [Harder and Schimmel89]), a

determiner as in Dutch, English, German, Italian, French and Spanish, an ad-

jective su�x as in Bulgarian, by contraction of prepositions and determiners as

in French, Italian, Spanish, German, the pre- or post-position of nouns with re-

spect to the main verb for languages with a relatively free word order (e.g. Latin,

Russian cf. [Birkenmaier79]) and the association of the subject function with

'de�niteness' in languages with fewer possibilities of changing the word order

(e.g. Bemba cf. [Giv�on78] and Chinese cf. [Van den Berg89]). Examples of

di�erent usages of determiners have already been given in Chapter (3).

(2) Neutralizations of the functions of determiners are easy to observe with

proper nouns and idiomatic expressions. Thus, examples similar to the fol-

lowing can be discarded from the analysis of the meaning of determination

(examples (98) from [Schwarze88] and (99) from [Booth and Gerritzen89]).

(98) Italian:

Il Cairo

Cairo

- L'Aia

The Hague

- La Mecca

Mecca

- L'Avana

Havanna

(99) a. to see the elephant

b. to drive pigs to market

65
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quanti�cation

referentiality

c. to raise a dust

(3) The meaning associated with determiners is applicable to parts of speech

other than to nouns. The cross-categorical usage of the meaning allows to

describe phenomena of translation which otherwise remain untractable. First,

however, I give a short description of how determiners contribute tomeaning.

7.1 Multiple Dimensions of Meaning

In those cases where the determiner ful�lls a function, this function does not

necessarily aim at only dimension of meaning. Languages tend to express by

one marker semantic values that normally cooccur, running the risk that un-

likely combinations of semantic values cannot be expressed (cf. [Giv�on78]).

The German inde�nite article, for example, cannot be reduced to one semantic

value. When opposed to the zero-article, the inde�nite article introduces a

singular quanti�cation. While German: Eis refers to a not quantized (cumu-

lative) amount of ice, ein Eis refers to one unit of ice. The historical origin

of the inde�nite article from the cardinal 'one' and its morpho-syntactic simi-

larities underline the semantic relatedness of both operators (e.g. Dutch: �e�en
- een, Italian: un - un, German: ein - ein cf. [Bosco Coletsos88]). Languages

without articles such as Chinese and Russian may resort to their cardinal to

express inde�niteness when it has to be marked explicitly (e.g. [Birkenmaier79],

[Van den Berg89]).

When opposed to the de�nite article, however, the inde�nite arti-

cle expresses the unfamiliarity of the hearer with the denoted entity

(cf. [Zelinsky-Wibbelt91], [Francis et al.95]). As a consequence, two semantic

classi�cations have to be associated with the inde�nite article, that of quanti�-

cation (cumululative vs. quantized) and that of "knownness" (unfam vs. fam).

According to this model it is impossible to express a cumulative but known

concept. The necessity to do this, however, is seldom felt since something not

quantized can hardly be known to someone, except that the reference type

changes and the concept itself is referred to instead of instances of the concept.

In this case the determination is non-referential.

(100)

a/the child/children children a child the child the children

water water a water the water

non-referential referential

cumulative quantized

X=1 X>1

unfam fam
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reference type7.2 Reference Type

Determination is used to express the reference type of the noun, that is the

relation between discourse entities (e.g. the word elephant) and the conceptual

classi�cation system which is supposed to be identical for the sender and the

receiver of a message: Either the discourse entity refers to instances of the

concept (e.g. There is an elephant in your bath) or to the concept itself (e.g.The
elephant lives in Africa and Asia) or to other discourse entities in order to build
predications which assign discourse entities to concepts (e.g. My favorite toy
is an elephant). This principled opposition is described by the referential vs.

non-referential opposition in (101) where 'T' represents the `type' of the feature

bundle which is going to be further speci�ed.

(101)
There is an elephant : : : ref={'T'=ref,...}

The elephant lives in : : : ref={'T'=nonref,...}

If the sender presents a discourse entity only as an instance of a concept

(e.g. There is an elephant in your bath), all the receiver knows about the dis-
course entity is its a�liation to the concept `elephant'. The discourse entity is

said to be unknown to the hearer. This �rst extraction of the discourse entity

from the concept is prototypically marked by the inde�nite article.

If, however, the extracted discourse entity is identi�ed with another discourse

entity which has previously been mentioned in the text (102), through a repeti-

tion of habitual action (103), or by an inaleniable relation to the subject (104)

the discourse entity is assumed to be identi�able to the receiver of the message

(cf. [Fauconnier84], [Chuquet and Paillard89]).

(102) I saw a woman. The woman drove a taxi. The taxi was blue.

(103) French:

Elle

she

met

put

la table.

the table

`She lays the table.'

(104) a. Il

he

ferme

closes

les

the

yeux.

eyes
`He closes his eyes.'

b. Il

he

s'est

himself has

cass�e

broken

la

the

jambe.

leg
`He has broken his leg.'
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deixis

generic reference

predicative reference

c. Il

he

s'est

himself has

cass�e

broken

la

the

jambe.

leg
`He has broken his leg.'

d. Il

he

a

has

perdu

lost

la

the

m�emoire.

consciousness
`He lost consciousness.'

De�nite articles, demonstrative pronouns and possessive pronouns may be em-

ployed in order to mark the identi�cation of the extracted discourse entity with

another discourse entity related to discourse or the hearer's knowledge system.

In our feature system, this opposition is marked as shown in (105), where the

way familiarity is achieved (e.g. previous mentioning/repetitive action/ inaleni-

able relation) is in the current state of the system not yet completely calculated.

Only if familiarity is achieved via a pointing operation (deixis) in text or sit-

uation is the kind of deictic operation speci�ed as being proximal or distal.

The latter may be further speci�ed as near or far if the language reects this

distinction1 . If no deictic operation is involved the value of deix is nil.

(105)

An elephant ref={'T'=ref,ref=unfam,deix=nil}

The elephant ref={'T'=ref,ref=fam,deix=nil}

This elephant ref={'T'=ref,ref=fam,deix=prox}

That elephant ref={'T'=ref,ref=fam,deix={dist=_}}

Der Elefant da ref={'T'=ref,ref=fam,deix={dist=near}}

Der Elefant dort ref={'T'=ref,ref=fam,deix={dist=far}}

If the discourse entity (e.g. elephant) does not refer to an instance of the denoted
concept, it may refer to the concept (or its prototypical representative), or it

refers to a second discourse entity in order to form a predicative relation of the

`is a' type. The �rst case is called generic reference, while the second is called

predicative reference, represented by the following feature structures:

(106)
The elephant lives in : : : ref={'T'=nonref,nonref=generic}

He is an elephant. ref={'T'=nonref,nonref=pred}

Generic propositions denote what is normal or typical for members of a class.

In most languages, these propositions are restricted to special verbal tense and

aspect. Progressive aspect and aorist on one hand and generic interpretations

1The suggested structuring of features allows for a matching of the bipartition (cf. Ger-
man: diese/jene, it:questo/quella hy:zh�e ge/n�a ge, English: here/there) onto a tripartition
which is equally employed as for example in Spanish and German aqu�i/all�i/all�a, hier/da/dort
(cf. [Ehrich82], [Hottenroth82]).
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cumulative reference

quantized reference

on the other hand are mutually exclusive. Perfective aspects and generic inter-

pretations are unlikely to cooccur. Such contextual information may be used

to calculate the reference value of a discourse entity. Predicative nouns ap-

pear only in argument positions of copula verbs, or, if the language doesn't

use copula constructions, without copula. Speci�c and generic referents can be

referred to anaphorically, predicative referents cannot, neither as antecedent

(107b) nor as anaphora (107c, taken from [Lujan80], pg.19).

(107) a. Hei is a teacherj . She likes himi.

b. * Hei is a teacherj . She likes himj .

c. Spanish:

* hablar�e

I shall talk

con

to

el

the

m�edico

doctor

que

who

es

is

tu

your

hermano.

brother

A fourth type of reference is the unique reference of proper nouns. These

discourse entities do not refer to a concept or an instance of a concept but to

an individual occurrence which is associated with an individual label. For these

entities we use ref=unique, which automatically blocks deictic operation on

these proper nouns.

(108) London ref=unique

7.3 Conceptual Boundedness

Determiners specify not only the referential type of nouns, but function at the

same time as quanti�ers, as a primary conceptual bounding, comparable to

the measure words of Chinese and English (e.g. English: the sheet of paper, a

cup of milk versus German: das Papier, eine Milch). I follow the de�nition of

conceptual boundedness given by [Quine60], according to whom an instance of

a concept refers cumulatively if any sum of the instance is the instance itself,

e.g any sum of parts which are water is water (pg.91). Otherwise concepts refer
quantized. Traditionally better known than the cumul/quant distinction is

the mass/count distinction which, however, is only of secondary importance

for translation. This mass/count distinction refers to a lexical default value

according to which the singular term refers quantized (e.g. child) or cumulative
(e.g. water). This default however is frequently overwritten when mass nouns

are pluralized or occur with an article or numeral (e.g. as serving unit a beer,
two co�ees, as a type a beer I had in Germany, or an instantiation a war, two
wars (cf. [Bunt85])). The count/mass distinction as a lexical classi�cation is
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atelicity

telicity

irrelevant for translation as mass and count nouns may become mutual trans-

lation (cf. examples in (3, page 4 and in [Mufwene84]). The cumul/quant

distinction on the other hand must necessarily be controlled in translation in

order to ensure the translational equivalence. Cumulative concepts must be

translated by cumulative concepts, and quantized concepts must be translated

by quantized concepts, disregarding the mass/count classi�cation, the number

marking or article use in both languages2. A further advantage of the cu-

mul/quant distinction is that it can be meaningfully applied to other parts of

speech such as adjectives and verbs as explained in the following section.

7.4 Crossing the Part of Speech

7.4.1 Conceptual Boundedness

I assume conceptual boundedness to be applicable to all parts of speech

(cf. Krifka's theory of homomorphism of objects and events [Krifka91]). The cu-

mul/quant distinction, extended to verbal semantics, captures the well-known

distinction between bounded and unbounded processes. Just as water plus
water is water, to run and to run means to run and not to run two times.
[Vendler67] illustrates this with the following example (pg.101): "If it is true
that someone has been running for half an hour, then it must be true that he
has been running for every period within that half hour". Traditionally these

verbs are referred to as atelic. Bounded verbal concepts, that is verbal con-

cepts which are inherently lexically bounded (e.g. to reach, to attain), or which
become bounded by the presence of an object (e.g. to run a mile, to drink
a cup of tea) refer quantized (cf.[Verkuyl72]): to obtain plus to obtain means

to obtain two times. These verbs are traditionally referred to as telic verbs

(cf. [Dahl81], [Dahl85]).

Controlling the conceptual boundedness in translation has repercussions when

the part of speech changes during translation. If, for example, the event ex-

pressed by a verb is bounded, due to its inherent lexical semantics or contextual

inuences, this boundedness is transferred to the target language, where, ac-

cording to the monolingual speci�cations, it may trigger the generation of a

de�nite or inde�nite article on a noun (cf. (109a)). If the verb refers cu-

mulative, the translation with a de�nite nominalization becomes impossible

(cf. (109b)).

2The relation between number marking and the cumul/quant distinction has already been
discussed in Chapter 1 page 6.
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(109) English - German:

a. He suggested to me to knit a pullover.

Er schlug mir vor, einen Pullover zu stricken.

Er schlug mir das Stricken eines Pullovers vor.

b. He suggested to me to knit.

Er schlug mir vor zu stricken.

* Er schlug mir das Stricken vor.

Er schlug mir Stricken vor.

As the following examples show, conceptual boundedness is a property of ad-

jectives as well. Conceptual unbounded adjectives can be paraphrased only by

cumulative PPs (110a-c) while conceptually bounded adjectives need a quan-

tized paraphrase (110d).

(110) German:

a. Eine

a

anspruchsvolle

demanding

Waise

orphan

`eine Waise mit Anspruch'

`eine Waise mit Anspr�uchen'

* `eine Waise mit den Anspr�uchen'

* `eine Waise mit dem/einem Anspruch'

b. Eine

a

bedeutsame

meaningful

Weise

tune

`eine Weise mit Bedeutung'

* `eine Weise mit der/einer Bedeutung`

c. Die

the

picklige

pimply

Weise

wise woman

`eine Weise mit Pickeln.'

* `eine Weise mit dem/einem Pickel'

The conceptual boundedness is equally important for the choice of the deriva-

tion type. In example (111a) the conceptually unbounded verb wandern
is translated into the gerund nominalization walking and not into the zero-

derivation walk, due to the boundedness implied by this last derivation type,

while in the case of the conceptual bounded predicate wandert nach Bonn in

(111b), the zero-derivation is a legal translation.

(111) German:

a. Er

he

wandert

walks

gerne.

likingly

`He likes walking.'

*`He likes the walk.'
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b. Er

he

wandert

walks

gerne

liking

nach

to

Bonn.

Bonn

`He likes walking to Bonn.'

`He likes the walk to Bonn.'

7.4.2 Reference Type

In the same way as all features representing meaning, the ref feature is trans-

ferred regardless of the part of speech of the target expressions. Verb phrases

do not refer unique but refer generically or referentially. Verb phrases which

are neither related to the speech act nor to a second event are likely to re-

fer generically (cf. [Dahl75]), especially if they have non-referential arguments

(112).

(112) Dogs bark.

If a verb refers to a second event (including the speech act), it refers referentially

(e.g. suggested in (113)). The knownness to the hearer, however, is seldomly

marked. As a consequence, the subordinate verb in (113) may refer to a known

or unknown event.

(113) a. He suggested to occupy the city.

b. He suggested the/an occupation of the city.

Examples for the markings of the knownness of events expressed by verbs are

the French puisque- parce que di�erence for the complementizer since: sen-

tences introduced by puisque refer to a known event (cf. (114a)) and sentences

introduced by parce que refer to an unknown event (cf. (114b)). In German

the marker ja may be used to mark the familiarity of the event (cf. (114c)).

Word order may equally be used to distinguish known from unknown events,

although the di�erence between (114d) and (114e) is not as clear, the �rst is

more likely to refer to a known event than the latter.

(114) a. French:

Puisqu'il

since he

avait

had

d�ej�a

already

mang�e,

eaten,

il

he

n'avait pas

had not

faim.

hunger

b. Parce

because

qu'il

he

avait

had

d�ej�a

already

mang�e,

eaten,

il

he

n'avait pas

had not

faim.

hunger

c. German:

Er

he

hatte

had

keinen

no

Hunger,

hunger,

da

since

er

he

ja

well

schon

already

gegessen

eaten

hatte.

had
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d. Da

since

er

he

schon

already

gegessen

eaten

hatte,

had,

hatter

had

er

he

keinen

no

Hunger.

hunger

e. Er

he

hatte

had

keinen

no

Hunger,

hunger,

da

because

er

he

schon

already

gegessen

eaten

hatte.

had
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thematic role

syntactic functions

Chapter 8

A-Structure

Functionsmay relate function andmeaning in a one-to-one relation. Thus,

one function is mapped onto one dimension of meaning and vice versa. Such

one-to-one relations can be found with degree words where the morphological

or syntactic 'comparative' corresponds to themeaning 'comparative'. In many

cases, however, one-to-many or many-to-many relations can be found. In Chap-

ter 7, I described a one-to-many relation, where a system of articles maps onto

two dimensions of meaning, i.e. the reference type and the conceptual bound-

edness. In this chapter I discuss a many-to-one relation which relates a set of

functions to one dimension of meaning. This function, known as Argument

Structure (henceforth A-Structure), relates word order, case marking, preposi-

tional marking and the part of speech to a system of thematic roles. Among

others, this function accounts for the divergences (4) page 5, (39) page 30

and (41c) page 31. The A-Structure is a set of more speci�c functions known

as syntactic functions (e.g. subject, direct object, indirect object) which relate

these properties for one constituent to a thematic role, where the thematic role

represents the relevant dimension of meaning. In (115), the verb phone and

its various translations assign two thematic roles, theme for the person who

phones and goal for the person who is phoned. The goal must be marked for

dative in Russian, an accusative in German, marked for the prepositional form

a in Spanish and the prepositional form gei in Chinese.

(115) a. Boris phones Bill.

b. Russian:

Boris zvonit Ivanu.

Boris

BorisNOM

zvonit

phones

Ivanu.

IvanDAT

75
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predicate

argument

thematic role

argument switching

c. German:

Boris

BorisNOM

ruft

phones

Peter

PeterACC

an.

PREF.

d. Spanish:

Jaime

Jaime

llama

phones

a

to

Ignacio.

Ignacio

e. Chinese:

Ji�e

Jie

g�ei

give

Xi�aoh�ong

Xiaohong

d�a

hits

di�an hu�a.

telephone

The word which assigns thematic roles is necessarily a content word and is called

the predicate. Constituents which are assigned thematic roles by the predicate

are called arguments. The morpho-syntactic properties of the arguments

are listed in the lexical entries of the predicate, together with the thematic

role which functions as unique identi�er of the participant. In analysis, the

morpho-syntactic properties allow the constituent to be identi�ed for thematic

role assignment. In generation, the thematic role transferred from the SL to

the TL associates the constituent unambiguously with its morpho-syntactic

properties. This is illustrated in the following diagram, where the meaning

role=goal is mapped onto di�erent morpho-syntactic properties, according to

the speci�cations of the verbal entries.

(116)

�
�
�
�
�
�

zvonit'

IvanuDAT

H
H

H
H
H
H

role=goal

to call

IvanACC

Further motivation for the use of thematic roles comes from the cases of so-

called argument-switching, mentioned in Chapter (3), example (39). In order to

treat such phenomena, I assign the role goal to the subject of the English verb

like and the role theme to the object. Within the French lexicon, the �a-object

is assigned to the goal and the subject to the theme. By keeping the the-

matic roles constant between languages, the change of the syntactic functions

becomes a side e�ect of the monolingual coupling of syntactic functions and

thematic roles. We thus follow the suggestions of [Steiner87], [Steiner et al.88],

and do not match functions onto functions, as suggested by [Kaplan et al.89],

since this would prevent the TL from choosing the appropriate functions ac-

cording its internal constraints (cf. [Butt94]). The alternative approach, i.e.

the attempt to assign the arguments to their descriptions within the transfer

rules as illustrated in rule (57) page 40 makes the system incompatible with

the interlingual matching of translation units and does not work with gram-

maticalized causativizations, since the 'causer' cannot be assigned within the

transfer rule which triggers the basic non-causative lexeme.
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thematic rolesIn addition to the inuence of the predicate on the morpho-syntactic properties

of the arguments, arguments may determine the morpho-syntactic properties

of the head: In the Section 5.3.3 I showed how concepts of the TL are re-

constructed out of the notional domain through a semantic classi�cation.

The A-Structure of a concept equally inuences the choice of the appropriate

concept. This is illustrated through (35). If we add the agent to the Eng-

lish sentence and inverse the direction of translation, the adjectival realization

of the German predicate is no longer possible, as the adjective expresses the

agent only with great di�culties:

(117) a. the man who can be blackmailed by his wife

b. German:

?? der

the

von/durch

by

seiner

his

Frau

wife

erpressbare

blackmailable

Mann

man

c. der Mann, der von seiner Frau erpre�t werden kan

the man who by his wife blackmailed be can

8.1 Thematic Roles

Although our approach is similar to that suggested in [Steiner et al.88], our set

of thematic roles is much more limited. [Steiner et al.88] use the thematic roles

for two di�erent purposes, (i) the reading distinction of, for example, mental

and action verbs through the use of di�erent sets of thematic roles and (ii) the

correct linking of argument constituents to the argument slot in the TL, inde-

pendent of the linking in the SL (cf. the examples of argument switching). For

various reasons I use the thematic roles only for the latter purpose, so that the

system of thematic roles has to serve only this aim1. In our system role=agent,

role=theme and role=goal are the most important thematic roles to which are

added role=location, role=provenance and role=direction for movement

verbs and role=class for copulative-like constructions2 . The set of thematic

roles of the predicate represents the coupling of the participants to the partic-

ipants of a prototypical situation, where the theme is the entity the event is

1The reasons for working with a limited set of thematic roles are the following. (i) with
a larger number of possible roles, the consistency between coders is very low. (ii) A large

number of thematic roles may introduce ambiguities which cannot be motivated on monolin-
gual grounds. (iii) The control of the readings in transfer (e.g. action verbs are translated as
action verbs) does not work if the arguments are not realized, so that the readings are dis-
tinguished instead by the semantic coding of the predicate itself as 'action', 'mental process'

or other.
2role is used also to specify the syntactic role of nodes (non-argument roles) as there

are: role=funct for every functional category, role=mod for every modi�er and role=pred

for predicative nouns in support verb constructions.
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argument hierarchy

syntactic functions

centered on, which is moved, transformed, e�ected, transmitted or considered.

The goal is the entity to which the action or the theme is directed, which is the

receiver or bene�ciary of the action. The agent �nally is the origin of energy,

and movement (cf. [Ruus and Spang-Hanssen86]). This prototypical situation

can be schematized as in (118)

(118) ------------------------------->

agent theme goal

------------------------------->

8.2 The Hierarchy of Arguments

The task of the A-Structure is to map the thematic roles (as part of the mean-

ing) onto properties of the SS such as case, word order and prepositional mark-

ing, clustered under the header of 'syntactic functions'. As one thematic role

can appear in various syntactic functions, depending on the diathesis marking

of the verb and the derivation of the lexeme (cf. (123)), the thematic roles

cannot be mapped directly onto the syntactic functions, but must be mapped

onto an intermediate representation, which is the hierarchy of arguments. The

hierarchy of arguments is described in the frame feature by the attributes arg1

to arg4, each containing the description of one argument. Thus, in generation,

a thematic role is not directly matched onto the SS but assigned to one argu-

ment slot. The SS is then determined according to the argument slot and the

realizations of the argument and the predicate. This hierarchy of arguments

is the predicative structure of the predicate. The predicative structure

is illustrated in (119a) and (119b) for to like and plaire. It is this di�erent

assignment of thematic roles onto the hierarchy of arguments which accounts

for the translational divergence in (39).

(119) a. @rule(b).8><
>:

lex=like

frame=

(
arg1=

�
role=goal,:: :

	
arg2=

�
role=theme,: : :

	
)9>=
>;

b. @rule(b).8><
>:

lex=plaire

frame=

(
arg1=

�
role=theme,: : :

	
arg2=

�
role=goal,:: :

	
)9>=
>;

The distributions of thematic roles for some English verbs is given in the fol-

lowing table:
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diathesis

(120)

verb arg1 arg2 arg3 arg4

abuse agent theme

abut theme goal

arrive theme location

bring agent theme provenance direction

call agent theme class

de�ne agent theme goal

give agent theme goal

groan theme

have goal theme

hear goal theme agent

receive goal theme agent

take goal theme agent

tell agent theme goal

The hierarchical ordering of arguments correspond to the order of arguments

in the initial stratum of relational grammar (cf. [Blake90]). This order of

arguments is that of the hierarchy of syntactic functions (cf. [Comrie81],

[Radford88], [Blake90] [Pollard and Sag87]) for the unmarked mapping of the

argument hierarchy to syntactic functions. As I follow [Xrakovskij72] and

[Duranti and Elinor79] and assume the active voice to be the unmarked vari-

ant wrt to the passive voice, arg1 contains the description of the subject, arg2

the description of the direct object, arg3 the description of the indirect object

of an active sentence and arg4 the description of directional or instrumental

arguments3.

The mapping of the hierarchy arg1 to arg4 to the syntactic functions depends

on the promotion or demotion of a constituent (e.g. passivization or intransi-

tivization) (cf. [Siewierska84]). In CAT2 arg1 corresponds to the subject of

an active sentence. In a passive sentence arg2 is the subject and arg1 the

by-object. (121a) and (121b) represent the active and passive variant of like,
where the subject is marked by case=nom and the by-object by pform=by re-

spectively. These variants are obtained from an otherwise unmarked lexical

entry by the application of a language-speci�c diathesis rule as illustrated in

(122).

3In addition, I specify a so-called referential object arg0 which, following

[Higginbotham85], denotes the referent, either an entity or a situation. With nouns,
verbs, prepositions and complementizers the value of sem in arg0 uni�es with the value sem
in ehead, i.e. the selected semantic values. Only with a group of adjectives and adverbs are
the values in arg0 and ehead di�erent. This will be illustrated in Chapter 10.
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(121) a. 8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

lex=like

frame=

8>>>><
>>>>:

dia=act

arg1=

�
role=goal,head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n,case=nom

	o�

arg2=

�
role=theme,head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n,case=acc,pform=nil

	o�
9>>>>=
>>>>;

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

b.
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

lex=like

frame=

8>>>><
>>>>:

dia=pass

arg1=

�
role=goal,head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n,pform=by

	o�

arg2=

�
role=theme,head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n,case=nom

	o�
9>>>>=
>>>>;

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

(122) @rule(f).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

head=
�
cat=v

	
,

frame= (

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

dia=act,

arg1=

(
role~=nil,

head=

n
ehead=

�
case=nom

	o),
arg2=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
case~=nom

	o�

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

;

8>><
>>:

dia=act,

arg1=
�
role=nil

	
,

arg2=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
case=nom

	o�
9>>=
>>;

;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

dia=erg,

arg1=

8<
:

role~=nil,

pos=nil,

head=

n
ehead=

�
index='IMPERS'

	o
9=
;

arg2=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
case=nom

	o�

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

;

8>>>><
>>>>:

dia=pass,

arg1=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
pform=by

	o�
,

arg2=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
case=nom

	o�
9>>>>=
>>>>;
)

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Besides the standard active diathesis (top) and the standard passive diathe-

sis (bottom) this rules provides for the so-called 'ergative' diathesis The door
opens and the possibility of having only a second argument and no �rst argu-

ment in the case of which the second argument (the highest in the hierarchy)
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argument inheritancebecomes the subject of passive sentences. The main motivation for having a

second argument and no �rst argument is to obtain a correct pattern of argu-

ment inheritance, where certain derivations require a second argument which

otherwise is not available.

8.3 Argument Inheritance

According to the principle of Argument-Inheritance (cf. [Olsen92]), derivation-

ally related words share the predicative structure. During the process of

derivation the predicative structure of the base of the derivation is perco-

lated to the new head, in the same way as shown in the F-Structure in the form

of the percolation of the frame feature (cf. 58). The fact that the predicative

structure is completely inherited is sometimes not directly visible since not

every derivation can �nd a syntactic realization of every argument. The sub-

ject, for example, may be realized with the verb, the action nominalization, but

not with the -able derivation. That the argument slot is blocked for syntactic

reasons can be seen from the copulative variant, where the subject can again

be realized. This is illustrated in (123).

(123) German:

a. der

the

Mann

man

adaptiert

adapts

das

the

Ger�at

device

b. das

the

Ger�at

device

wird

becomes

durch

by

den

the

Mann

man

adaptiert

adapted

c. der

the

Mann

man

adaptiert

adapts

Ger�ate

devices

d. die

the

Adaptation

adaptation

des

of the

Ger�ates

device

e. die

the

Adaption

adaptation

durch

by

den

the

Mann

man

f. die

the

Adaptation

adaptation

des

of the

Ger�ats

device

durch

by

den

the

Mann

man

g. das

the

adaptierbare

adaptable

Ger�at

device

h. ? das

the

durch

by

den

the

Mann

man

adaptierbare

adaptable

Ger�at

device

i. das

the

Ger�at

device

ist

is

durch

by

den

the

Mann

man

adaptierbar

adaptable
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The principle of argument inheritance o�ers the possibility of specifying the

argument slot only once with the base, the identi�er of the notional domain.

Together with the di�erent derivations, the semantic values are coded. Action

derivations may be coded with the macro THING, A-ENTITY or EVENT, the

adjectival able-derivation with the macro POSSIBLE or OBLIGATION.

The following lexical entry of adaptieren encompasses the lemmata adaptieren,
die Adaptation, das Adaptieren, adaptierbar, unadaptierbar, unadaptiert and
der Adapter). With the help of the alternating head, the coupling of the mor-

phological derivation to its syntactic and semantic values is made. As the

frame is coded only once in this lexical entry, all derived forms have all ar-

guments listed in the frame, accounting for the data in (123). The access of

these arguments in SS is however severely limited by the syntactic and semantic

properties of the derived words as will be described below.

(124) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

lex=adaptieren

head= (
�
cat=v

	
;

8<
:

cat=n,deriv=
�
su�=ation

	
,

ehead=

n
sem=

�
concr=nil

	o
9=
;

;

8<
:

cat=n,deriv=
�
su�=inf

	
,

ehead=

n
sem=

�
EVENT

	o
9=
;

;

8<
:

cat=a,deriv=
�
su�=bar

	
,

ehead=

n
POSSIBLE,sem=

�
EVENT

	o
9=
;

;

8><
>:

cat=a,deriv=

n
su�=un,deriv=

�
a�=bar

	o
,

ehead=

n
mneg=yes,POSSIBLE,sem=

�
EVENT

	o
9>=
>;

;

8<
:

cat=n,deriv=
�
su�=er

	
,

ehead=

n
sem=

�
INSTR

	o
9=
;)

frame=

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

arg1=

�
role=agent,head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n

	o�
,

arg2=

�
role=theme,head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n

	o�
,

arg3=

�
role=goal,head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n,pform=an

	o�

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
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argument selection8.4 Argument Slots

The argument slots, i.e. the value of the attributes arg1 ..arg4 consists of

three parts. These are beside the thematic role of the argument, (i) the mor-

phological and syntactic properties of the syntactic role associated with the

thematic role and (ii) the semantic selectional restrictions.

8.4.1 Morpho-syntactic constraints

The morpho-syntactic constraints the thematic roles are most frequently linked

to are the part of speech of the lexical head (ehead=fcat= g), the prepo-

sitional form (ehead=fpform= g)4, the case marking of nominal projections

(ehead=fcase= g)5, the tense of verbs ehead=ftense= g6 which is used to

distinguish untensed verbal arguments (tense=nil) from tensed verbal argu-

ments (tense~=nil) and the mood of verbs ehead=fmood= g which is used

to distinguish declarative from interrogative subordinated clauses (that =

mood=declarative vs. whether = mood=interrogative).

Most selectional restrictions are extended head features, since the use of ex-

tended head features allows the part of speech of the lexical head to be referred

to, although it may no longer be the head of the structure if embedded in F-

Structures: if, for example, the arguments of a verb and its nominalizations

may be a nominal phrase (123c), a determiner phrase (123a) or a prepositional

phrase (123e,f), only that piece of information that is common to all these re-

alizations can be entered in the argument slots. Thus, not the part of speech

of the head (cat=p, cat=d, cat=n) but the part of speech of the extended head

(cat=n) is coded in the argument slot.

Due to the implementation of argument inheritance and the lexical treatment of

passive and reexivizations, I distinguish case and prepositional forms assigned

in the lexicon (valid for all realizations of the given lexeme), and those which

are assigned by default rules (varying according to di�erent realizations of

4pform indicates the preposition of a prepositional phrase, abstracting away from the
morphological realization of the preposition. Thus the German preposition an, am and ans
have the same pform=an. The same for French: �a, au, aux have the same pform=a. The

pform may equally specify the complementizer if the preposition of the nominal argument
and the complementizer of the verbal argument are identical as may be the case in French

and Spanish (e.g. l'alternative d'acheter une voiture - l'alternative de l'acquisition). pform

is used as well for the speci�cation of the prepositional form of German correlates (e.g. de:Er
denkt an sie. Er denkt daran, da� sie kommt).

5case indicates the morpho-syntactic case markingof nouns, determiners and prepositions.

Contrary to classical linguistic conceptions, the extended feature convention assigns case to
prepositions, determiners and the nominal head.

6tense indicates the morpho-syntactic tense marking for a speci�c language. This value
is not transferred into the TL.
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the lexeme). If the second argument of a verb requires pform=nil and the

nominalization of the verb pform=of, the corresponding values should not be

entered into the lexicon but calculated by general principles (e.g. structural

case assignment, of-insertion, adjacency restrictions) after the part of speech

and the derivation type have been identi�ed. As the examples in (123) show,

the �rst argument of adaptieren must be assigned pform and case depending

on the part of speech of the lexeme by grammatical default rules. The second

argument can be assigned pform=nil in the lexicon, since this value is identical

for all realizations of this lexeme. The case of the second argument is again

calculated according to the part of speech by grammatical default rules. Below

we reproduce rules responsible for the default assignment of case and pform for

German nouns. The �rst rule restricts noun arguments without prepositions

to the genitive case (cf. (123e)) or the preposition von or durch (cf. (123f)). A

similar rule applies to the second argument of nouns. If the second argument is

assigned pform=nil, only the case=gen variant is possible. Similar rules apply

to verbs and assign pform=nil as default to the second argument.

(125) a. @rule(f).8>>>><
>>>>:

head=
�
cat=n

	
frame= j arg1= j head= j ehead= (

�
cat=n

	
& (
�
pform=(von;durch)

	n
pform=nil

case=gen

o
)

;
�
cat=v

	
)

9>>>>=
>>>>;

b.
8>>>><
>>>>:

head=
�
cat=n

	
frame= j arg2= j head= j ehead= (

�
cat=n

	
& (
�
pform~=nil

	n
pform=nil

case=gen

o
)

;
�
cat=v

	
)

9>>>>=
>>>>;

In cases where the default assignment does not apply for verbs and nouns

equally (e.g. pform=nil for the verb and pform=against instead of pform=of

for the noun), as shown in the examples in (126) taken from [Danlos et al.90]

(pg.11), the corresponding alternation has to be entered in the frame

(e.g. pform=(nil;against)). The default assignment with verbs pform=nil

is still possible and resolves the alternation to pform=nil. Since English

nouns cannot structurally bind nominal arguments without a preposition the

pform=nil alternative is excluded when a nominal argument is encountered

and pform=against is the only possible alternative.

(126) a. John attacked Mary

b. John's attack against Mary
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8.4.2 Semantic Constraints

Beside the syntactic constraints, semantic constraints �gure in the argument

slot of every lexeme. They are used to restrict the argument slots to struc-

tures of a speci�c semantic type. The semantic constraints not only help to

exclude impossible structures in analysis, but disambiguate possible readings

of arguments and to �nd the right translation of them. As the German verb

bemalen selects a concrete entity as its argument (concr~=nil), the desam-

biguated argument can only be translated as body (concr~=nil) and not as

erection (concr=nil).

(127) German - English:

a. Aufbau - body/erection

b. Er bemalte den Aufbau. - He painted the body.

By the same token, the translation of the predicate may be restricted by the

semantic constraints on the arguments (cf. [Sakamato et al.86]). As the exam-

ples from [Hawkins83] pg.30 show, the ambiguity of the English predicate wrt

its German translation is resolved through the constraint that streichen takes

a concrete (concr~=nil) argument.

(128) English - German:

a. to paint - malen/streichen

b. to paint a landscape - eine Landschaft malen

The attribute sem is used to describe the semantic constraints. The system of

semantic constraints is based on the system developed by [Zelinsky-Wibbelt88],

[Zelinsky-Wibbelt89], aiming at a semantic classi�cation of nouns. Its actual

implementation represents only a subset of the feature structure proposed by

Zelinsky-Wibbelt, arranged in such a way that it can be applied to all parts

of speech. The basic dimensions of this classi�cation are (i) the conceptual

boundedness discussed in Chapter 1 and 7, (ii) the material nature of a concept

and (iii) the abstract nature of a concept.

(129)
8><
>:head= j ehead= j sem=

8><
>:
bound=

�
'T'=: : :

	
concr=

�
'T'=: : :

	
abstract=

�
'T'=: : :

	
9>=
>;
9>=
>;
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Concrete are entities which can be accessed by the tactile sense, or which are

parts of collections of such entities. Besides through tactile perception, entities

can be perceived either visually, olfactorily or auditively, but none of the latter

senses on its own allows an entity to be described as concrete, i.e. you can see

children paly, the children are 'concrete' but not the playing. Words referring

to a class of entities must share the value of concr with that of the elements

of that class, since by the relation of hyponymy, every superordinate word

can enter into a slot of a subordinate word (e.g. Sie jagen L�owen, Sie jagen
S�augetiere). The concr feature is speci�ed by a general 'type' 'T'=TYPE which

gives an encyclopaedic characterization of the entity in question. The values of

'T'=TYPE are:

(130)

'T'=animal animal e.g. lion

'T'=body body part e.g. leg

'T'=building building e.g. post o�ce

'T'=clothes clothes e.g. trousers

'T'=hum human being e.g. �sherman

'T'=instr instrument e.g. chair

'T'=plant plant e.g. tree

'T'=region region, area e.g. beach

'T'=stuff stu�, material e.g. wood

'T'=vehicle vehicle e.g. car

Features referred to more frequently within the concr feature, as they are

independent of the encyclopaedic classi�cation, are:

(131)

dim=1 one-dimensional e.g. point

dim=2 two-dimensional e.g. along the road

dim=3 three-dimensional e.g. in the car

sex=female female e.g. woman

sex=male male e.g. man

sex=nil no sex e.g. car

state=solid solid e.g. gold

state=liquid liquid e.g. water

state=gas gaseous e.g. oxigen

Abstract are all types of events and those entities the meaning of which cannot

be restricted to its material realization. This may be the case for entities which

have no material realization at all, i.e. temporal indications, or for semiotic

entities, which beside their material realization have an separate ideational

nature.
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The abstract feature is further speci�ed by a general 'type' 'T'=TYPE. The

values are:

(132)

'T'=action physical action e.g. wind, rain

'T'=info sources of information e.g. book, Peter

'T'=time units of time e.g. hour

'T'=emot type of emotion e.g. love, hatred

'T'=relat relations between entities e.g. fatherhood

'T'=language languages e.g. Spanish

'T'=field cognitive region e.g. mathematics
agriculture

'T'=measure non-temporal units of measure e.g. meter
kilogram

This double description of the abstract and the concrete nature of an entity

is unusual as most linguistic descriptions characterize the entity exclusively

as abstract or as concrete. But for those entities which have a concrete and

an ideational nature, an exclusive coding as abstract or concrete may lead to

conicting values. If, however, both dimensions, the concreteness and the ab-

stractness, are coded independently, the semantic description can accommodate

di�erent demands. An example for such a double nature are semiotic entities

(S-ENTITY), e.g. book, letter, picture, which denote on the one hand the ab-

stract informational content and on the other hand the concrete instrumental

support of this content. A disjunctive coding as 'abstract' or "concrete' is not

satisfying as both properties may be required at the same time as in the book
I wrote is on the table.
Semiotic entities are thus marked as being abstract and concrete, so that they

can enter argument slots restricted to abstract=f'T'=info,temp=nilg (e.g.

the book argues against) or concr=f'T'=instrg (e.g. the book corrodes). This
multiple inheritance of semantic values from the abstract and concrete di-

mension is illustrated for semiotic entities (book), humans (Peter), institutions
(IBM) and countries (France).

(133)

sem

abstract concr

... info instr human building region

book Peter IBM France
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8.5 A-Structure in Syntax

The predicative structures project di�erently into syntax. If the predicate

is the head of the syntactic structure, I speak of an A-Structure. If the

predicate is the non-head of the structure and an argument of the head, I

speak of a modi�er structure (M-Structure). An example of a A-Structure

is The man is singing, where sing is the head and the man the argument. An

example of M-Structures is singing men in the case of which men is the head

and singing the modi�er. As M-Structures will be treated in later chapters,

I shall discuss here only the A-Structure, the most direct projection of the

predicative structure into syntax.

The A-Structure is implemented in the form of eight binary branching b-

rules. These rules are responsible for the detection of the �rst, second, third

and fourth arguments in right and in left position to the head. Within these

rules an argument is detected when it uni�es directly with the argument de-

scription of the head. The headedness of this structure is indicated by the

percolation of the extended head features. A simpli�ed head-argument scheme

illustrates the line of projection (ehead=EHEAD) and the selection of the argu-

ment by the predicate (arg1=ARG1) for the selection of the �rst argument in

left position.

(134) @rule(b).

n
head=

�
ehead=EHEAD

	o
2
664
ARG1&

n
head=

�
max=yes

	o
(
head=

�
ehead=EHEAD

	
frame=

�
arg1=ARG1

	
)
3
775

8.6 Accessibility of the Head Position

In addition to the restrictions on the arguments listed above there are a number

of restrictions on the head of theA-Structure. That is, although the argument

frame is inherited from the base, the realization of the argument in syntax is

restricted and argument slots remain empty through the restrictions on the

head position.

The �rst case of an unaccessible argument slot occurs when the argument is

realized externally to the projection line of the head, resulting in a M-Structure

as discussed in the following chapter, or a support structure to be discussed

in Chapter 11. An inected German adjective, for example, can only function

as a modi�er, so that the second argument slot adjectives usually have cannot

be �lled in the A-Structure. Instead, the argument slot has to remain empty
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event readinguntil it is coindexed with the nominal to be modi�ed. If the adjective is not

inected, it may function as a sentencial adverb, in which case the second argu-

ment becomes coindexed with the main verb of the sentence or the subject of

the sentence, or as a predicate, in which case the the realization of the second

argument is delegated to the copulative verb.

In this and similar cases, pos=nil is assigned to the argument description of

arg2, thereby blocking the uni�cation of the adjective with the b-rule respon-

sible for the binding of the second argument (135). As the second argument

will be �lled at the IS level, pos=nil is only active at the syntactic level.

A second type of constraints on the head position of A-Structures comes

from the semantic properties of the head. The �rst, third and fourth argu-

ment can only be realized if the head is an event (cf. [Grimshaw90]). This

becomes relevant for the reduction of lexical ambiguity. While action nomi-

nalizations are often ambiguous with respect to event versus entity reading,

the entity reading is automatically excluded when slots other than the second

argument slot are �lled. In order to realize a second argument within a phrasal

structure, animateness or abstractness of the concept in question su�ces, while

in sub-phrasal A-Structures (e.g. in compounds) even these constraints may

not apply (e.g. English:can opener, Dutch:blikopener, German:B�uchsen�o�ner,
Spanish:abrelatas (cf. [Olsen92], [Carulla94])). The constraints on the proper-

ties of the head are entered in the b-rule forA-Structures, which I reproduce

in (135). It can be seen that the head of a A-Structuremust be an event and

secondly that pos=nil can block the access to this structure.

(135) @rule(b).

n
head=

�
ehead=EHEAD

	o
2
6664
ARG1,8><
>:

head= j ehead=

n
sem=

�
EVENT

	o
&EHEAD,

frame=

n
arg1=

�
pos=pre

	
&ARG1

o
9>=
>;

3
7775
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contextual pronouns

Chapter 9

Pronouns

It is not only functions words which cannot be directly equated with a concept.

Pronouns have an uncertain status as concepts, which is reected linguistically

by the di�erent and inconsistent forms pronouns are associated with: Pronouns

are expressed either as words, as inectional su�xes, as pronominal a�xes, or

they are not expressed at all. In the following Spanish examples the pronouns

are expressed by an inectional markers in quiero, as word lo or attached to

the main verb hacerlo.

(136) Spanish:

a. Lo

it

quiero

want1P

hacer

do

`I want to do it'

b. Quiero

want1P

hacerlo

do-it

`I want to do it'

9.1 Contextual Pronouns

Classically, one distinguishes two types of pronouns, discourse related pro-

nouns (contextual pronouns) and text related pronouns (textual pronouns) (cf.

[Halliday85]). Examples for contextual pronouns are I, you, this and that.
Through the use of discourse pronouns, the speech actualized, i.e. anchored in

the direct experience of the interacting partners and provides the partners with

common points of reference. In the following context consisting of three cars

(<0=0>) and two persons (+) and the speech act "B:I want this", I is identi�ed

91
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with B through the turn taking. This refers to an inanimate entity which is

not involved in the speech situation and which is close to the speaker. Thus

this refers to A or C, but not to E.

<o=o> + <o=o> + <o=o>

A B C D E

Since B refers to A or C, the partner D can easily react to B's statement. It

would have been more di�cult if B would have said Wittgenstein liked to eat
bread and cheese, where neither Wittgenstein nor bread and cheese are part of

the context.

For a correct translation of contextual pronouns, the entity of the context

referred to has to be identi�ed so that the TL can use an appropriate pronoun

to refer to this contextual entity. The translation of this should be dieses
in German, not *diese or *diesen, since the German Auto (car) is neuter. In

Italian the translation should be questa, not *questo, since the Italian macchina
(car) is feminine. Thus at least the contextual pronouns like this and that are
not concepts.

Concerning the pronouns like I and you, they seem to refer to concepts as

`speaker' and `hearer'. In these cases they are easily translatable, at least in

Western languages (English:I, French:je, Russian:� Italian:io etc: : : ). In Asian

languages, the choice of the adequate discourse pronoun may depend on the

social relation the discourse partners maintain, and the translation of these

pronouns becomes di�cult without knowing to which persons they refer.

The identi�cation of the entity referred to by the pronoun cannot be a�orded by

the linguistic component of an MT system alone. All the linguistic component

can do is to restrict the referential scope of the entity referred to in the context.

The choice of the morpho-syntactic properties of the pronoun and its linguistic

context may characterize a pronoun as being an entity or an event, animate or

inanimate, far or near, as being high or low in social hierarchy. This information

is transferred onto the contextual pronoun of the TL, where appropriate forms

and markers have to be found. If information of the SL is not su�cient for the

correct choice of the target pronoun, a default pronoun should be generated.

It would be necessary to identify the referent of the pronouns with the help

of another system and to replace the pronoun at level IS by this concept. As

in the current state of CAT2 this identi�cation of the contextual entity is not

possible, the pronoun is not replaced at level IS.
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textual pronouns

cohesion
9.2 Textual Pronouns

Text related pronouns like it or he replace a concept of the text (e.g. it replaces
the car) and, maintaining the reference of the original concept (it refers to the

same entity as the car did), equate the replaced concept with a concept that has

previously occurred in the text, which may be a car. The function pronouns

have in a text can be illustrated as follows: Even if neither Wittgenstein nor

bread and cheese are present in the actual context of the speech act, the sentence
Wittgenstein liked to eat bread and cheese can lead to or be part of a commu-

nication if either Wittgenstein, bread and cheese, other philosophers or other

eating habits have been mentioned previously. This would allow this sentence

to be linked to prior parts of the communication. This linking of parts of texts

through common semantic domains, spans or common referents is known as co-

hesion. Textual pronouns mark the cohesion of a text (cf. [Halliday85]), or as

expressed by [Larson84] pg.397, they are a "cohesive device of discourse". They
replace a concept which is coreferential with a concept previously mentioned in

the text (the antecedent) and declare both concepts to be coreferential. While

coreference is a property of concepts, cohesion is a property of text, i.e.

the degree to which the linking of parts of the text is marked. Coreference is

just one possibility to mark the cohesion of the text and pronouns are just one

means to mark coreference.

If two concepts are coreferential (e.g. Pete : : : this man), this is a piece of

information which is part of the meaning. The choice whether to mark this

coreference with anaphora or by other means is a language-speci�c function.

Thus di�erent languages, di�erent contexts and di�erent speech styles may

employ di�erent structures to mark cohesion (cf. [Larson84] [Schwarze88]). The

following structures, including the omission of the concept, are all possible

structures for coreference marking.

(137) a. Peter : : :he : : :he : : :he

b. Peter : : :Peter : : :Peter : : :Peter

c. Peter : : :he : : :Peter : : :he

d. Peter : : :� : : :Peter : : :�1

The translation of a pronoun depends on a number of factors. (i) If a pronoun is

translated by a pronoun, the semantic and morpho-syntactic properties of the

concept the pronouns refers to select the form of the pronoun (`car' is female

in Russian and neuter in German (138a) vs. (138b)). (ii) Pronouns may be

expressed or characterized either as pronouns (138b), as inection markers (�rst

part of the Italien example (138c)), or indirectly as agreement markers as in

1I use � to mark covert. i.e. unrealized pronouns.
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pronominalization the second part of (138c). (iii) If two concepts are coreferential there may be

the choice which of the concepts has to be realized as a pronoun and which

not. This is illustrated in (138d) where in Chinese Hans is the subject of two
clauses without an overt pronoun. The English translation has the choice of

pronominalizing the subject of the subordinate or the matrix clause, according

to the theme-rheme structure of the sentence.

(138) a. Russian:

U men� est~maxina. Ona krasna�.

U

at

menja

me

est'

is

mashina.

car.

Ona

She

krasnaja.

red.
`I have a car. It is red.'

b. German:

Ich

I

habe

have

ein

a

Auto.

car.

Es

It

ist

is

rot.

red.
`I have a car. It is red.'

c. Italian:

Ho

have1P

una

a

maccina.

car.

E

Is

rossa.

redFEM;SING .
`I have a car. It is red.'

d. Chinese:

q�u

go

d�a xu�e

university

y�� h�ou

after

h�an s��

Hans

m�ai

buy

l_e

PAST

sh�u

book

`After he went to the university, Hans bought some books.'

`After Hans went to the university, he bought some books.'

`Hans bought some books, after he went to the university.'

* `He bought some books, after Hans went to the university.'

As these examples show, pronouns cannot be translated without knowing what

they refer to: They are substitutes for concepts and not concepts themselves.

This supports the general claim of this book, that functions cannot be trans-

lated, and, accordingly the IS structure should not reect the functions em-

ployed, but the resulting meaning. Therefore, textual pronouns should be

represented at IS by the concepts they replace plus a referential index that

shows their coreferentiality with the preceding concept. The question as to

whether the coreferential concepts should be expressed at CS by a pronoun, a

concept, or by an omission, is solved with the cohesion operation the language

usually employs and the concrete syntactic constraints.

This complex behaviour of pronouns in translation has lead to a large

number of publications in this �eld. Most of this literature is concerned
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pro-dropwith the question of how the antecedent can be identi�ed (cf. [Sidner86],

[Mitkov95], [Nakaiwa and Ikehara95]), others mention the di�culties of trans-

lating pronouns due to missing textual and contextual parameters (cf. [Choi95],

[Mitkov et al.95]). Within this chapter I shall discuss only covert pronouns in

the context of argument structures, as modi�er structures and the function of

pronouns within them will be the content of Chapter 10. The themes discussed

are the pro-drop for subjects, the pro-drop in imperative clauses and in control

structures.

9.3 Subject Pro-Drop

The attempts of GB to identify parameters which describe languages and ac-

count at the same time for phenomena of language acquisition have led to the

stipulation of the so-called pro-drop parameter (cf. [Cook88]). This parameter,

if set to \on", allows a subject pronoun to be dropped at the level of SS. In

order to have equivalent structures at level IS the pronoun (e.g. the concept

`speaker') must be reconstructed for Italian and Spanish in analysis.

(139)

pro-drop on pro-drop o�

Ti amo I love you

Te quiero Ja ljublju tebja

In order to reconstruct the pronoun, the information concerning the subject is

stored at level CS in the subject feature. This feature, which has properties

of the AGRsubj feature of GB (cf. [Chomsky93]) as of the subj attribute of

the split argument list in HPSG (cf. [Sag95], [Riehemann95]), is uni�ed with

the argument slot of the subject (the �rst, second or third argument of the

frame feature according to the diathesis marking). (140) is a modi�ed version

of rule (15) discussed above, showing how the subj feature is instantiated2 .

The pronoun will be generated from this feature.

2For the de�ntion of the macro COINDEX cf. page 22.
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(140) @rule(f).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

role~= funct,

head=

8><
>:

cat=v,

ehead=

(
subj=

(
role=ROLE,

head=

n
ehead=

�
COINDEX

	o))
9>=
>;,

frame= (

8><
>:

dia=act,

arg1=

(
role=ROLE,

head=

n
ehead=

�
COINDEX

	o)
9>=
>;

;

8><
>:

dia=pass,

arg2=

(
role=ROLE,

head=

n
ehead=

�
COINDEX

	o)
9>=
>;)

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

Between CS and IS, a pronoun is introduced according to the subj feature

of every content word, if no subject is already realized. The rule responsible

for the generation of the missing pronoun is reproduced in (141). A content

word marked as head is translated into an identical structure, plus a pronoun

lex=pro which uni�es with the speci�cations in subj=SUBJ.

(141) @rule(t).

head:

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
subj=SUBJ

	o�)
fg

�
head: fg�

lex=pro
	
&SUBJ

�

At level IS the contextual pronouns are currently still preserved, i.e. not re-

placed by the original concept. If the IS structure is translated into a language

which does not allow for pro-drop the pronoun is translated until the CS struc-

ture of the TL. If the TL allows for pro-drop, the pronoun has to be preserved

until the level T2 in order to guarantee the completeness of the structure. Be-

tween T2 and T1 the subject pronoun is removed by the inversed rule of (141).

The uni�cation of pronoun and subj feature does not only control the valid-

ity of the pro-drop, but transmits the information coming from the subject

pronoun to the subj feature, so that this information can be used in syntax

for various phenomena as agreement phenomena with the covert subject (eg

it:Sono amalato vs Sono amalata (I am ill), spoken by a man vs. a woman).
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imperative clauses

control structures
9.4 Imperative Clauses

The subject of a direct imperative clause can be equated with the second person

you (142a)3. Indirect imperative clauses (142b) will be treated as a control

structure, the functioning of which is described below.

(142) a. Make noise!

b. He ordered him to make noise.

Since the marking of the subject of the direct imperative clause as second

person may be redundant, many languages do not employ a pronoun for the

subject. Only if the choice of the pronoun may relate to the speech style or

the attitude of the speaker wrt the receiver of the message may the pronoun

be employed.

Languages use markers in order to indicate the imperative nature of the clause.

Such markers may be sentential markers such as !, special word order, or im-

perative markers such as the Chinese b_a. These markers may be used to unify

the index `hearer' into the subj feature. This is illustrated for the imperative

marker ! which requires the verb to have a 'hearer' subject via the extended

head feature principle (cf. 57).

(143) @rule(b).8>><
>>:
role=funct

lex=' !',

head=

(
ehead=

�
subj=

�
head=

n
ehead=

�
index=hearer

	o��)
9>>=
>>;

Between CS and IS the pronoun is introduced as illustrated above and trans-

lated into the TL. In generation the pronoun may be dropped between the IS

and CS when speci�c syntactic structures are generated. Again, the dropped

pronoun is uni�ed with the subj feature of the verb in order to have the

appropriate agreement values on the verb (or elsewhere).

9.5 Control Structures

Another instance of an anaphoric relation is found in so-called control struc-

tures. In these structures there is an anaphoric relation between an unexpressed

3At the time being, imperative clauses with a 'speaker' subject, e.g. English: Let's go,
Chinese z�ou b_a are not treated.
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subject and an expressed or unexpressed antecedent. The unexpressed subject

is referred to as the controlled element and the antecedent as the controller4

(cf. [Bresnan82a])5.

Control structures can be subdivided into syntactic (obligatory, func-

tional) control and pragmatic (optional, anaphoric) control (cf. [Bresnan82a],

[van Riemskijk and Williams86]). Syntactic control structures appear typically

in argument position (lexical control), (e.g. Johni wants PROi to leave) and in

non-�ntite modi�ers (PROi Sure of winning, Maryi entered the room). Since

modi�er relations will be treated in chapter 10 and the treatment of pragmatic

control is out of the scope of this book, I shall restrict the discussion in this

chapter to the phenomenon of lexical control6.

The cohesion marked by the covert pronouns in syntactic control structures

must be expressed di�erently in di�erent contexts and languages. (144a) shows

an instance where the covert pronoun in SL becomes an overt pronoun in the

TL due to the fact that the matrix verb does not have a non-�nite comple-

ment and a �nite subjectless sentence would be ungrammatical. In (144b-c)

the covert English pronoun must be overt in German due to di�erent assign-

ments of syntactic functions. In these examples, di�erent diathesis markings

or argument switching make it impossible to control the pronoun (example

from [Hawkins83], pg.53-54 and pg.57). (144d-h) shows that in the Balkan

languages Greek, Bulgarian, Macedonian and Serbo-Croatian (cf. [Ruge86],

[Hill91], [Rehder91a], [Rehder91b]) or in Portuguese, the subordinate verb is

marked for agreement values with the unexpressed subject, expressing by this

marking the cohesion. The examples are taken from [Norbert and Faensen76]

pg.17 for Serbo-Croatian and [Walter and Kirjakova90] pg.60 for Bulgarian re-

spectively:

(144) a. French:

Le

the

directeur

director

m'a

me has

dit

told

d'être

to be

satisfait.

satis�ed

`The director told me that he was satis�ed.'

b. German:

Er

he

ho�te,

hoped,

da�

that

ihm

he

geholfen

helped

w�urde.

was

4In the current implementation two macros are used to identify the controller (#CON-

TROLLER) and the controlled element (#CONTROLLEE). The de�nition of these macros
is given in (25).

5In a control structure only referential properties are controlled. This is what makes
control structures di�erent from raising constructions. Control structures are not the
result of NP movement, since in a control structure both verbs, the matrix verb and
the subordinate verb, assign thematic roles, so that the �-Criterion would be violated

if the NP was moved out of the subordinate clause into another �-marked position (see
[van Riemskijk and Williams86]).

6Pragmatic control structures appear in in�nitival subject positions (e.g. PRO to leave
would be nice) and in indirect questions (e.g.It is unknown to usi, what PROi to do).
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subject control

object control

`He hoped to be helped.'

c. Ich

I

ho�e,

hope,

da�

that

mir

me

dieses

this

Buch

book

gef�allt.

pleases

`I hope to like this book.'

d. Serbo-Croatian:

Milica

Milica

ide

go3SG

u

to

kino

cinema

da

to

gleda

see3SG

�lm.

�lm

`Milica goes to the cinema to see a �lm.'

e. Milica

Milica

i

and

Ahmet

Achmet

idu

go3PL

u

to

kino

cinema

da

to

gledaju

see3PL

�lm.

�lm

`Milica and Achmet go to the cinema to see a �lm.'

f. Bulgarian:

Mari�, iskax li da nap~lneex?

Maria,

Maria,

iska�s

want2SG

li

QU

da

that

napâlnee�s?

gain2SG weight

`Maria, do you want to gain weight?'

g. Mari�, Mileva, iskate li da nap~lneete?

Maria,

Maria,

Mileva,

Mileava,

iskate

want2PL

li

QU

da

that

napâlneete?

gain2PL weight

`Maria, Mileva, do you want to gain weight?'

In these cases of lexical control, the anaphoric relation between the unexpressed

subject and the subject or the object of the matix verb is directly entered into

the dictionary entry of the matrix verb (noun, adjective) in the form of a

coindexation of the controller and the subject of the in�nitival sentence.

(145) @rule(b).8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

lex=absicht

head=
�
cat=n

	
,

frame=

8>>><
>>>:

arg1=

(
role=agent,

head=

n
ehead=

�
COINDEX

	o),
arg2=

n
role=theme,

head= j ehead j subj j head j ehead jCOINDEX

o
9>>>=
>>>;

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

The control behavior of the German noun Absicht (intention) is an example

of subject control, where the subject of the subordinate in�nite clause is coin-

dexed with the subject of the matrix clause (146a). The German noun Befehl
(order) is an example of object control with the indirect object of Befehl as the
controller of the subordinated clause (146b). The corresponding lexical entry

is speci�ed in (147).
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(146) German:

a. Petersi
Peters

Absicht,

intention,

PROi

PRO

Lieder

songs

zu

to

singen.

sing

`Peters intention to sing songs'

b. Peters

Peters

Befehl

order

an

to

Pauli,

Paul,

PROi

PRO

Lieder

songs

zu

to

singen.

sing

`Peters order to Paul to sing songs'

(147) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

lex=befehlen

head=
�
cat=n

	

frame=

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

arg1=
�
role=agent

	
,

arg2=

n
role=theme,

head= j ehead j subj j head j ehead jCOINDEX

o
,

arg3=

(
role=goal,

head=

n
ehead=

�
COINDEX

	o)
9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;



Chapter 10

M-Structures

From a semantic point of view, Modi�er Structures (M-Structures) are pred-

icative structures, in the same way as Argument Structures (A-Strucutres).

The di�erence between M-Structures and A-Structures is purely syntactic.

While in A-Structures the predicate is the syntactic head (e.g. the boys
are running (148)), in M-Structures, not the predicate, but the comple-

ment is the syntactic head (e.g. running boys (149)) (cf. [Langacker81],

[Langacker87]). In other words, arguments which are realized internally to

the (extended) projection of the predicate realize an A-Structure, arguments

which are realized externally to the projection of the predicate realize an M-

Structure.

(148)
head=HEAD

�

�

�

@

@

@

head=HEAD

predicateargument

running(X)boy is running HEAD

boy(x)

(149)
head=HEAD

�

�

�

@

@

@

head=HEAD

predicate argument

HEAD

running(X)running boy

boy(X)

101
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relativization

cohesion
10.1 From Internal to External Arguments

In order to indicate which of the arguments is realized externally to the syntac-

tic projection, the external argument is coindexed with the internal argument

position. In cases where di�erent internal argument positions are possibly re-

alized externally, overt pronouns are used to mark the coindexation explicitely.

This is the case in relative clauses of European languages where the relative

pronoun speci�es whether the subject, the direct object or the indirect object

has been realized externally (cf. [Hawkins83]).

(150) The girl whom I showed the baby to

The girl who I showed to the baby.

Therefore, M-Structures necessarily involve pronominal structures and are

thus part of the cohesion operation of a language. Instead of saying The girl
entered. The girl was happy, we say:

(151) The girl entered happily.

The girl, who was happy, entered.

The girl, who entered, was happy.

In those SSs where only one argument slot of the modi�er can be realized

externally, no overt pronouns are required (e.g. with adjectival modi�er).

Prepositions and complementizers have two arguments, the �rst is realized

externally while the second is realized internally. The German preposition

wegen (because of), for example, assigns two roles to these arguments, theme

(caused) to the external argument and agent (causer) to the internal argument.

The role assignment is thus the same as for the verb to cause. The external

argument is coindexed with a covert pronoun.

The external argument is linked to the predicative structure through the

feature restr1. This feature has to unify with an argument that is bound ex-

ternally in a modi�er relation. The content of restr is determined by the head

of the M-Structure. With prepositions and complementizers, for example,

restr is coindexed with the �rst argument and inherits the semantic con-

straints from this argument. pos=nil makes sure that no internal realization

of the �rst argument is possible. The second argument is realized internally2 .

1The feature restr is thus equivalent to the feature mod used in HPSG.
2A similar analysis of modi�ers in the framework of HPSG can be found in

[Abb and Maienborn94].
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(152) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

lex=wegen,

role=mod,

head=

�
cat=p,restr=

n
head=

�
COINDEX

	o�
,

frame=

8><
>:

arg1=

�
role=theme,pos=nil,

head=
�
COINDEX

	�,
arg2=

�
role=agent

	
9>=
>;

9>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>;

With adjectives, the internal argument position and the external argument

restr may be linked in two possible ways. With \active" adjectives, i.e. de-

verbal adjectives whose �rst argument is being predicated on, the external

argument is copied from the �rst argument and with "passive" adjectives the

external argument is coindexed with the second argument. In underived adjec-

tives it is the second argument which is coindexed with the external argument

position, but with derived adjectives, the base of the derivation decides whether

the �rst or second argument becomes the external argument. An example of

an "active" adjective is the French adjective m�editatif which means qui m�edite
(who meditates) (153). A passive adjective is the French adjective applicable,
which is derived from the French verb appliquer and means qui peut être ap-
pliqu�e (which can be applied) (154). The lexical entries of these adjectives are

coded together with the verbs they are derived from.

(153) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

lex= me1diter,

head= (
�
cat=v

	
;

n
cat=a,deriv=

�
a�=if

	
,ehead=

�
voice=act

	o
;

n
cat=n,deriv=

�
a�=ation

	o
)

frame=

8<
:

arg1=
�
role=agent

	
,

arg2=

n
role=theme,head= j ehead=

�
cat=n,pform=(nil;sur)

	o
9=
;

9>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>;
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(154) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

lex= appliquer,

head= (
�
cat=v

	
;

n
cat=n,deriv=

�
a�=eur

	
,COINDEX

o
;

n
cat=a,deriv=

�
a�=able

	
,ehead=

�
voice=pass

	o
;

n
cat=n,deriv=

�
a�=ation

	o
)

frame=

8>>>><
>>>>:

arg1=

n
role=agent,head=

�
COINDEX

	o
,

arg2=
�
role=theme

	
,

arg3=

�
role=goal,head=

n
ehead=

�
pform=(a;sur)

	o�
9>>>>=
>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

The mapping from the predicative structure (frame) of the adjective to the

external argument (restr) is done by a lexical rule (155) which coindexes the

internal and external argument slot, depending on the voice marking of the

adjective.

(155) @rule(f).8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

head=

8<
:

cat=a

ehead=
�
voice=V

	
,

restr= jhead=
�
COINDEX

	
9=
;,

frame= (

�
dia=act&V,arg1=

n
head=

�
COINDEX

	o�

;

�
dia=pass&V,arg2=

n
head=

�
COINDEX

	o�
)

9>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>;

In languages with covert (relative) pronouns, e.g. Chinese, the possibilities of

realizing arguments externally are severely limited (cf. [Keenan72], [Keenan75],

[Comrie81]), as the language cannot mark which argument position has be

relativized.

10.2 M-Structures at CS

At the level CS, a constituent is analyzed as a modi�er of another constituent

if the external argument description (restr) uni�es with the description of

the constituent to be modi�ed. The modi�ed element is the head of the SS.

The principles of theM-Structure are implemented in the form of two binary

branching b-rules responsible for the detection of modi�ers in right and in left
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position to the head (156). Within these rules the modi�er selects the head

when the head uni�es with the external argument description of the modi�er

(restr=ARG). The headedness of this structure is indicated by the percolation

of the extended head features (ehead=EHEAD). The semantic role is percolated

with the line of the head projection (role=ROLE). As the modi�er is the non-

head of this structure, it must be a maximal projection, in order to control the

functional completeness (cf. pg.58). Furthermore we require every modi�er to

have the properties of an event, i.e. to have aspectual values. This requirement

forces us to analyze Peter's dog as the dog owned by Peter, where the relative
clause has these aspectual properties. Restrictive modi�ers are non-actualized*,

while appositive modi�ers are actualized* (cf. example (75) pg.54).

(156) @rule(b).

�
role=ROLE,

head=
�
ehead=EHEAD

	�

2
666666666664

8<
:

role=ROLE,

pos=pre,

head=
�
ehead=EHEAD

	
9=
;&ARG,

8>>>><
>>>>:

pos=post,

role=mod,

head=

8<
:

max=yes,

restr=ARG,

ehead=

n
sem=

�
EVENT

	o
9=
;

9>>>>=
>>>>;

3
777777777775

10.3 M-Structures for Translation

As we have already mentioned, modi�er relations involve necessarily anaphoric

structures, which can be seen from the relative clauses that may serve as para-

phrases and translations (cf. (157)).

(157) a. The red car

The car which is red

b. The running girl

The girl who is running

c. The recognized error

The error which is recognized

d. The car on the table

The car which is on the table

e. He could �nd the way due to his knowledge of Korean.

He could �nd the way which was due to his knowledge of Korean.

The necessity of having such paraphrases is illustrated in example (35) pg.29,

example (44) pg.33 and example (158). For a similar Japanese-English example
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cf. [Nagao and Tsujii86].

(158) German:

a. der

the

auf

on

seine

his

Frau

wife

�uberaus

extremely

stolze

proud

Mann

man

`the man who is extremely proud of his wife'

b. Chinese:

m�u t�ou

wood

zu�o

make

de

ATT

zhu�o zi

table

`the wooden table'

`the table made of wood'

At the deepest level of analysis the antecedent and the anaphor should be ex-

pressed by two identical and coindexed structures (cf. [Nagao and Tsujii86])

which in the current implementation of CAT2 is not yet achieved. This struc-

ture can be found in the SS of, for example, Hindi, where two coreferential

nouns are used to form relative clauses (example and transliteration from

[Comrie81] pg. 139).

(159) Hindi:

�adm�i ne

manERG

jis

which

c�ak�u

knife

se

with

murg�i ko

chickenACC

m�ar�a th�a,

killed

us

that

c�ak�u ko

knifeACC
R�am ne

RamERG

dekh�a.

saw

`Ram saw the knife with which the man killed the chicken.'

As a �rst step of implementation, however, a covert internal argument is re-

constructed between CS and IS, in order to allow paraphrases with an overt

internal argument (e.g. relative clauses) or paraphrases where at level IS an

internal argument is required, but dropped later on (e.g. the running boys).

In order to specify the structure aimed at level IS, let us consider �rst preposi-

tional modi�ers. These are represented at level IS with two internal arguments.

The �rst internal argument is a pronoun which is coreferential with the external

argument (X). The second internal argument is that which has already been

internal at the syntactic level (Z). The structure is represented in (160), where

X may refer to the inundation of the city, Y to because of and Z to breach of
the dyke.
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incorporation

(160)
mod

X Y theme:pro agent:Z

This structure can be mapped onto a relative clause with an overt or covert

internal argument where Y refers to caused and Z refers to by the breach of the
dyke. This structure can equally be matched onto a structure where Y refers

to since or because and Z the dyke broke. Thus, this structure is appropriate

for the following paraphrases.

(161) a. the inundation of the city because of the breach of the dyke

b. the inundation of the city caused by the breach of the dyke

c. the city was inundated because the dyke broke

The same structure (160), where X refers to Fl�ote (recorder), Y to aus (from)

and Z to Holz (wood) can be used for the translation into an adjective headed

phrase (a wooden recorder) if we assume that the adjective is split into two

components, a referential part wood and a part which is responsible for the

predicative relation 'material' with the aspectual properties required for the

modi�er relation (cf. example (44) pg.33). X refers to recorder, Y to the

abstract relation 'material' incorporated at CS into the adjective and made

overt by the German preposition aus or the Chinese verb y�ong (158c-d) and Z

refers to wood.

(162)
mod

X Y theme:pro goal:Z

This structure however implies that copulative structures of these adjectives

are represented such that the copula be or German: sein is replaced by the

predicative relation coming from the adjective. In other words, the copula

is used at SS not as a support for the adjective, but as a syntactic support

for the predicative component of the adjective, which is separated from its
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referential argument referential part. These adjectives are described lexically as speci�ed in (163),

where psup (predicative support) speci�es the head of the predicative relation

and arg0 speci�es the referential properties. Thus the adjective silvery will

be represented at level IS as silver headed by the marker for MAT, e.g. the

German preposition aus.

(163) @rule(b).8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

lex=silver,

head=

8<
:

psup=
�
slex='MAT'

	
,

ehead=

n
sem=

�
EVENT

	o
9=
;,

frame=

(
arg0=

�
head=

�
ehead=

n
sem=

�
MATERIAL

	o��)

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

With other adjectives (e.g. afraid), such a representation is not motivated, since

such adjectives, when placed into the head position of a copulative sentence,

can be mapped directly onto a verb or the predicative noun of a support verb

construction. The sentences He is afraid, de:Er f�urchtet sich and fr:Il a peur,
can best be represented by a structure where the head position is occupied by

Y, the adjective afraid, the verb f�urchen or the noun peur.

(164)
Y pro

We therefore have to separate the adjectives into two groups. The �rst group

creates the predicative relation on its own (e.g. afraid), while the second is

conated with a predicative relation which has to be reconstructed at level IS.

According to our distinction of terms and non-terms we separate an adjective

into the two components (the referential part and the predicative part) if there

are special markers for the expressed relation in the languages of the system.

Adjectives like silvery are thus classi�ed as non-terms and decomposed for

translation. Possible relations and their markers are listed below in (165).

Due to the existence of no appropriate functional marker we have to classify

adjectives like afraid as term, i.e. one unit for transfer.

(165)

relation English French German

CAUSE because of �a cause de wegen
due to
own to
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relation English French German

because parce que weil

since puisque da

as
to cause causer verursachen

CONCESSION although bien que obwohl
though
inspite of malg�e trotz
despite

FUNCT to function fonctionner funktionieren
as comme als

en tant que

MAT of en aus
out of
to make faire machen

EQUAL as comme wie
like
equal egal gleich
to equal gleichen

TRANSPORT by en mit

CONDITION if si falls

sofern

wenn

PURPOSE for pour um
for �a�n zu

zwecks

LOC be être sein
in, on, ... dans, sur, ... in, auf, ...
to situate se trouver sich be�nden
to locate
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Chapter 11

Lexical Functions

In the same way as MT systems have to provide a special treatment for function

words, a special treatment has to be developed for the cases where content

words do not have their habitual meaning but behave in a similar fashion to

function words. This is the case for the so-called lexical functions (LF)1. The

essence of the notion of the Lexical Function is that a word A selects a second

word B in order to realize a special syntactic or semantic structure related to

A, which is called the LF. Take A to be smoker. In order to realize the high

degree of this concept, which is not possible by morphological operations for

English nouns, A selects B = heavy as its modi�er in order to realize through

the expression heavy smoker the high degree of smoker.

As functions cannot be translated into functions, Asource but not Bsource can

be translated literally into another language. A literal translation of Bsource
could possibly result in a mismatch with the speci�cation of Btarget found in the

Atarget. Thus, the Dutch harde storm (hard storm) is not correctly translated

as harter Sturm in German, although harde steen (hard stone) is a harter Stein
in German. Since the B for the LF Magni�er for Sturm is schwer, harde storm
has to be translated as schwerer Sturm. Thus no translation rule of the type

hard=>schwer is involved in the translation of this example. In the same way

as in F-Structures, the total semantic value (e.g. the high degree) has to be

calculated in analysis, removing the marker (e.g. hard). The TL then has to

decide which function has to operate in order to express that meaning, with

1The concept of Lexical Functions has been developed by Mel'�cuk in the framework
of his Meaning,Text Model (cf. [Mel'�cuk74], [Mel'�cuk84], [Mel'�cuk and Pertsov87],
[Mel'�cuk88], [Apresjan91]). Since then the importance of this concept for pur-
poses of multilingual NLP has been more and more recognized (cf. [Magn�usd�ottir88],
[Bloksma and van der Kraan91], [Heylen92], [Heylen et al.92]), which �nally re-
sulted in the integrationof this concept in a number of MT systems (cf. [Apresjan et al.89],
[Apresjan et al.92a], [Heylen et al.93], [Streiter94], [Streiter95]).

111
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magni�er

degree

the help of function words, lexical functions or lexicalizations. If a LF has to

be employed in the TL as well, A of the target language has to choose its B

according to its lexical speci�cations.

11.1 Magni�er

Magni�er is the name of a LF, where the degree of a concept is not expressed

by a degree word, inection or derivation, but by a content word, which in

this restricted context is interpreted as functor. [Vinay and Darbelnet58] call

these constructions 'locutions d'intensit�e', i.e. expression of intensity. German

adjectives may form the high degree (elative) with the function word sehr or
a speci�c noun (the magni�er) with which they form a compound (166). The

di�erence between the analytic degree forming and the synthetic degree forming

is one of speech style. For the treatment of style in CAT2 cf. [Streiter96].

Similar structures are found in English, examples of [Vinay and Darbelnet58]

pg. 40. Nouns generally take adjectives as their magni�er (168) and verbs take

adverbs (169).

(166) a. German:

sehr

very

gemein

mean

=

=

hundsgemein

'dog-mean'

b. sehr

very

kalt

cold

=

=

arschkalt

'arse-cold'

c. sehr

very

trocken

dry

=

=

furztrocken

'fart-dry'

d. sehr

very

gro�

big

=

=

riesengro�

'giant-big'

e. sehr

very

bl�od

silly

=

=

saubl�od

'sow-silly'

(167) a. stone deaf

b. stark mad

c. stark naked

d. dead tired

e. dripping wet
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magni�er(168) a. German:

herbe

sharp

Kritik

criticism

`harsh criticism'

b. saftige

juicy

Rechnung

bill

`enormous bill'

(169) a. innig

heartfelt

lieben

love

`to love deeply'

b. heftig

heavily

schimpfen

scold

`to scold severely'

The lexeme a word combines with to mark the high degree is marked in the

lexical entry with the feature magn=flex= g . If no magni�er is speci�ed in the

lexicon, magn=nil is assigned per default.

(170)
(
lex=kritik,

head=

n
magn=

�
lex=herb

	o)

The semantic values aimed at by the operation of degree forming are the same as

those triggered by analytic or synthetic operations of degree forming, expressed

by the extended head feature dvalue.

(171)

dvalue=pos positive bad

dvalue=comp comparative worse

dvalue=super superlative worst

dvalue=exz excessive too bad

dvalue=equal equality as bad

dvalue=acc acceptability bad enough

dvalue=elat elative very bad

dvalue='QU' degree questioned how bad

Between CS and IS, the magni�er is removed and the dvalue of the head is

calculated according to the dvalue of the magni�er. If the magni�er itself has

the positive degree (e.g. heavy smoker, the magni�ed structure receives the
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value elative. In all other cases, the dvalue is copied from the magni�er onto

the magni�ed.

(172) a. German:

ausf�uhrlich

detailedPOS

`in detail'

b. ausf�uhrlicher

detailedCOMP

`in greater detail'

c. ausf�uhrlichst

detailedSUPER
`in the greatest detail'

d. zu ausf�uhrlich

detailedEXZ
`in too great a detail'

e. so ausf�uhrlich

detailedEQUAL
`in as great a detail'

f. ausf�uhrlich

detailedACC

genug

`in great enough detail'

g. sehr ausf�uhrlich

detailedELAT
`in great detail'

h. wie ausf�uhrlich

detailedQU
`in how great a detail'

11.2 Mini�er

In the same way as the magni�er, the mini�er represents a content word which

is used to express the low degree of another content word. The semantic value

triggered by this construction is dvalue=low (e.g. a little bad) Examples for

this construction are:
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mini�er

generic support

(173) a. German:

leichte

light

R�otung

reddening

`slight reddening'

b. kleine

little

Hitze

heat

`low heat'

The lexical items that are employed as mini�er are stored in the feature

mini=flex= g. As pointed out in [Streiter95], the value of the mini�er cannot

be derived from the value of the magni�er, so that two separate speci�cations

are justi�ed.

(174) @rule(b).

a.
8><
>:
lex=roeten,

head=

(
mini=

�
lex=leicht

	
,

magn=
�
lex=stark

	
)9>=
>;

b.
8><
>:
lex=hitze,

head=

(
mini=

�
lex=klein

	
,

magn=
�
lex=gross

	
)9>=
>;

c.
8><
>:
lex=sturm,

head=

(
mini=

�
lex=leicht

	
,

magn=
�
lex=schwer

	
)9>=
>;

The treatment of these items corresponds to that of the magni�ers. They

are removed between CS and IS and regenerated if syntactic forms of degree

forming becomes necessary.

11.3 Generic Support

Generic Support as described in [Mel'�cuk74] is a third type of LFs. Adjectives

may be defective with respect to the possibility of deriving nouns from them by

morphological means. In these cases, as for stylistic purposes, adjectives may

build a nominal structure with the help of their hyperonyms (e.g. red!colour).

In English for example, support nouns are required for some singular nationality

adjectives. A 'support noun' such as man and woman must be inserted in
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order to establish reference. Further examples come from Russian and Serbo-

Croatian for the concept of 'Russian' and 'Serbian'. Spanish frequently uses

support nouns for colours:

(175) a. German:

ein

a

Japaner

JapanMASC

-

-

eine

a

Japanerin

JapanFEM

`a Japanese man - a Japanese woman'

b. ein

a

Weiser

wiseMASC

-

-

eine

a

Weise

wiseFEM
`a wise man - a wise woman'

c. Russian:

na russkom �zyke

na

on

russkom

Russian

jazyke

language

`in Russian'

d. Serbo-Croatian:

na

on

srpskom

Serbian

jeziku

language

`in Serbian'

e. Spanish:

de

of

color

colour

naranja

orange

`orange'

In any of these cases the concept is expressed by an adjective plus a supporting

noun, where the semantic space denoted by the adjective is included in the

space denoted by the noun (cf. (62), pg.46). Comparing the inclusion relation

of Japanese and man with the concept relation of white car in (61) pg.45, it

becomes clear that we have to use the adjective as the base for the translation.

Accordingly, the German noun Japaner is mapped onto the English adjective

Japanese (cf. (176a)). The support noun man has to be regenerated according

to monolingual lexical speci�cations between IS and CS (cf. (176b)).

(176) a.

IS

a p

sit japan in bus
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b.

T2

n p

a

sit japan pro man in bus

If more than one support is possible for a given modi�er (Japanese ! Japanese
man, Japanese Woman, Japanese people), the selection of the support may add

a distinctive feature which must be compatible with the referential argument

of the modi�er. The inclusion relation is thus as illustrated below:

(177)

Japanese(X)

man(X) woman(X)

Thus restrictions on the referential argument of the adjective

({'T'=hum,sex=male} or {animate=hum,sex=female}) trigger the corre-

sponding support noun, man or woman. Thus if in the following entry sem=SEM

is instantiated by sem=fconcr=fsex=femalegg, only the lexical entry of woman

can unify with the speci�cation found in nsup.

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

string=japanese,

lex=japan,

frame=

n
arg0 j head= j ehead=

�
sem=SEM

	o
,

head=

(
nsup=

(
frame= j head= j ehead=

�
sem=SEM

	
,

head=
�
lex=(man;woman)

	
))

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;

Generic support is not restricted to speci�c parts of speech. Verbs may form a

generic support for sentencial modi�ers by the same mechanism. We thus can

account for the divergence described in (43b) pg.32 without a complex transfer

rule, deriving (178b) from (178a).
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support verb
constructions

(178) a.

IS

p

otar barca en agua

b.

T2

p v

mudarse barca en agua otar pro

Contrary to the LF Magni�er or Mini�er, the generic support inserts a new

head. This lexical function can thus be conceived of as a syntactic pattern

of derivation (cf. [Streiter and Schmidt-Wigger95c]), which shows again the

functional equivalence of syntactic and morphological operations.

11.4 Support Verb Construction

Another LF I want to present is the Support Verb Construction (SVC). This LF

accounts for conation phenomena as exempli�ed in (43a) pg.32. As the generic

support, SVCs represent a syntactic style of derivation where (in most cases)

a noun selects a verb (or its derivations) as its head. The support verb (SV)

inherits the predicative structure from the noun, leaving open whether the

arguments are expressed under the nominal or verbal head. As for the generic

support I assume that the referential argument of the noun is shared with the

SV. The verb then has the function to express the meaning which the noun

bears but cannot express, i.e. tense and modality. As with all functions, SVCs

cannot be translated compositionally. This is illustrated through the following

examples taken from [Mesli91] (pg.4).

(179) French-German:

a. prendre

take

une

a

d�ecision

decision

- einen

a

Beschlu�

decision

fassen

grap

`to take a decision'

b. prendre

take

l'initiative

the initiative

- die

the

Initiative

initiative

ergreifen

grap

`to take the initiative'
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conversionc. prendre

take

peur

fear

- Angst

fear

bekommen

get

`to become afraid'

d. prendre

take

des

of the

risques

risks

- Risiken

risks

eingehen

enter

`to run a risk'

e. prendre

take

de

of

l'importance

the importance

- an

at

Bedeutung

importance

gewinnen

win

`to become important'

f. prendre

take

la

a

peine

la

de

e�ort

- sich

himself

die

the

M�uhe

e�ort

machen

make

`to make an e�ort'

The fact that the verb has lost the predicative structure and serves mainly

the purpose of marking tense, aspect, mood and modality, allows the verb to

be replaced by other verbs, in order to receive new variants of the SVC with

this predicative noun. In the example (180) the ambiguous verb ankern, which
may be either transitive or intransitive, loses its ambiguity when realized by a

SVC.

(180) German:

a. vor

before

Anker

anchor

gehen

go

, ankern

anchor

`to anchor'

b. vor

before

Anker

anchor

liegen

ly

, ankern

anchor

`to be anchored'

c. den

the

Anker

anchor

lichten

lift

`to weigh'

The basic assumption underlying our treatment of SVCs is that the choice of the

SV reects one semantic variant of the underlying predicative relation. Einen
Befehl bekommen (to receive an order) for example, expresses the converse

(change of direction) of the situation expressed by the expression Einen Befehl
geben (to give an order), just as to buy expresses the converse relation of to

sell or a passive sentence to an active sentence, where subject and object are

exchanged in SS, in order to change the relation between the reference point

and the located point (cf. [Lyons73], [Herrmann-Dresel87] [Langacker87]). The

correct assingment of the actants to the argument slots is accounted for by the

semantic role as explained in Chapter 8.
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aktionsart

argument transfer

support verb

Other variants of SVCs di�er wrt the Aktionsart they assign to the whole

process. Since the �eld of Aktionsarten is very large and the number of Ak-

tionsarten apparently unlimited (cf. [�Svedova80], [Schwenk91]), our treatment

concentrates on Aktionsarten which may be paraphrased with the help of verbs

like to start, to continue, to stop etc: : : , without excluding other Aktionsarten

a priori.2

(181)

akt=neut neutral Angst haben
`to be afraid'

akt=incho inchoative (ingressive) Angst bekommen
`to become afraid'

akt=term terminative (egressive) Angst verlieren
`to lose one's fear'

akt=contin continuitive bei der Behauptung bleiben
`to stick to one's claim'

As explained above, the predicative structure of SVCs are determined by the

non-verbal, predicative part of the SVC. This element assigns semantic roles

and de�nes the selectional restrictions on the arguments. These are copied

onto the frame speci�cation of the SV the moment the SV subcategorizes for

the predicative noun. This operation is known as the argument transfer

(cf. [Grimshaw and Mester88]), a syntactic variant of the morphological argu-

ment inheritance. Contrary to argument inheritance, the arguments are not

necessarily realized as complements to the verb but may be realized as com-

plements to the predicative noun if the syntactic completeness requirements of

the verb do not require a special argument to be �lled (cf. [Kuhn94])

The verb and the predicative noun assign default case and pform to the ar-

guments and to the predicative element. These values are not percolated from

the noun to the verb since they represent syntactic restrictions which are di�er-

ent depending on whether the arguments of the SVC are realized syntactically

under the predicative noun or under the SV.

The lexical entry of a SV and its morphological derivatives is exempli�ed in

(182). The entry already contains all variable linking necessary to copy the

arguments of the predicative noun (role=pred) onto the argument slots of the

SV.

2Note my notion of continuitive Aktionsart subsumes the so-called iterative Aktionsart
e.g. John multiplied his attacks against Mary. ([Danlos et al.90] pg.20). Iterativity and
continuity refer to the same kind of operators. What continuity is for an unbounded process
iterativity is for a bounded process. We therefore can limit the number of Aktionsarten to 4.
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(182) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

lex= ergreifen,

head= HEAD&

(
�
cat=v

	
;

�
cat=n,

deriv=
�
a�=ung

	�;�cat=n,

deriv=
�
a�=inf

	�;�cat=a,

deriv=
�
a�=bar

	�)

frame=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

arg1=

8><
>:
role=ROLE1,

head= j ehead=

(
sem=SEM1,

tense=TENSE1,

mood=MOOD1

)9>=
>;,

arg2=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

role= pred,

frame=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

arg1=

8><
>:
role=ROLE1,

head= j ehead=

(
sem=SEM1,

tense=TENSE1,

mood=MOOD1

)9>=
>;,

arg2=

8>>>><
>>>>:

role=ROLE3,

head= j ehead=

8>><
>>:

sem=SEM3,

tense=TENSE3,

mood=MOOD3,

case=CASE3,

pform=PF3

9>>=
>>;

9>>>>=
>>>>;
,

arg3=

8>>>><
>>>>:

role=ROLE4,

head= j ehead=

8>><
>>:

sem=SEM4,

tense=TENSE4,

mood=MOOD4,

case=CASE4,

pform=PF4

9>>=
>>;

9>>>>=
>>>>;
,

pred= jvsup=HEAD

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

,

arg3=

8>>>><
>>>>:

role=ROLE3,

head= j ehead=

8>><
>>:

sem=SEM3,

tense=TENSE3,

mood=MOOD3,

case=CASE3,

pform=PF3

9>>=
>>;

9>>>>=
>>>>;
,

arg4=

8>>>><
>>>>:

role=ROLE4,

head= j ehead=

8>><
>>:

sem=SEM4,

tense=TENSE4,

mood=MOOD4,

case=CASE4,

pform=PF4

9>>=
>>;

9>>>>=
>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

In this example, the SV subcategorizes the predicative noun as its second ar-

gument, by means of which the noun is assigned accusative case in active and

nominative case in passive sentences. In other SVCs, other argument slots are

opened for the predicative noun.

The entry of the predicative noun (lex=macht), predicts the SV necessary

for its predicative use in a sentence (vsup=...) and the aktionsart this verb is

related to, as well as its own form when appearing together with the predicative
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predicative noun

negation

verb (xpred=...).3. This information (e.g. pform, type and num) cannot be

coded directly as an extended head feature of the noun since the predicative

properties can be delegated to a dependent relative pronoun, in which case these

constraints apply to the relative pronoun and not to the predicative noun itself

(e.g. He was proud of the decision which his daughter had made). The value

of vsup are head features and the value of xpred are extended head features.

The aspectual structure of the noun is uni�ed with that of the SV, by way of

which the semantic tense and aspect are shared between the predicative noun

and the SV. In addition, the SV and the predicative noun share information

about the scope of negation.

(183) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

head=

8<
:

lex=macht cat=n,

ehead=

�
sem=SEM&

�
abstract= j temp= j aspect=incho

	
,

sNEG=SNEG

�9=
;,

frame=

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

arg1=

(
role=agent,

head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=n

	o),
arg2=

�
role=nil

	
,

arg3=
�
role=nil

	
,

pred=

8>><
>>:

vsup=

(
lex=ergreifen,

ehead=

n
sNEG=SNEG,

sem=SEM

o)
,

xpred=
�
pform=nil,type=def,num=sing

	
9>>=
>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

The result of the subcategorization of the predicative noun by the SV is rep-

resented in the following structure, where the argument slot for the subject is

still accessible.

3In the treatment implemented in CAT2 the predicative noun selects the SV together
with the aktionsart this verb is associated with. [Krenn and Erbach94](pg.389) suggest
the SV select the predicative noun and have a �xed aktionsart. This approach, however, is
not only intractable for generation where the predicative noun somehow has to generate its
SV, but implies that every SV has a list of hundreds of lexemes of predicative nouns it may
select and third, that multiple entries become necessary if the same SV is used for di�erent
aktionsarten (cf. (179)).
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(184) 8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

head= HEAD&n
lex=ergreifen,cat=v

ehead j sem jabstract j temp jaspect j akt=incho

o
,

frame=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

arg1=

n
role=agent,

head= j ehead= j cat=n

o
,

arg2=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

role=pred,

head=
�
lex=macht

	
,

frame=

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

arg1=

n
role=agent,

head j ehead j cat=n

o
,

arg2=
�
role=nil

	
,

arg3=
�
role=nil

	
,

pred j vsup=HEAD,

xpred=

8<
:

type=def,

pform=nil,

num=sing,

cat=n

9=
;

9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

,

arg3=
�
role=nil

	
,

arg4=
�
role=nil

	

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

"�
lex=macht

	
,�

lex=ergreifen
	
#

At level IS, the SV is no longer represented. The semantic predicate (the

predicative noun) enters the position of the governor (cf. Chapter 1). By these

means we obtain compatible structures for German:Er hat Angst (He has fear),
English:He is afraid and German:Er �angstigt sich (He fears REFL).

(185)

IS

angst pro

IS

afraid pro

IS

aengstigen pro

Modi�ers and arguments of the predicative noun can (or must) be translated as

sentence modi�ers. This is illustrated in (186a) where the modi�er is realized

at the level of the SV or in (186b) at the level of the predicative noun (examples
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default argument

ination

from [Danlos et al.90] pg.31). Therefore, all arguments and modi�ers that were

originally adjuncted to the noun are raised to the sentence level.

(186) a. John frequently gives advice to Mary

b. John gives frequent advice to Mary

11.5 Default Arguments

A further type of LFs I want to describe is the so-called default argument.

This lexical function serves the purpose of �lling the argument position which

is otherwise interpreted as pronominal. In Chapter 3.9, I characterized such

structures as ination, the appearance of a syntactic constituent to which

no meaning can be assigned. Examples are given in (46) pg.33. Default

arguments are stored in the default feature in the frame description.

(187) @rule(b).(
lex=k�an,

frame=

n
default=

�
lex=sh�u

	o)

In analysis the indirect object is optionally removed from the structure if it

uni�es with the default description, so that two IS structures will result from

it, representing the ambiguity of that expression.

(188)

CS

ta kan shu

IS

pro kan shu

IS

pro kan

In generation the default argument is generated in postverbal position, if no

other indirect object is present.
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copulative structures

copulative verb
11.6 Copulative Structures

Copulative Structures have already been mentioned in Chapter 10. Copulative

structures placing an adjective in a predicative position are treated in our

implementation at level CS along the same lines as SVC, implying the adjective

to be the semantic predicate of the sentence. The lexical entries of the copula

is equivalent to those of the SV, describing an argument shift from the external

argument position of the adjective to the �rst argument position of the verb.

Supplementary arguments can be realized following the description given by

the adjectival frame.

(189) @rule(b).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

lex=be,

head=
�
cat=v

	
,

frame=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

arg1=

8><
>:
role=ROLE1,

head= j ehead=

(
sem=SEM1,

tense=TENSE1,

mood=MOOD1

)9>=
>;,

arg2=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

role=pred,

head=

n
ehead=

�
cat=a,voice=pass

	o
,

frame=

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

arg2=

8><
>:
role=ROLE1,

head= j ehead=

(
sem=SEM1,

tense=TENSE1,

mood=MOOD1

)9>=
>;,

arg3=

8>>>><
>>>>:

role=ROLE3,

head= j ehead=

8>><
>>:

sem=SEM3,

tense=TENSE3,

mood=MOOD3,

case=CASE3,

pform=PF3

9>>=
>>;

9>>>>=
>>>>;
,

pred= j vsup=HEAD

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

,

arg3=

8>>>><
>>>>:

role=ROLE3,

head= j ehead=

8>><
>>:

sem=SEM3,

tense=TENSE3,

mood=MOOD3,

case=CASE3,

pform=PF3

9>>=
>>;

9>>>>=
>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

At level IS the copula is dropped in cases where the adjective has an au-

tonomous predicative structure (i.e. afraid and the adjective enters the position
of the verb). This treatment is identical for the treatment of SVC at level IS

(cf. (185)).
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(190)

CS

he is ill

IS

ill pro

For the class of adjectives which are composed of a referential part (e.g. silver
in silvery) and a predicative part (e.g. 'MAT'), the copula is replaced at level

IS by a representative of the abstract predicative relations.

(191)

CS

it is silvery

IS

'MAT' pro silver



Summary and Conclusions

Summary

In this thesis I assume that translation is meaning-preserving in the contexts

where MT is currently used, i.e. technical and scienti�c types of texts. I

show that any attempt to handle divergences between languages by reference

to form or functions, instead of meaning, must necessarily fail, as the transfer

rules employed for this purpose are local rules which cannot take into account

the totality of the constraints of the target language. Transfer rules which

refer to the structure of a sentence instead of the meaning, may handle isolated

phenomena of divergences between languages but cannot account for the full

range of constraints and interactions of these phenomena. It is therefore only

natural to use meaning for the modeling of translation, as the mapping of

various surface structures to and from one type of meaning representation is

tractable.

The meaning expressed in the surface structure of a language is encoded in the

form of possible choices of that language. Whenever a choice between di�erent

surface structures is possible a change in meaning results from it. The choices

a language o�ers and the associated meaning are represented in the form of

functions. In other words, functions map choices in surface structures onto

meaning (in analysis) and meaning onto surface structures (in synthesis).

Most MT systems, however, even if they abstract away from the form of a

language, use functions for the purpose of translation. This is not a promising

approach for a multilingual system, as the choice of the appropriate function in

the target language depends on the interaction of the form and all constraints

on the functions of the target language. These constraints cannot be predicted

from the function used in the source language and cannot be correctly described

by local translation rules.

Following this I analyze di�erent types of functions, classi�ed according to their

linguistic realizations. As a �rst example of a function which is commonly
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referred to in translation rules I mention the 'concept' which, I argue, is not

a meaning representation but a language-speci�c function which foregrounds a

region in a notional domain. Therefore, the concept cannot be directly mapped

between languages but must be reconstructed in the target language.

Functions realized via function words are analysed in the Functional Head{

Structure with the help of the extended head feature convention, allowing the

semantic contributions coming from the function words to be added to the

lexical head. A possible meaning representation triggered by function words

is developed for articles, where special attention is given to the fact that the

meaning representation must be applicable to all parts of speech.

In Argument Structures one dimension of meaning, i.e. the thematic roles of

arguments, is mapped onto di�erent surface structures, depending on the di�er-

ent realizations of the predicate. As the realization of the arguments depends

on the predicate in the same way that the realization of the predicate depends

on the predicates for which argument positions have to be supplied, and both

depend on the possibilities of realizing the necessary functional marking, no

algorithm can be realized which matches the syntactic functions of the source

language directly onto the syntactic functions of the target language.

Pronouns are functions which connect a concept to a textual or contextual

entity, in order to achieve coherence and actualization. As pronouns may be

covert, I restricted myself to the reconstruction of covert pronouns in argument

positions.

Modi�er structures are analyzed as predicative structures where the predicate

is the syntactic non-head, resulting in an anaphoric structure with an overt or

covert pronoun. In order to translate freely all types of modi�ers the covert

pronoun has to be reconstructed and conated concepts have to be decomposed

into their basic terms.

Lexical Functions �nally are functions which use content words as markers

instead of functional markers. These content words are coded in the lexical

entries which realize these functions. As with all functions, a direct translation

is not possible. Magni�ers, Mini�ers, Support Verbs and Generic Supports are

introduced and discussed with respect to their implementation and relevance

for translation, showing how the mechanism of lexical functions can cope with

divergences between languages which are otherwise not tractable.
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Conclusions

In this thesis I have shown that the translation process cannot be modeled

by reference to functions, which is what most MT systems do. Instead the

modeling has to refer to meaning. The meaning must necessarily be designed

such that it is applicable to all parts of speech and all functions the di�erent

parts of speech may employ. At the same time I show through the examples

of implementation that this approach, ambitious as it might seem, is not only

feasible, but �nally the most straightforward one, as the process of translation

follows regular and understandable lines of analysis and generation.

Further Outlook

The implementation of the CAT2 MT system as described in this thesis is con-

tinued in the context of di�erent national and international projects, a descrip-

tion of which can be found at URL:http://www.iai.uni-sb.de/cat2/home.html.

Within these projects, the ongoing activities are (i) the integration of new lan-

guage modules (e.g. Arabic cf. [Pease and Boushaba96]), (ii) the enlargement

of existing lexicons, (iii) the coverage of until now untreated semantic and

syntactic phenomena, (iv) the adaptation of the system to special user require-

ments for the medical, banking and automobile sector and (v) as a consequence,

the integration of knowledge, i.e. domain-speci�c meaning distinctions, into the

general meaning description presented in this thesis.
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actualization

ALEP

ANTHEM

Glossary

Actualization

By actualization I understand the passage from the virtual system (la langue)

to the actual process (la parole) by the embedding of the propositional

content in a complex system of relations that are based on the speech

act (cf. [Greimas and Joseph89], [Mainguenau81], [Bouscaren and Chuquet87],

[Danon-Boileau87], [Culioli90]). While the verbal concept actualizes the propo-

sition with the help of tense values, nominal concepts cannot actualize on their

own the denoted event, i.e. they need a support verb. Tense, aspect and mood

belong to the actualizing function of the verb (cf. [Mesli and Bresson92]).

ALEP

The Advanced Language Engineering Platform (ALEP), an initiative of the EC,

provides the natural language research and engineering community in Europe

with a general purpose research and development environment. The environ-

ment is intended to ease and speed up the transitions from research to labora-

tory prototype, and from prototype to marketable product. It is designed as a

basic, low-cost, non-proprietary platform for a broad range of research and tech-

nology development activities related to NLP (cf. URL: http://www.iai.uni-

sb.de/alep). For more information about ALEP cf. [Alshawi et al.91], [ALE93],

[Theo�lidis93], [Sch�utz95] and [Simpkins95].

ANTHEM

ANTHEM develops a prototype of a natural language interface that allows users

of Healthcare Information Systems to enter medical diagnostic expressions in a

multilingual environment. Within ANTHEM, CAT2 is used to analyze Dutch

and French diagnostic expressions. The system (i) translates these into Ger-

man, Dutch and French and (ii) produces a semantic representation which is

then passed to the ANTHEM Expert System for automatic coding in ICD*.
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interlingual approach

sublanguage approach

CHARON

ETAP

Eurotra

For both purposes the interlingual approach has been assumed, which consists

of a set of basic word-concepts identi�ed by their SNOMED* code and a limited

set of semantic relations which link word-concepts to form complex statements.

By the integration of a semantic model representing the medical knowledge nec-

essary to interpret the diagnostic expressions the number of spurious objects

can be considerably reduced. A feature structure is used as an interface to

an expert system, which checks the diagnosis for internal consistency and al-

lows automatic encoding of the diagnostic statements. For an overview of

this project cf. [Ceusters et al.94b], [Ceusters et al.94c], [Ceusters et al.94a],

[Streiter and Schmidt-Wigger95a], [Streiter and Schmidt-Wigger95b]).

CHARON

Charon is an experimental MT system developed between 1985 and 1992 at the

University of Stuttgart in order to test the possible applications of LFG to MT.

The developed language pair is German) French. The basic mechanism used

within this approach is that of codescription, which maps representations of one

level to the representation of another level. The codescriptions are stated in the

lexicon and in the c-structure rules of the source languages. For an overview

of the system cf. [Kaplan et al.89]. A critical appraisal of this approach can be

found in [Sadler93] and [Butt94].

ETAP

ETAP is an MT system developed at the Akademija Nauk Russii. The system

integrates some aspects of the Meaning,Text Model, as developed by Mel'�cuk,

Pertsov and Apresjan ([Mel'�cuk84], [Mel'�cuk and Pertsov87], [Mel'�cuk88]) and

of its variant called integral'nij slovar' (Integral Dictionary) (cf. [Apresjan91].
Developed language pairs are French)Russian (ETAP1), English)Russian

(ETAP2) and English,Russian (ETAP3). For more information about

the system cf. [Apresjan et al.89], [Apresjan et al.92a], [Apresjan et al.92b],

[Apresjan et al.93].

EUROTRA

In order to cope with the enormous translation load of European industry and

trade as well as of the EC institutions themselves, the Commission launched

in 1983 a multilingual machine translation project called Eurotra. The tech-

nical objective of Eurotra was the creation of a machine translation prototype

capable of dealing with all nine o�cial Community languages (Danish, Dutch,

English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish) in all pos-

sible directions, thus forming 72 language pairs. The project �nished in 1992.

Although this project could not develop a functional prototype, the linguistic
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ICD

WHO

MPRO

SNOMED

sta� of the Eurotra groups did very valuable research into morphology, syntax

and semantics, resulting in one of the best documentations of NLP systems,

the Eurotra Reference Manual [ERM90].

ICD

ICD, the International Classi�cation of Diseases is a system developed by the

World Health Organization, and is designed for the classi�cation of morbidity

and mortality information for statistical purposes. For further information

about ICD cf. [WHO93].

MPRO

MPRO is the morphological analyzer developed at IAI by Heinz-Dieter Maas.

The system is implemented in Sicstus Prolog and, with minor modi�cations,

runs under SWI-Prolog and YAP as well. The morphological dictionary of mpro

contains morphemes (and their allomorphs and writing variants), all with ex-

tensive descriptions of their behaviour in word formation processes (derivation,

compounding, and inection). A more detailed description of the system can

be found in [Seewald93], [Maas94b], [Maas94a].

SNOMED

SNOMED, the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine is one of the most

exhaustive systems used to codify elementary concepts in medicine. It joins

seven types of medical elements (topography, morphology, etiology, function,

disease, procedure and occupation) to form combinatorial expressions. It is

used world-wide and represents the great majority of all symptoms and phe-

nomena needed for healthcare data handling. For further information about

SNOMED cf. [Côt�e et al.93], [Rothwell et al.93].
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Abbreviations

COLING-84 = Coling-84: 10th International Conference on Computational

Linguistics, 22nd Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Lin-

guistics, Proceedings of Coling 84, 2-6 July 1984, Stanford University, Califor-

nia.

COLING-86 = Coling-86: 11th International Conference on Computational

Linguistics, Proceedings of Coling 86, 25-29th August 1986, Bonn.

COLING-90 = Karlgren, H. (ed.) Coling-90: papers presented to the 13th

International Conference on Computational Linguistics, August 1990, Helsinki,

Finland.

COLING-92 = Boitet, C. (ed.) Coling-92: Proceedings of the 14th Interna-

tional Conference on Computational Linguistics, August 1992, Nantes, France.

COLING-94 = COLING-94, The 15th International Conference on Compu-

tational Linguistics. Proceedings, August 5-9 1994, Kyoto, Japan.

ERM = Eurotra Reference Manual, edition 7.0, 1990

IAI WP = Working Paper, IAI, Institut der Gesellschaft zur F�orderung der

angewandten Informationsforschung e.V. an der Universit�at des Saarlandes,

Martin-Luther-Stra�e 14, 66111 Saarbr�ucken, BRD.

KONVENS '94 = Harald Trost (ed.) KONVENS '94,Tagungsband, 2.

Konferenz "Verarbeitung nat�urlicher Sprache" Wien, 28-30 September 1994

Springer-Verlag, Berlin.

Meta-92 = Meta 37(4), December 1992.

MT TMI = Sergei Nirenburg (ed.), Machine Translation. Theoretical and

Methodological Issues, Studies in Natural Language Processing, Cambridge
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TMI-90 = The Third International Conference on Theoretical and Method-
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TMI-95 = Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on Theoretical
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